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Pres. English Announces Retirement

president of Trinity College.
As president, English was able
to oversee the improvement of student facilities and accommodations
In what came as a surprise to the during his eight years. The massive
Trinity Community last week, James renovations in Mather Campus CenF. English, Jr. announced that he will ter and in Ferris Athletic Center, the
be retiring in June after serving eight completion of the New Dorm and
years as president of the College. satell ite student center, and the recent
Expressing a desire to, "devote more announcement of the new academic
time to his family and other inter- building to be erected in the Life
ests", the 62-year-old English decided Sciences quad are all evidence of
that he and his wife Isabelle are ready English's commitment to improving
the College.
to retire.
Although President English has
In the years that English served
as president,Trinity went under much no plans for future employment, he is
physical and curricular change, while looking forward to devoting more
experiencing fervent economic time to his position of vice-chairman
of the Distribution Committee of the
growth.
Since 1981, the endowment Hartford Foundation for Public Givincreased from $47 million to $114 ing. This Committee is responsible
million, a growth of over 150%. for distributing approximately $ 120
English's retirement this summer will million to several non-profit organicoincide with the completion of zations in the Hartford area. In addiTrinity's Capital Campaign. Com- tion to thi.s position, he will also
menting on its overwhelming suc- continue his work for several organicess, English wrote to the Board of zations including CBT, Bank of New
Trustees, "By next June 30, its scheduled completion date, we should have
achieved our $42 million goal by a
healthy margin."
Although many attribute
-By Jane ReynoldsTrinity' s recent economic growth and
News Staff Writer
fund raising success solely to English, he notes that the Development
Office and others have also worked
A search committee for the new
quite hard and that their superior ef- President of the College will have its
forts must not go unrecognized.
first meeting this coming Saturday,
"I do not regret my decision, but November 5. Chairman of the Board
what I do regret is that I must leave," of Trustees Edward A. Montgomery,
said English. When asked what he Jr., '56 is heading the committee,
would miss most about Trinity, Eng- which is composed of seven trustee
lish responded, "leaving those with members, five faculty members, and
whom I have become close to." two students.
English's children were graduating
A similarly structured search
collegewhen he carje to Trinity, committee was used in the search for
therefore, he found it very interesting President English. "There was a
to build relationships with
similar mix of trustees, faculty and
Trinity students, faculty and adminis- students," said Cheryl Smith, Directrators.
tor of Institutional Affairs.
Six of the trustees are alumni of
"Because I was out of town so
frequently in the last few years, pri- Trinity College. Besides Montgommarily due to my work on the Capital ery, they are Thomas S. Johnson, '62,
Campaign, I was sorry that I was as Alfred J. Koeppel, '54, Joanne A.
unable to develop the friendships with Epps, '73, Carolyn A.' Pelzel,'74,
the students as in previous years " Worth Loomis, and Douglas T. Tansaid English. English's also ex- sill, '61.
The faculty members were appressed concern over his lack of visibility which helped have him gain the pointed by the Faculty Conference,
friendships with students in the past. headed by Professor John Gettier of
When English came to Trinity in the religion department. The five
1 y 11, he brought with him 26 years of faculty members are: Drew Hyland,
experience at Connecticut Bank and philosophy; Sharon Hertzberger,
Trust. In 1981 he was named the 16th psychology; Roy Davis, engineering;
-By Dave GerberNews Staff Writer

England, CIGNA, and the Institute of
Living.
Along with the Capital Campaign and the new buildings on campus, President English considers the
College's greater commitment to
academics as one of the greatest
changes that he has observed. English commented, "The new curriculum and the addition of majors in
computer science and Russian are
just two examples that the College is
enhancingitsacademicprogram. The
increased level of faculty research
projects also exemplifies this commitment to academics which I have
been pleased to witness during my
years here at Trinity."
Student participation in the internship programs has also increased
in the past few years, bearing credence to English's observations. By
participating in these programs, students have augmented their educational experience and Trinity has
improved its reputation with the city
Continued on Page 17

President lames F. English, )r. announced his retirement effective at the end
of the academic year.

Search Is on for New President
Frank Kirkpatrick, religion and
Noreen Channels, sociology.
"The faculty were chosen to
reflect a well balanced group of professors and a spread across the disciplines," said Gettier. "These committee members will be having open
meetings with the faculty to get further input from the rest of the faculty."
The two students on the Committee, Barbara Scudder '89 and Kati
Sherr '89, were elected through the
Student Government Association.
'"Student input can B8*giveri"to" us in

r By

Arundathi DuleepNews Staff Writer

Increased vandalism and false
fire alarms in school dormitories have
prompted administrators to institute a
group billing policy. This past Friday, October 28, President English

M. Farrow '11, and now valued at
roughly $2 million, is being turned
over to the College."
Farrow, a retired funeral funeral
director from Shamokin, Pa., died in
1967, leaving trusts to benefits daughter during her lifetime. The daughter
died in July.
The Farrow gift is the third
bequest of $2 million or more in
Trinity's history. The late Alan K.
Smith of West Hartford, a classmate
of Farrow, left Trinity nearly $5 million. In 1971 Trinity received $2.3
million from the estate of Charles A.
Lewis, Class of 1893.
Although the campaign goal has
been achieved fund raising will continue through as scheduled until June
30, 1989.
"There are still many unmet
needs," Harries told the alumni, parents and friends, faculty members and
students attending the dinner.
Among these needs are a new
academic building and an alumni/
faculty house, the costs of which have
surpassed amounts estimated at the
start of the campaign; financial aid;
scientific equipment and computer
hardware.
Paul, Libertarian presidential candidate, visited the campus last > "•"'»»}'• Continued on Page 17
re atPrl *,tM~^
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Photo by Sue Muik
See related
article on U,«.
page A-8.
Trinity's Russian and Soviet Studies
program. Blue and gold balloons
cascaded over 230 dinner guests in
Trinity's Washington Room as the
campaign's achievement was reported.
According to campaign CoChairman Brenton W. Harries '50,
the campaign's success was assured
"when we received word that a trust
fund established by the late Walter

in telling the trustees which candidate
they prefer," said Gettier.
Montgomery said that this
meeting will be "a conversation with
the trustees, faculty, and students to
seek input as to what type of individual we will be looking for."
Montgomery added, "I do think
we will receive many candidates
because Trinity is a prestigious college. Many people will be interested
in the position." The Committee
hopes to make a final decision on the
new president by July 1st of next
year.

English Gives Approval
For Group Billing Policy

Capital Campaign Exceeds
Goals, Raises Over $42.6M
HARTFORD, Conn. — Trinity College has reached a $42 million fundraising goal eight months ahead of
schedule, the College announced last
rnday. Campaign activity will continue until the official end of the drive
next June.
The announcement that the three
year Campaign for Trinity had attained $42,682,308 was made during
a day long convocation highlighting

our boxes or through any of the regular S.G.A. channels," said Scudder
[see Op-Ed]. "We will also going to
set up a general meeting for the student body sometime around,
Thankgiving."
Faculty and student members of
the Committee will not have a vote in
the Final decision for the new president. However, in making their
choice, the trustees will take into
account the student and faculty evaluations of the candidates. "Because
faculty and students have no final
vote, they will have to be persuasive

approved this policy proposed by the
Dean of Students and the Residential
Services Office last March.
Directorof Residential Services,
Kristina Dow, informed all students
earlier this year that the following
clause would be added to the 1988-89
edition of the Guidelines for OnCampus Residence : "The College
may, at its discretion, bill the residents of entire dormitory units for
common area damages for which
those responsible are unknown." The
rationale behind group billing is that
students will be more careful with
College property and more concious
about preventing damage.
The new policy divides each
dormitory into group billing units by
floor. Each unit is responsible for
maintaining the condition of the furniture, walls and the fixtures that the
College has provided. When something has been damaged, the unit or
units held responsible will have to
pay to replace the damaged item.
The same procedure pertains to
false fire alarms. If an alarm is pulled
with malicious intent, then the unit
will be charged the full amount if a
perpetrator is not found. The charge
for a false alarm not caused by a
system malfunction is $1000.
The policy which English recently approved included the follow-

ing penalties for a false alarm: "An
automatic aggregate $1000 fine or
equivalent work assignment (pensum)
levied against those responsible or,
with no pensum option, an automatic
aggregate fine levied against the
appropriate group billing unit." In
addition, those who are caught for
false fire alarms will be restricted
from housing.
The Office of Residential Services and the Department of Buildings
and Grounds will be working together
to assess the damages, bill the students and do all the repairs. After
damage is noticed, RC/RA's will
have a week to try and find the responsible party. If the responsible
party is not found, then the corresponding unit(s) will be charged.
However, if the guilty party is known
then they will be fined and disciplined accordingly.
The frequency of false fire
alarms and the attitude of students has
sparked discontentment among many
of the firemen. One local fireman
commented, "We get aggravated
when we have received several false
calls that night and we are greeted by
drunk college students who think that
the whole situation is pretty funny."
In the October 20,1988 issue of
the Hartford Courant there appeared
a letter from fireman Charles R. NaContinued on Page 17

Special Pull-out
Election Issue
Coverage of Presidential, Congressional
& Local races
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Op-Ed
Editorial
With Election Day just one week away, the lime for tough choices
is very near. With this issue, we'attempt to clarify the situation, by presenting
information that will shed some light on the total election picture. Whether
your choice is Joseph Lieberman or Lowell Weicker, John Williams or
Anthony Palermino, George Bush or Michael Dukakis, or your local election,
your vote is going to count, and can be the deciding factor in a close race.
With all this talk of tough choices, there is one, though, that should
be very clear. And that is the choice of George Bush over Mike Dukakis.
This campaign has been marked by negativity, false charges, and
general nastiness, and it seems that the public has become sick of it. Let's trace
the start of the campaign, all the way back to the Democratic National
Convention in Atlanta. Bush-Bashing became an extremely popular sport in
this great City of the South. President Reagan was equated with a dead fish,
and his administration as rotting from the head down. This was no mere
criticism of Reagan-Bush policies, it was vicious, personal back-biting, the
type of campaign that never should be run.
Candidates can certainly attack their opponents on the issues: after
all isn't that what the campaign should be all about? But personal attacks, the
types perpetrated by Lloyd Bentsen and Mike Dukakis, and so obviously
avoided by George Bush and whipping-boy Dan Quayle. Their "dirty"
campaign has focused on the Dukakis record, and whether Mike likes it or not,
it includes Willie Horton, Boston Harbor, proposed ocean dumping off New
Jersey, and Taxachusetts.
Then one can look at the candidates' positions on what they would
do if elected. Dukakis would end nuclear weapons testing, strangle SDI, nix
the MX missile, and end aid to the Conlras. All this after the Reagan
administration has fomented the best relationship with the Soviet Union in
over 40 years. Who has had more experience and promoted world peace better
than George Bush and Ronald Reagan? Certainly not Michael Dukakis, or our
last Democratic president, the wonderful Jimmy Carter. Don't cou nt the Camp
David Accords, they were never implemented.
But Dukakis' real downfall comes in the economic areas. His
attitude towards domestic problems seems to be, throw money at it. Then,
throw more money at it, and then throw more money at it. That approach did
not work for John Kennedy, it did not work for Lyndon Johnson, it did not work
for Richard Nixon, and it did not work for Jimmy Carter.
To count the ways that Dukakis could bankrupt the country is a time
consuming process. Universal health care insurance is the harbinger of a social
welfare state. The minimum wage raise is a great way to eliminate jobs, and
his deficit reduction plan consists of "improving tax enforcement".
But, you might say, these programs sound great, they sound like they
could work. History says no. But even if they are implemented, all programs
need funding, and guess who gets to Coot the bill. The American taxpayer.
That's you and me. George Bush takes the position that government should
be limited, that we should be allowed to live without the IRS setting up shop
in our living room, or our career decisions limited by preferential quota
programs, or limiting our children's right to a moment of silence in school.
AND THAT TAXES SHOULD NOT BE RAISED. The Democratic Congress has to forced, for once, to spend less, not more. And alt Congressmen
have to be forced to give up that special, wasteful, pet projects, that they so
love.
Oh, tough on crime. Come on.
In the Connecticut Senatorial race, perhaps the dirtiest race north of
Delaware, the pick here is Lowell Weicker. And this is not because of
agreement with all of Weicker's ideas. I heartily disagree with much of what
he believes in, but Joe Lieberman has proved himself to be nothing more than
a vindictive, negative campaigner, who courts support through reprehensible
television ads. His campaign has been a disgrace.
On a personal note, I pray that Pete Dawkins defeats Frank Lautenberg in the New Jersey Senatorial race. Lautenberg has been perhaps the most
unproductive Senator in his six years on the Hill, and Dawkins offers a fresh
approach.
But, no matter what your political alliance, get out and vote. This
process is absolutely vital to democracy, and it is your duty as an American to
participate.

TRINITYTRIPOD

Homophobic Response
To Coming Out Day

of reprehensible, hedonistic activiTo the Editor,
Homophobics of America, ties. These lypes of scandalous acts
this country is proudly enlisting your do not foster a strong family-oriented
services to address this disturbing society and could propel this disinteproblem of homosexuality. "Nor- gration of this institution beyond the
mal" people should not be subjected limits of our control.
Accepting homosexuals
to these perverted reprobates. Sodomy is still against the law and justi- would not only undermine the values
fiably so. People did not evolve in of this nation, but it would threaten
this world due to homosexual activi- our present welfare position. These
ties nor has anal sex ever been consid- individuals should repress their
ered a proper means of birth control. homosexual tendencies in order to
Homosexuals have forced their indis- sustain morality in our country. If
cretions on society and in the prog- these individuals insist on continuing
ress, they have tainted the milieu in their abominable acts, they should
which we live. Homophobics arc the remain discrete and keep things"under
pillars of society and on their shoul- the covers". Not only would they be
ders rests this unnecessary burden maximizing their own self-interest
that if left unattended could exacer- by partaking in these unlawful acts,
bate our present struggle with moral- but they would also enhance the social welfare of this nation.
ity.
Perhaps a resolution to this
Homosexuals should be
come aware of the deleterious effects quandary would bo a separate nation
their actions have on society. Chil- run entirely by their "own" people.
dren of this nation should not be reared This may be considered palatable by
in a society that condones these types

Cheerleaders Bemoan
Lack of School Spirit
Dear Editor,
Three cheers for Rodney
Moore! We would like to respond to
his letter concerning the cheerleaders. We agree, the lack of school
spirit here at Trinity is pathetic. Aside

Classless
Newspaper
To the Editor,
It is really depressing after
all these years to read (hat there are
still close-minded uninformed students writing for a still classless school
newspaper. You should realize that
an excuse like Sean Dougherty does
no more than reinforce the idea that
Trinity is still the Ivory tower thai
some Hartford residents feel it is.
Perhaps Upward Bound teachers
should not teach their students about
OliverTwist for Mr. Fagan would rob
Hartford students of a good opportunity to study at Trinity.
I feel that Sean Dougherty
is an insult to the students in the
Upward Bound program. Is the Tripod editorially blind or is it as bigoted as Mr. Dougherty?
Sincerely,
Darryl Kevin Harris '80

P.S. Thank you lo our friends
who offered their support and even
their talenis we appreciate the effort
guys!

-Chief
Robeit E. Cockburn
Bill Charest

Toh Tsun Lim
Cynthia VVoosoam

Bob Markcc
Editm

Neu s Editor*
Victoria /Vrthaud

utlook Editor

Sue Muik
dtwi

Michelle Israel
Christine Stnfth
Business M(inai>i'i
Spotlight bditor
Elizabeth Hotn
Peter Bergwafl
Aus E
Anitnum ementt Editoi
Tonya R«i|<>rnaniere
Lertei j Eclttoi
The Tripod accepts and prints letters to the editoi: Ail letters must he
submitted by 5:00 p.m. Friday. Only letters signed and including a phone
number will be considered for publication. Though there is no limit on
length, The Tripod reserves the right to edit any submission over 250 words
in length. Letters may be left on the door o/The Tripod office (Jackson
Basement) or mailed to Box 1310. The Tripod ran be reached at 246-1829

Respectfully,
Joseph Ciiiurdo ~H<)

Library Reserve
Policy Clarified

Dear lidilor,
Lei me correct an error in
the article on Homosexuality by Patricia Pierson in the October I Mil
from going to (lie football games lo Tripod. The library has never put
socialize ami consume "spirits"(rather books on homosexuality on reserve
than show some) there is no Bantam unless so requested by a faculty
pride. Nor is there support for those member for a specific course. All
who might be willing lo show some. books are on the regular shelves and
That's right, there are no musi be obtained there.
cheerleaders this year (don't cry too
The problem of theft and
hard), due to a lack a interest. Yes, we vandalism is real; however, ii does
find it hard to believe as well. Out of not pertain to this topic only. At
a student body of 1H(X) people, we various times, many other subjects
were unable to come up with 10 cheer- have been Ihe target of such treatment
leaders. Those girls actually inter- either due tg high interest «r discrimiested in joining were too ashamed to nation.
admit ii lo die eniire mimicking siuC'urrenl issues of a number
dent body. No, Trinity is not a large of periodicals are housed in the Periuniversity with marching bands, pep odical Office primarily to preserve
squads and competitive cheerlead- them, and 'I.'he_('li!'isj,()i)j!er .Street is
ing, but why shoot down those of us among ilium.
willing to iry? Our learns deserve
The library has made a
some encouragement!
concentrated effort to purchase all
If anything. Trinity dem- books on AIDS that have been pubonstrates the most apathy we have lished. The reason for pulling conever witnessed at a (successful) ath- dom machines in the library resirooms
letically competitive school. And you applies here: to attempt to hall the
can't all say you are too busy study- spread of AIDS through ignorance.
ing.
Many of these titles and
some on the broader subject of homoSincerely,
sexuality have been purchased with
Laura MacDonaled
funds donated in memory of P. Scott
GinaTarallo
Marshall "70, who died of AIDS.
(Co-captains for the 198HStudents are encouraged to
89 varsity cheerleading squad)
suggest titles for purchase in any area,
including this topic.

«. Miller

Judy vS'andford
Produt turn

a large number of the gay population
when one calculates ihe large concentrations of homosexuals around
the country. This revolutionary country would be unable to reproduce
thereby eliminating the problem altogether.
In conclusion, the concept
of "National Coming Oul Day"
demonstrates a foolhardy attempt of a
few twisied, irresponsible individuals that are solely interested in the
seeking out of other companions that
will accept them socially. The gay
population should seek to internalize
their sentiments and not vocalize their
sexual preferences to a majority that
does not wish lo have iis sensibilities
offended.

POSITIVE
CAMPAIGN: NO DIRT, NO NAME
CALUNG—A CAMPAI6N

ABoUT ISSUES!

Sincerely,
Ralph S. limerick
Librarian
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Op-Ed
300 Voters Registered
To the Editor,
ConnPIRG is pleased to announce that its voter registration
campaign resulted in the registration
of approximately 300 new voters at
Trinity and 75 in the Community. We
are currently distributing "elections
facts" through the mail which outline
Dukakis' and Bush's positions on
major election issues. According to a
survey to be published in this week's
Tripod, about 90% of the Trinity
student body is now registered to vote.

Thanks For
Hurricane
Victims
To the Editor,
We would like to thank the Trinity community for supporting our
efforts to aid the hurricane victims in
Jamaica.
Sincerely,
Trinity Coalition of Black Women
TCBWO

It is important that we make use of our
political power by voting on November 8th.
Underneath the superficiality
and the negativity of of the present
campaign lies a very important election. The candidates have distinctly
different positions on the important
issuesof 1988—issues such as health
care, child care, homelessness, abortion contra aid, and financial aid for
students. Furthermore, since three of
the Supreme Court Justices are now
in their eighties, the next president
will probably have the opportunity to
decisively shape the Supreme Court
and leave a lasting mark on the judicial system.
Do not give up the most fundamental right of a democracy. Vote on
November 8th. Students who are
registered in Hartford vote at the Firehouse on the corner of New Britain
Ave. and Summit Street (next to
ABC Pizza.) Voting hours are between 6am and 8pm.

W& GOING 10
UNETWEWfc
UWETDWXK

Sincerely,
Eric Lorenzini
Co-Chair of ConnPIRG Voter Registration and Education Committee

TWO Thanks Petition Signers Homosexuality Article

Dear Editor,
The Trinity Women's Organization would like to thank all those
who signed the CT-National Abortion Action League's petition this
week asserting their support of a
woman's choice to a safe, legal abortion. Since 1973. when Roe vs. Wade
was won, legalizing abortion in
America, anti-choice, or pro-life
organizations have been snipping
away at a woman's right to decide
what to do with her body. Recently,
a bill was passed denying federal funds
to educational institutions providing
abortion information. This is just one
of many small victories the pro-lifers

have gained over women's bodies.
CT-NARAI is committed to preserving a woman's right to,choose, by
actively lobbying and organizing
grossroot support. By signing this
petition, you asserted your desire to
remove government interven tion from
women's private lives. You acknowledged that women have the right to
make a very difficult decision with as
many good options as possible. You
understand that no one except the
woman can truly make the decision to
end her pregnancy.
The petition will be shown to the
Connecticut State Legislature to show

those decision-makers that many
Trinity students, who vote, support a
women's right to choose an abortion,
and that it must be kept legal so as to
provide a safe, regulated alternative
to an unwanted pregnancy. The post
cards will be sent to state Senators
and Representatives to personally
remind then that pro-choice voters
plan to stand by their beliefs.
TWO was very pleased by
Trinity's support. We admire and
appreciate your committment.
Sincerely,
Trinity Women's Organization

Cl€MICALBAI\K
The Middle Market Group
(Ct. Officers) and the
Priwate Banking Group
Invite you to a reception:
Tuesday^ N©v- 1st
7-9 p*m* Rittenberg
Lounge
Mather Campus Center
Learn about our credit training program
and opportunities in Middle Market
Financal Services & and domestic private
banking

Was Flawed: Librarian
Dear Editor,
Let me correct an error in the
article on Homosexuality by Patricia Pierson in the October 11 th
Tripod. The library has never put
books on homosexuality on reserve unless so requested by a
faculty member for a specific
course. All books are on the regular shelves and must be obtained
there.
The problem of theft and vandalism is real; however, it does
not pertain to this topic only. At
various times, many other subjects have been the target of such
treatment either due to high interest or discrimination.
Current issues of a number
of periodicals are housed in the
Periodical Office primarily to
preserve them, and The Christo-

pher Street is among them.
The library has made a concentrated effort to purchase all
books on AIDS that have been
published. The reason for putting
condom machines in the library
restrooms applies here: to attempt
tohaltthespreadof AIDS through
ignorance.
Many of these titles and some
on the broader subject of homosexuality have been purchased
with funds donated in memory of
P. Scott Marshall '70, who died of
AIDS.
Students are encouraged to
suggest titles for purchase in any
area, including this topic.
Sincerely,
Ralph S. Emerick
Librarian

Search Committee
Wants Student Imput
To the Members of the Trinity Community :
We have been elected by the
Student Government Association to
represent the views of the student
body on the search committee for the
new college president, term beginning in summer 1989.
It is very important to us that we
properly represent Trinity students'
viewsandconcerns. Therefore,please
contact us with any comments and
ideas that you have. We would like to
have an open forum to enable you to

voice your concerns. Also we will
communicate with you about the
progress of the search on all matters
that are not confidential through the
Tripod. You can contact us by phone
or by mail.
Sincerely,
Katie Sherr
Phone 246-6078
Box I410
Barbara Scudder
Phone 246-9322
Box 1406

Voting for the ACLU
Is Voting Against
The 1st Amendment
Dear Editor,
The First Amendment says:
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting thefreeexercise thereof..."
The ACLU tells us, the free exercise
of religion is wrong, or in their letter,
the ACLU said: "teaching and practice of religion (are) pervasive in the
public school system."
In this presidential election, we

have the right to say, yes to a mess of
pottage and a member of the ACLU,
or yes to the First Amendment. If we
say yes to the First Amendment, perhaps all our school children can say,
"one nation under God," without the
ACLU threatening to sue and seeking
damages.
Sincerely,
Isaac Colvi
Harrodsburg, Kentucky

Angry? Write The Tripod
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News
U.S. Ambassador Evaluates Glasnost
-By Gina LetellierT
Special to the Tripod
The Honorable Arthur A. Hartman, American Ambassador to the
Soviet Union from 1981-1987, delivered the plenary address at last
Friday's Special Convocation, The
Soviet Union Today. Hartman'stalk,
Gorbachev's Reforms: What Are
Their Chances? dealt with his perceptions of Gorbachev's chances for
success as well as recent happenings
in the Soviet Union and their effect on
American-Soviet relations.
Hartman began his address by
discussing the impressions that most
Americans have of the General Secretary, "People have projected their
hopes on this one character... we are
only too happy to believe that it's all
happening." Instead, Hartman says
he feels "compelled to tell people that
what is going on in the Soviet Union
today has nothing to do with the
Revolution. Gorbachev is dealing
with problems that go back four to
five hundred years."
According to Hartman, the
Soviet people "are in a schizophrenic
situation... they discuss the world in
mythological terms and ideological
phrases that have nothing to do with
reality." However, Hartman believes
the country is coming out of its schizophrenic attitude, "They are beginning
to see and understand reality." It is
Gorbachev's task to explain to and
convince people to work harder and
understand their history.
Hartman continued in the same
vein, "Gorbachev has the infinitely
difficult task of trying to convince
someone who lived their life devoted

to the regime that they must change in
order to survive." As such, "Gorbachev risks weakening the sources
of his own power." Hartman believes
that Gorbachev is risking alienating
the Communist Party.
One of the more immediate
problems facing Gorbachev is the
institutional corruption of the
Brezhnev era. As Hartman said,
"Brezhnev basically created a system
in which all the elements made compromises with each other.... No one
considered the state... no one bothered asking what do we do for the
state."
As recent events have made
clear, Gorbachev must also deal successfully with the outside world,
especially with his Eastern European
neighbors, Hartman noted. "The
Eastern European countries are starting to move away... they understand
that they must improve their economy and compete more." However,
"The military won't let those countries breakaway." Hartman went on
to add, "They left Finland alone, and
Finland is their most secure border."
Speaking about recent events in
the Baltics, Hartman expressed his
amazement that things have been
allowed to progress as far as they
have. He also said that it "worries"
him that the Baltics want to withdraw
from the Soviet Union. Unlike traditionally Russian republics, the Baltic
republics still have a generation that
remembers economic success in the
Western tradition.
Hartman went on to discuss
economics and foreign policy. He
prefaced his comments by noting,
"The nice words we're hearing are
not the end of the story. Although we

should be sympathetic. At least the
goals sound rational and reasonable."
According to Hartman, whatever
Gorbachev does, we should remember that he is not necessarily responding to American pressure, "He is initiating a period of calm with the outside world for internal reform.... They
are buying a period of calm... this is
not to say that they are changing their
basic ideas."
In keeping with his previous
comments, Hartman said that the
United States should not link trade
laws to Soviet human rights acheivements. "It makes Congress and the
American people feel good to legislate morality.... If you want to help
the [Soviet! people, you can't do
things to make us feel good and
doesn't help them."
Hartman concluded his address
by arguing, "We should engage with
the Soviets to defend our own interests, but in the process to respond to
the positives coming out of the Soviet Former U.S. Ambassador to Russia, Hon. Arthur A. Hartman gave a lecture
Union."
evaluating the effects of glasnost in the Soviet Union Friday. i'i«.i» by I uw < upi.i

Battis Discusses Soviet Economy
-By Shelly MatthewsSpecial w I he Tripod
Professor Robert Battis presented his speech on "Perestroika and
Economic Reality" at the Soviet
Union Today Convocation, Friday,
October 28. Battis traced the economic development of the Soviet state
through its seventy years of existence
and brought to light some of the challenges of Mikael Gorbachev's economic program,
Battis first noted that when

SGA Plans Course Survey
which they are familiar. The students
will be asked to evaluate one class but
can do more if they so wish.
"We want to make the survey as
The Student Government Asso- objective as possible," said Moorin.
ciation is planning to assemble a "We don't want to chase off any
course evaluation book in order to professors. We're not out to make
help students learn more about par- anyone look bad. We just think stuticular classes before enrolling in dents ought to have a better idea of
them.
what a class is like before they com"We want to have it ready for mit to it. Since the new registration
next fall," said S.G.A. Vice-Presi- period is so short it's hard to tell what
dent Sara Moorin. "Because the pre- a class is like. Some students like
registration date for the spring semes- different styles."
ter is November 7th we don't have
The idea forthe survey materialenough time to do it right [for the ized over the past reunion weekend
upcoming semester]."
when an alumnus asked to see the
This survey is different from the book to look up some information for
class evaluations submitted by the his son, who would be entering the
students at the end of each course school in the fall. Such a survey
because those evaluations are made formally existed at Trinity, but was
available only to the departmenl discontinued several years ago.
heads. This new survey wili be on
Moorin emphasized that the
reserve in the library and available to survey was in its preliminary stages.
all students.
Some work was done over the past
The S.G.A. will distribute ques- Open Period to present the survey at
tionnaires to the entire student body theOctober25th S.G.A. meeting. The
asking them to evaluate courses with motion was passed unanimously.
-By John ClaudNews Staff Writer

The questionnaire will go out to
students via their post office boxes by
the end of the current semester.
Moorin stressed the objectivity
of the survey."We're looking to weed
out vengeful students in this venture.
For example, students who have had
a personality clash with the professor
or individual cases of unfair treatment," she said.
The questionnaire will ask for
comments on the teacher and his or
her teaching style, the workload of
the class, availability of the professor, the amount of participation expected in class, and other general
topics.
"We feel there are a lot of good
professors here at Trinity and we hope
this book will get them more recognition," said Moorin.
Different versions of the book
exist in old Trinity surveys and a
similar book compiled at Dartmouth
College. These books will be consulted for examples of compilation
and implementation.
Moorin added, "If any students
have any input, such as questions
they would like to have asked or any
suggestions in general they can come
to any S.G.A. meeting, or just send
ten feet into the base of the tower. It them to the S.G.A mailbox. We're
is constructed of an elaborate iron really exited about the whole thing.
frame with large panes of safety glass, We think that when it's done, and
providing a spacious enclosure that done correctly, it can be a very helpkeeps the weather out while afford- ful resource."
ing a magnificent view of the Chapel.
The ironwork was crafted by
Peter Happny, a blacksmith from
Portsmouth,N.H. Theglassworkwas
done by Glass Contractors, Inc. of
Worcester, Mass.
Nine shields designed by Charles Dort III, of Ipswich, Mass, decorate the structure. Two of the shields
represent different interests of Mrs.
Gray, music and ironwork, while the
remaining seven represent different
institutions Bishop Gray was involved
with during his life, ranging from
Trinity College to the Virginia Light
Infantry Blues.
Inscribed in thedoors of the new
entryway is a verse from Psalm 121,
"Dominus custodiat introitum tuum
et exitum tuum," (The Lord shall
watch over your going out and your
November 9th * 7 p.m. «&iumni
coming in).

Chapel Dedicated
-By Matthew BurfiendNews Staff Writer
The Trinity College Chapel held
a service to dedicate its new vestibule
on Friday, October 14, at 6:30 p.m.
President English officially accepted
the gift from Charter Trustee Emerita
Virginia Gray, as a memorial to her
late husband, the Right Reverend
Walter^ Henry Gray (1898-1973).
Bishop Gray served as Bishop
of the Episcopal Diocese of Connecticut from 1951 to 1969 and was a
charter trustee of the College from
1951 to 1973.
The vestibule was designed by
Charles L. Nazarian '73, who also
designed the Choir Gallery and Org.an Case. The vestibule's character
balances the look of the Friendship
Chapel gates and makes a shaip contrast with the bare stone walls and the
carved oak of the Organ Case and
pews.
The entryway is built in the shape
of a gothic arch which extends about

considering Soviet history and development many of us do not realize that
Marx never made any specific provision for the means of carrying out
socialism. I le merely examined what
he considered the ills of the capitalist
system. Thus the revolutionaries were
left with no more information beyond
the promise that socialism would be a
more egalitarian system than capitalism.
Battis went on to trace the major
programs and events in Soviet economic development. War communism was the economic system implemented during the young soviet
state's civil war. Lenin progressed
this system to be one of "natural
economy" in that no money was used
in transactions. The system was to
survive on barter and allocation by
the government. As a result, production collapsed and economic havoc
was created
Lenin decided to replace this
system in 1921 with personal creation- "The New Economic Plan,"
better known as NliP. Under the
auspices of this program, peasants
could sell their own products and
were responsible only for a lax inkind to the government. This implemented a delivery of grain to the
government which in turn was used to
feed the peoples in the cilies. "The
reversion back to a mixed economy
allowed forthe reestablishment of the
Soviet Union's productive capacity,"
commented Battis.
In February of 192K, Joseph
Stalin imposed the first live year plan
in Soviet history. "I le was a man who
would leave an unprecedented mark
on Soviet history, both economically
and socially." said Batlis. "Stalin
created statistics which proved that
farmers in Siberia were "holding out"
on the government by not sending the
food they owed. Stalin pointed the
finger at these so-called Kuloeks,
claiming that they were consciously
starving their fellow Soviets by hoarding."
"The Stalinist model, implemented in 1928, has left fantastic
wounds on the soviet economic system. Wounds that neither Kruschev,

Brezhnev, Andropov norChemeynko
could come to terms with," said Batlis.
As Gorbachev took over, economic growth was declining, the
agricultural sector was taking up a
disproportionate share of investment
funds, planning and mangement had
become much too centralized. In
addition, worker morale was at an all
lime low and the black market economy was flourishing.
"Gorbachev is trying to decentralize decision making and force
bureaucrats to be held responsible for
economic performance,"commented
Batlis. "Hut no one wants that if it
means his or her chances at a long
black car or summer house will be
threatened."
Battis called for four necessary
changes if the program of perestoika
is to be successful. I le says, "Hnterprises must be given more autonomy
and control instead of leaving this
control with the central government."
In addition, "Huge subsidies to failing industries must be ended and the
bankruptcy of enterprises must be
allowed." And most importantly,
"Supply and demand conditions and
cost of production must be reflected
in prices instead of continuing with
the historical practice of a planned
pricing system."
"Gorbachev must lower his call
for rapid growth and concentrate on
producing goods which people want
to buy," he said. "Kconomic growth
can only increase if workers have
incentive to wink harder. In the Soviet
Union this incentive exists in the
hunger for consumer goods."
Battis concluded with several
old Soviet sayings. "Communism is
just over the horizon comrades.
Unfortunately, this horizon is imaginative, and the closer we come to
thinking we see it, the farther it recedes."
The second quote is a conversation between two Soviets:
"What is the meaning of socialism, comrade?"
"Socialism, dear citizen is the
long road from capitalism to capitalism."
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News
President Initiates
Racial Task Force
-By Jennifer HillmanNews Staff Writer
A Race Relations Task Force is
being started at Trinity by Dean
Winer. Co-chairing the task force
will be George Higgins and Gail
Woldu. The Task Force's goals will
be to have students and faculty talk
and express their concerns about relations and to develop more positive
relationships between the races. "I
think it's agoodopportunity forpeople
to talk to each other (about race relations)," commented Dean Winer.
The Task Force will compare
Trinity's race relations with those at

other campuses. Their concerns will
be that all groups feel comfortable on
this campus and if they are not, why?
What can we, as members of the Trinity community, do to make everyone
feel comfortable? Since there are
increasing numbers of minority students and faculty, this is a legitimate
concern.
At a meeting on October 13, it
was decided that the task force will
begin by interviewingdifferentpeople
on campus, ranging from students to
faculty to administration. These will
be anonymous interviews and are
mainly to develop a feeling for the
types of issues significant to minority

students. Many different groups will
be invited to comment about their
existence at this college. Representatives of both minority and majority
groups will be asked for their input,
thus giving the task force a multidimensional perspective on the topic
of racial relations.
Once this process of interviewing is completed, the task force will
then read and determine what information they have gathered. Later,
structure will be added to the work of
the task force. Presently, the interviewing has not begun and the members of the Task Force are still tossing
around ideas.

Pike Hosts Upward Bound Party
HARTFORD, Conn. — On Saturday, October 29, Pi Kappa Alpha
hosted a Halloween party forTrinity's
Upward Bound program in the fraternity house at 94 Vernon Street. This
move coincides with the fraternity's
plans to organize an on-going relationship with the organization, and be
the newest link between Upward
Bound and Trinity College.
"Groups such as Upward Bound
want to reorganize the way people
volunteer their time," said Paul Kennedy, chairman of Pike's Outreach
committee. "They want campus
organizations to get involved, but in
on-going relationships rather than
one-time assistance."
Deborah Smith, '88 and counselor for Upward Bound is pleased

Vote,
Dammit!

with the new relationship of the two
groups. "Our organization calls for a
continued effort," said Smith.
"Upward Bound is founded on personal interaction — interaction you
can't build in a one-time effort." "Pike
has been very enthusiastic about the
program," Smith continued, "I look
forward to working wjth them in the
future."
Upward Bound is a national
organ ization with 400 chapters across
the country, each linked with a college or university. Trinity's chapter
was founded in 1973 and has been
increasingly strong ever since. "Our
chapter works with about 45 students
in area high schools," said Smith.
Students are recruited as freshmen in
high school and continue in the program for four years. Activities include tutorials, counselling, and a
residential program each summer.
According to Smith, "Each one of
these students represents the first
generation of their family to have a
chance to go to college."
According to Dr. John Williams,
professor of classics and chapter
advisor to Pike, the fraternity first

organized its Outreach committee in
1976, and set a precedent as the first
fraternity on campus to make such a
move. "Pike's commitment to working with the community is well
grounded," said Williams. "Their
involvement with the Upward Bound
is a challenge to other organizations
on campus to get involved and follow
suit."
If you would like to become involved
with any program, call the Community Outreach office located on the
second floor of Mather Campus
Center.

SGA Info Box
Points of interest from SGA's Tuesday 25th meeting:
- The issue of reinstating the Iron Pony Pub was
discussed. Anybody interested in this should contact
Dan Sutton or John Cox.
- In lieu of President English's announced retirement,
two students,Katie Sherr and Barbara Scudder were
elected to participate in the search for a future president.
- Discussion of increased and improved transportation
in order to integrate the students of Trinity with the
cultural events within Hartford was another issue
brought up. All those with any input should contact
Brian Neil.
- Tuesday's meeting also entertained the topic of
student evaluations. The purpose of these evaluations
would be to better educate the students about the
multitude of courses offfered at Trinity,
Topics of next week's meeting:
- More on student evaluations.
- Hunger week, Connpirg, & Trinity.

Trinity Enters Voter Contest
On November 8,1988, Trinity
College will join the University of
Connecticut and Wesleyan University in a contest to promote voter
participation.
The three colleges have agreed
that the school with the highest percent of their student body voting, will
be declared the winner. The Secretary of State, Julia H. Tashjian, will

be provided with the voting records
of each school, which includes the
number of eligible voters and the
actual turnout.
This number of eligible voters
includes all IDPand Graduate students as well as all absentee ballots.
Tashjian will decalre the winner
within one week after the votes have
been accounted for.

Students at Trinity College are
encouraged to go down to the Old
Firehouse on New Brittain Avenue
(near ABC pizza) and vote. Also, all
those who are voting by absentee
ballots should get in touch with their
dorm representitives, so that their
votes may be documented.
-Jessica Gilbert

OUR FINANCIAL ANALYST PROGRAM:
More than a learning experience

RECEPTION

T

ER3
at 4s30 p.m.
Wesleyan Campus
Center Multipurpose

We invite all Seniors from Weselyan, University of Connecticut,
Connecticut College & Trinity College to get to know the people and
Finance opportunities available at Salomon Brothers.

Salomon Brothers Inc
Market Makers ana investment Banners
One New YorK Plaza. New 1QTK. NY 10004
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Features
Feature Focus Help Me Ma, I Got
Bob Markee

Open Period Blues

day evening --I decided that what 1 semester ami a fourth of the way to
am doing here has nothing to do with the end of the year. You want someA strange thing happens around Trinity at midnight every
-By Amy Paulsonwhat I'll be doing for the rest of my thing to look forward to, don't you?
night. You are wandering calmly down the Long Walk, secure in the
Features Columnist
life. "!( doesn't matter anyway," I'd You want lo know what lies on the
knowledge that you are comfortably nestled between a row of serene
mutter
to myself (no one else was road ahead. It's scary. Ii look me
New England elms and a row of disgustingly decorated dens of dormI know we were all looking for- around) on the way lo the shower at three children and twenty-odd years
inhabitants. You whistle calmly to yourself. A clock tolls twelve times.
ward to this past Open Period for about one o'clock in ihe afternoon. to figure it out for myself. Consider
You see a signpost up ahead. Next stop—The Late Night Zone.
yourself lucky that you have all of
The inhabitants of this bizarre place (which is often assumed various reasons. Some people went "World peace has nothing to do with these opportunities now. It'll get
whether
or
not
1
read
this
essay
by
hiking
in
New
Mexico,
others
roadto be only a state of mind but is really an entirely different world) are
better. Honey, are you eating right?
totally different from the people who live between the hours of 8:00 tripped to Canada. The average Joe Dworkin," I'd say as I walked back Are any of your friends around? Are
A.M. and 11: 30 P.M. (the universal bedtime for sane people, people went home for a few days—or even and forth from my dorm to ihe li- you sleeping enough?"
who have exams for 8:30 classes that they've blown off all semester, and for the entire week—to relax and eat brary—more of an aimless meander
"Everyone's gone, I don't have
people whose mothers were closely related to Aunt Bea). In fact, they some decent food, and to slock up on than anything else. "Even if I do read
seem to be totally unrelated to any other branch of the human species. some solid wastoid hours doing noth- RoJbj.n_s()ii_.CVtisoe, we still will not any friends anyway, andall I'm doing
This is not the case. Late night people are just like you and me. In some ing but watching re-runs of the Cosby have a qualified Republican Vice- is sleeping."
"Ilium. You're depressed I
Show, or Cheers, or Wheel of Fortune Presidential candidate," I'd babble it)
cases—more so.
There are two types of people after midnight—drunk and (jusi to see what Vanna is wearing my dying fern in my room. My work would advise you to gel counseling.
sober. The drunk people are the simplest to understand and recognize. these days). But some of us didn't didn't get done and I justified it like (Is this my mother or Ann Landers? I
To understand them, follow this simple process: Go to the View become Wheel Watchers over Open this: "Nobody else is here doing work, wanted her to kiss it and make it
(provided you have an airtight I.D. or Marty turns out to be your long Period. Some of us got to stay here on why should I be doing it." |Yes. I belter...) "Have you tried the college
must admit that I was one of those counselor? II'they're too busy, daddy
lost uncle) and order a Red Death. This is an evil concoction composed campus for the whole entire week,
Yee-IIa! Campus all to our- kindergariners who would sit tip at and I will pay for a private counselor.
of tequila, Southern Comfort, and grenadine. It tastes like Kool-Aid
and you will never know what hit you. Have five more. By now, the selves! Now is ihe lime to run naked nap lime and see who else wasn't You know there are people who will
through the library, or to slay up all sleeping..."Mrs. Muitson.Robby'snot help you it'you need it. We love you,
pool table should be talking to you.
Now—go back to the main campus and find someone who night for no reason doing nothing in sleeping." "You just worry about sweetie,.." Her voice trailed off in the
understands everything you say. This is now you recognize a drunk particular and then sleeping all day Amy," she always said. Twelve long distance I'u// and I heard a click.
person. However, these are not Real Late Night people as they either "just because we feel like it." I was grades later, 1 discover she's right. I was completely alone...
Hut time is a cure for melodraa) pass out or b) don't remember anything the following day. It is the looking forward to open period, not Oi. |
because I was going home (thumbing
By Thursday alternoon this atti- mas of all sorts. Kverything is clearer
sober people that I am more concerned with.
Sober people who live primarily after midnight are nowhere it to Illinois'?) or to some other exotic tude started to cause anxiety: what if by the morning light. It never rains
to be seen around midnight. There is a reason for this. They are hiding. place: I was looking forward lo Open I was wrong and everything <li<l but when it pours, Everything works
The last remnants of daylight are still too recent in the lale-nighters Period because 1 wanted to sleep. I matter. Ontigod, I've wasted all of out for the best. This mild crisis was
minds and this is a frightening thought. Thesun exists in that other part wanted to lead an unstructured life of this time. I called home. "Mom, I'm resolved by Sunday when people
of the day which is a dim memory of childhood to the hard-core late- my choosing. Ah, paradise for a misdirected. 1 don't care about what started trickling back onto campus
nighter. Also, the years of being awake between midnight and 6:00 week. The basic goal was to actually I'm doing. I'm pretty sure that I'm like rain. Soon there were people
A.M. has slowly had an effect on their eyes. Their ability to endure light catch up on work anil sleep, but as the going to flunk out of college and pel wandering aimlessly down the Long
is comparable to that of a child who has been locked in a closet for the week wore on, I began loeonlempiate a job at Slop and Shop. I can live ai Walk, eating at SACIA and Voila!—
all that I was doing. Soul-searching. home for free until I get married, there was hall life again in my dorm!
first nine years of its life.
My world hadn't come lo an end. 1
One will often notice a Night Owl going to bed at about the Trying to find a meaning to the work right?"
time the sun begins to rise. This is not a coincidence. A friend of mine and Ihe grind. Where is this taking
My mom is a college student wasn't alone alter all. and I decided
once lived for five days without ever seeing the sun. He fell asleep just me? Open Period ended up to be a herself. Human relations, Last se- that although reading that essay by
before sunrise and woke up at some point after sunset. At one point he good time to contemplate mester she had a course on juvenile Dworkin may not have anything to do
accidentally woke up in the middle of the afternoon. It was the middle life...solitude in general will do that delinquency and since then she's with achieving world peace, it jiist
to you.
of Spring.
become an objective authority on might help me gam some insight on
He went snow blind.
Since the week m/.v unstruc- adolescent behavior. Not that she my future (ami by studying hard,
The majority of people at this campus tend to be confused by tured I ended up doing a lot more wasn't before, mind you, but now maybe someday / will be a wellthe phenomenon of the all-night life. This is because they have never sleeping and a lot less work then I had she's more, urn, shall we qualilied Republican Vice-Presidentruly experienced it. There are a variety of activities which can be intended. After all, this contempla- say...analytical? "Amy, it's a phase. tial candidate...!. So by 10:30 on
enjoyed after midnight. Here are a few.
tion required a lot of energy. The You know it's just a phase" (1 was Sunday night I trotted off to the li1) Pretend to do work. This isa relatively good idea. You feel conclusion? Well, as the week pro- biting my nai Is on the other end of the brary, "my yellow fluoresceut-glowlike you're accomplishing something. However, this is only a good gressed—I'd say, oh, about by Tues- line). "You're half-way through the in-llie-dark'highlighting pen in hand,
and began to read...
idea if you actually have a paper due or an exam in the morning which
you cannot miss (no matter how many Dean's slips the Dean of
Student's office owes you for the lingering disease you ve had for years
that acts up at times like this). Otherwise, there is little point in doing
schoolwork Think about it. If you go to sleep at 6:00 A.M., are you
going to get up for a morning class? I think not.
So far they have several EskiEskimo noticed the whales, and got
- By Steve Safran 2) Visit other late-night people. This is a brilliant idea. Who
mos with chainsaws. a giant ice-dighelp. The rest is history.
else will understand when you getthatoverwhelmingdesire to speculate
Features Columnist
This is, bar none, the funnies! ger, ami a helicopter that drops a fiveabout the pros and cons of Bugs Bunny over Scooby Doo for three
news item of 1988. Every evening, I ton weight on the ice. effectively
hours. Only someone whose living schedule is as skewed as your own.
Now it's time for the best mam- am treated to a siory on the progress making sno-cones for the group.
Beyond this Teason, however, is a practical one: if you don't have a mal interest story since that Texas girl of the whales. Soviet troops are (wing Soviet troops are coming to the rescoffee machine, the odds are that they will.
fell down the well. Welcome to Al- sent in, million-dollar machinery is cue with their tools, and more help is
3) Drink Coffee. Coffee is an essential part of the late night truism '88: Saving the whales that are being llown in, and contingency plans in the way.
life, You can drink it black, put in sugar, put in fake sugar (such as stuck in the Arctic ice. Briefly put, at are underway to liy the whales out if
All lor two whales.
Sweet 'n Low), put in cream, or just experiment with all three. This last- press time there were 2 whales stuck all else fails. (Hello Star Trek IV...)
Now, I don't want to sound inis suggested for Chem majors, particularly. Usually, its a good idea to in the ice north of Alaska. Every
What people seem to forget is sensitive here, but I fell through the
put in a lot of stuff for the first few cups to fortify your stomach against Eskimo and his uncle were trying to that for the rest of the year the Eski- ice when I was skating once, and all I
that inevitable time when you run out of anything which has hope of free these creatures so that they could mos and the Soviets kill whales with- got was a whole lot of derisive laughadding flavor to the pot of black sludge that's been sitting there for safely return to sea, swim south and out blinking . The lone Eskimo who ter from the people who saw it.
several hours.
spawn with the rest of the whales. spotted the whales was probably seri- Nobody helped me out, brought in
In fact, coffee is the single most important aspect of late-night Evidently, they were supposed to ously considering making whale special digging tools, or called NBC.
existence. It's like a focus for meditation. On your own, defenceless leave Alaska several weeks earlier, steaks, but realized the profit poten- I crawled out, went home crying, and
against the long, dark night, you may succumb to the evil demon Sleep. but their travel plans got all screwed tial of saving the whales. He now changed my clothes. Simple enough.
Coffee can defend you from this fate. Not only does it physically keep up, and they were too late. The ice makes $200 for every journalist he if I had known all the human interest
you awake but it is a psychological aid as well. Its sort of like an had formed above, and the whales drives out on his snowmobile to see attention i! would havecaused I would
affirmation of wakefulness. What's the point of going to sleep when had no way of breathing, except the whales. Everyone at the site is so have stayed in the water just out of
you know that that darn cup of coffee you've just had will keep you through a small hole in the ice. As self-righteous about the adventure. reach.
awake? Oh, well, you'd better stay up. Breakfast is only five hours they were peaking through the ice, "We're just helping out our fellow
This is ihe biggest thing that has
desperately gasping for air, an errant mammals," said one weary digger.
away, after all, and you can get free coffee then.
happened lo Ihe Eskimos since igloos
4) Watch Movies. Most people on campus either own a VCR
wentco-op. They are making a bundle
or have friends who do (which is an interesting statement on the priority system here, but I digress). Watching movies at 3-00 A M is infinitely off Ihe reporters ami other "•rescue
better than watching movies during daylight hours. Movies such as Pec Wees Big Adventure, The Slumber Party Mas-men; and Hack to the lirncfi workers" who have to he fed and put
take on new meaning when seen through bleary eyes. Also, if you are the sort of person who gets punchy after midnight, remember this simple up for the night. This is a brilliant
rule: the worse the movie is, the more you will enjoy it. Note: it is also fun to watch the same movie every night fora month. You will eventually Eskimo plan. Instead of making the
lose track of the original purpose of seeing it, but you will know every line by heart. Then, you can quote it at dinner to make the d.w fpeople two or three thousand dollars in whale
feel left out.
'
- <
blubber, they are raking in ten or
7) Play Loud Music. There is a knack to this.. First of all, you must play music loud enough to wake everyone un vour hall If v_ ou are twenty thousand from the networks.
not asleep, there is no reason why anyone else should be, and it is your sacred duty to make sure that no one else is. Secondly, vou must
nun play By Ihe time this "crisis" has resolved,
the music at a volume mst low enough that no one will think to call in a noise complaint. What you are striving for is the effect of vvakinn someone the Eskimos can sell the movie rights
up and making him or her say, That snot too loud. I can go back to sleep with that playing." They can't, of course, but its fun to play with d;w- and move down to a mansion in tropipeople's minds.
Note:
the less sleep
that
1
cal Anchorage. I congratulate them
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you
8) Explore. This is the fun part. Why just sit in your room when you've never figured out how one gets from Mather intoSeaburv on seizing the moment. Who says
througl
- - c * the mythical underground passage? just think. If you explore long enough, you might be able
able to
to go
goirom
Mather all
al the way to the thai Eskimos aren't opportunistic?
From Mather
Chapel without ever setting foot outside. Wouldn't this be a great way to prevent getting a cold in Winter? Since it's 4-W A
there won't They have handled this story perbe anyone tostop you from finding this_p_assage. This isa grraf idea! Lai's do it!!!
<-.•*- " .
fectly even without a press agent or
publicist.
8) Figure out why you did it. This is the introspective part. You and your friends can waste the whole night Irvine to a) ficuree ou
out
why you are awake (besides that sixth cup of coffee) ancfb) try to understand some of the reasons for the bizarre activities tnYt vouir ve us
I'm pretty sure that the Eskimos
completed Not only does this waste time, but you can find out a number of things about yourself that have worded v o u r S n s f o r \ ^ «
and whales are in on this thing toHowever, these revelations should not concern you too much. When you wakeup tomorrow afternoon, these revelations w 1 1 K you ,nOR- gether. The whales were pulling a
pretty neat practical joke, sneaking
Continued on Page 8

Those Wild, Wacky Whales
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Features
Marriot or Not, It Will Always be SAGA to Me
- By Sean Dougherty Features Columnist
Just in case you were wondering, this isn't going to be a column
about how bad the food is at the
dining hall. We already know that,
we eat there. Marriot uses cheap food
and has really disgusting left-over
disposal patterns. The fact is that good
meals can still be produced from the
food they have. The problem is that
Marriott also does catering around
campus for special events and they
seem to spend more energy on that
than on our meals. I know of at least
one really good cook they employ.
We used to check with him about
what he cooked and then asked for it.
Even he couldn't make filet mignon
out of SAGA steak, but compared to
everything else we had to chose from
it was like dining out. He does almost
all catering work now. His boss found
out how good he is and took him away
from us. We miss him.
Lines:
We go to Trinity. We don't know
what long lunch lines are. There aren't
enough students enrolled here to make
a long line if we all showed up for
lunch at once. Nevertheless, we all
experienced that feeling of waiting
when attempting to get any one of
four things from SAGA:
1) In. Getting in is never any
problem unless you show up at 11:22
and a line has already formed. Then
you wait 8 minutes for the doors to

open and another 20-30 seconds to
get through the line. All you remember, however, are the 8 minutes when
you weren't even supposed to be on
line in the first place. There should be
some kind of rule that says if you
show up at dinner without your i.d.,
you are to be shot for slowing the line
down. Good, decent, honest people
who remember their i.d. 's are always
behind the scum who have to go
through the four stages of denial,
anger, bargaining, and acceptance
before he goes back to his room to
look for his i.d. He fishes through
every pocket and both of his socks
before he realizes that he has no i.d.
Then he gets upset with the person
whose job it is to check i.d.'s for not
letting him in anyway. Finally, he
either pays the six bucks (refundable
the next meal), or goes home. You, in
the meantime, have' been standing
there watching the whole proceeding,
knowing exactly what is going to
happen. The people from the other
door, who have been coming in at 23 per second while you were waiting,
have made it impossible to get to the
food.
2) Food. The whole food serving process breaks down during lunch
rush when the lines are backed up to
the milk machine. People try to make
the line move faster by bunching up
close to the servers, as if that helped
them serve more than one person at a
time, and leave no room for the people
with food to get out. Anyone who
wants milk or ice would have to have
the offensive line from the football
team in front of him to get some. If

Don Miller could figure out how the
lunch line rushing defense is set up,
and translate it to the field. Trinity
would never be scored on again.
Breakfast Conversation:
Don't talk to people in the morning. They don't want to hear it.
Lunch Conversation:
By the time you get out of the
line you will have 20 minutes to eat
before your next class and/or internship begins. If you eat fast enough
you can check mail before you go.
Most lunch conversation that takes
place in the ten minutes people spend
at lunch is just a shorter version of
what is discussed at the real most
important meal of the day, dinner.
Dinner Conversation:
If you sit down with a bunch of
people to waste the two hours that can
be spent on dinner, social etiquette
demands that you at least try to talk to
them. There is nothing more unsettling than picking a group of people to
eat with, finding out you have nothing to say to any of them, eating in 10
minutes and leaving.
The opening question at dinner
is the traditional, "so, how much work
do you have tonight?" It works like a
drinking game. Someone asks the
question and looks at someone else.
That person has to answer the question and then look at a person either
across from him or her or on a diagonal, who then has to answer the ques-

On the Long Walk

tion. Play proceeds around the table
until everyone has a chance to whine
a little. People who have no work get
napkins thrown at them.
The conversation that arises from
this game is also about as interesting
as the conversation that arises from
the average drinking game. I mean,
does anyone really care about Bob's
thesis when they have their own
Organic tests to deal with? After the
"how m uch work" game dies down, it
is up to somebody to talk about something else.
Here are some suggestions so
you can impress your friends with
your lively personality:
1) Complain about the food.
Even if it's good. After a few weeks
in SAGA, nobody ever wants to hear
that someone else has found "the good
food." It is much better for all the food
to be hated if table harmony is to be
maintained.
2) Religion, especially if you
have had a few classes in the stuff. It
really doesn't mean that much to that
many people and my experience is
that even the most devout Catholics
love being made fun of (mybestfriend
is a devout Catholic, so I can say that).
People are always willing to offer
opinions on something as abstract as
religion. Any arguments that arise
can probably be defused by merely
asking the person who is the most
upset to pass the salt.
3) Movies. A second choice, to
be sure. No 25 people eating dinner
together have ever all seen the same
movie, so movies will never be an allinclusive conversation. Nevertheless,
if you sense conversation beginning

Photos- by Dave Copland

What is the most annoying thing about this election?

Chris Taylor '90
That the voters are forced to
choose the lesser of two evils.

John Simkiss '89
The candidates.

Jason Farber '90
Dukakis is a pinhead.

Calle Dovere '92
The candidates are so busy
cutting each other down that
they don't address the iss

Jen Moran '91
The way they keep stabbing at unimportant topics.

Jen VanCampen '90
Bush is Running

Calle Dovere '92
What election?

Steve Sutro '90
That people still think that
Dukakis is going to win

Gwen DeMallie '92
Everything.

to sag, start talking about the last
movie you saw. It is easier to criticize
than praise a movie, so it is a good
idea to be able to flamboyantly describe the flaws in the last one you
saw. Arguments over movies mean
nothing to anybody, so they don't
need to be diffused.
4) Sex. The grandaddy of conversation starters. It is very important
to always couch serious discourse
about the union of two souls in the
form of jokes and make sure everyone knows that whateveropinion you
are expressing, you are just kidding,
(ha., ha..) If you get into an argument
about sex, keep it rolling. It's the
most fun you'll have all night (most
likely...).
5) Sports. A last ditch attempt to
get conversation going, unless of
course the entire table is made up
sports fans in which case it will be the
only thing ever discussed. Sports,
while having the advantage of being
meaningless on all but a superficial
level (except the Red Sox), has the
drawback of being of fanatical interest to some (me) and of no interest at
all to others (just about every woman
I have ever met). A worst case scenario is to have two people who love
sports talking to each other about AA
batting average leaders and 23 other
people just sitting theretryingto think
of ways to change the subject.
Things that should never, ever, ever,
ever, be allowed to come up in dinner conversation:
Politics (unless it is known
before hand that everyone within three
tables are all members of the same
political party), Chemistry (nevereat
dinner with more than one Chem
major), and your personal anxieties.
People around here get really
bitter if their politics are ridiculed at
the dinner table. Arguments over
politics always end with someone
leaving in a huff and everyone else
just kind of sitting around, suddenly
fascinated with the exact composition of what's on their trays.
Eating dinner with the Chem.
majors is a very bad thing to do. First
of all, they work harder than anyone
in the school and they just love to rub
your nose in it. "Why don't you get a
real maj or?" they ask. "V ve taken two
English courses, why haven't you
taken Organic?" "Engl ish major? Gee,
I hope you like teaching. Someday
I'll call you at work from my car." To
which, of course, the only answer is,
"If I could pass the damn courses, I'd
take a couple, now shut up and eat
your egg-plant bake." Secondly, if
there are more than one of them at the
table they start talking about Chemistry. It's almost worse than two Economics majors. Conversations usually start, "I thought I'd just die when
that sedentation starting precipitating
during the sixth and seventh titrations! Could you believe it?" Changing the subject after that point is like
trying to derail an oncoming express
train.
Personal anxieties are a good
thing to talk about at the dinner table
if you want to get meaningless advice
from 25 people on the most important
parts of yourlife. Save thesou! searching for after everyone else finishes
eating, ok?
What to do if conversation bogs
down:
Throw something. Start with
dry rolled up napkins. After being
beaned a couple of times, escalate to
rolled up napkins dunked in water.
These two stages are the equivalent of
defcon's 1-3. Stage 4 is when you
start throwing dry food, like gold fish
crackers or cereal not yet exposed to
milk. Throwing wet food is equivalent to the first use of nuclear weapons. Usually it is just a threat, "If you
don't stop throwing your apple jacks
atmej'il flip this spoonful of mashed
potatoes at you." A very effective, if
somewhat obvious, ruse. If wet food
starts flying—make appeals to maturity or, failing that, leave. Some
things are just more than a man or
woman can take.
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Relationships at Trinity: A Freshman View
- By Nicole Moretti Special to the Tripod
As a Trinity freshman, there are
many things I have noticed about the
various types of Trinity relationships.
One major point I've noticed is the
lack of them.
It seems so many people get
together on weekends and then virtually ignore each other weekdays. Onenight-stands are prevalent and unsatisfying to many people. I did not
realize how big a part they played
until I came here, found a guy I thought
I'd like to get to know better, kissed
him goodnight, and never talked to
him again. I made every effort to try
to talk to him, for, but he refused to
talk to me. Granted, he was another
freshman, and possibly immature or
too excited about the wide variety of
women around, but why totally ignore me? Why refuse to say hello
when he sees me in Marriot or on the
Long Walk? Itdoesn'tjust happen to
me, but all my friends also. People
just don't put forth any effort after
meeting someone in that sense.
I don'i mean to put down the
males. The females do it, too, I'm
sure it is just as frustrating for a male
to be completely ignored by the girl
he was with last night. I also don't
mean to say that this happens to everyone. I have noted some real Trinity
relationships that seem to be very
loving and lasting. Because of these,
I hold some hope for those of us who
want it, also.
However, talking to various upperclassmen, 1 have been told that the
basic Trinity relationship is a pure
weekend relationship. One of my
friends is finding herself presently in
one of these. On the weekends, she
and her "boyfriend" get along fantastically. It is really nice the way he
cares for her and treats her when they
are together. Monday rolls around
and that all changes. Of course he still
speaks to her, but communication is
stifled. Granted, they have just started
their relationship and don't really
know each other yet, but my friend
feels it's something else. She feels
she has been caught in a false relationship based mostly on needing
someone on weekends without just

having continuous one night stands. I
have told her to talk openly with him
and see what he feels. There could be
a variety of reasons for his change on
weekdays, but it could also just be the
way things are around here. I don't
know...you tell me. I'm new here and
a little lost in the whole issue, but I
know it wasn't like this in high
school...and I miss it.
It doesn't always happen just
with boyfriend-girlfriend relationships. It happens often just between
acquaintances. A bunch of my friends
and I one night met a group of guys
at a party. We all had pizza and great
conversation...a general good time.
As the night drew to a close, a friend
tasked one of the guys jokingly if he
would acknowledge her existence the
next day. It wasn't a joke anymore
when he evaded her questioning.
Needless to say, he did not say hello
the next day and my friend was extremely upset. She was not interested
in him in any way except platonical ly, so he cou Idn' t have been threatened by any sort of commitment. It
didn't make any sense. (On a brighter
side...he has since said hello to all of
us.)
I know it just isn't my friends
and I who are experiencing this confusion. Many others 1 have talked to
are baffled when they are ignored by
"friends" or "boyfriends." None of
us know how to react. Do we j ust take
it in stride ? Do we do the same to
others? Ihave tried to fight it. When
I see a familiar face, or even one not
so familiar, I always try to catch their
eyes and say hello. Sometimes I
receive a hello in return. Other times,
the person rudely looks away. I have
noted other people doing the same,
and after they have been ignored, I
see their baffled and embarrassed
expressions.
I know college is a time when
everybody is new and you are trying
to find your own niche. Maybe you
just don't like someone. I have met
some people that I really don't
like...yet I still say hello to them.
I began to think that maybe it had
something to do with the geographical area someone comes from. But I
don't think that's it. Then I thought
maybe the other person was shy. I
made the effort to make the first move.
It doesn't always matter. Finally,

when all else failed, I told myself that
maybe the person was j ust a snob or a
jerk and that I was better off without
their company. That still doesn't mean
I understand why these things occur.
Back to boyfriend-girlfriend relationships. I'd bet nearly everyone has had
a one night stand. That's not the
issue. The issue is how to go from a
one night stand, or a continuous
weekend stand, to something more
real if that's what you want. People
who start off as friends seem to have
an edge. Communication is already
present as a sort of building block.
But even this doesn't always work.
There is a male who a friend is very
interested in and made the enormous
first move of telling him this to his
face. He was cool about it and explained that he was interested in
someone else but could be a good
friend of hers. She accepted this. On
weekends, they always seem to see

each other, and have a wonderful
time talking. In fact, they talk for
hours about everything. Communication is fine. Then...Monday rolls
around. He still says hello, but the
communication level has dropped
considerably. In simpler terms, they
barely talk. This also seems like a
basic kind ofTrinity relationship. It's
not always there.
It's kind of funny that after asking
many different people to define the
basic Trinity relationship, their definition was, "Non-existent." I think
that says a lot. I also think that's
pretty sad.
One friend stated, "It's not nice to
think about, yet I recognize that it
does happen...not always..Just most
times." Another student said, "Lots
of people talk about it, or the lack of
it, but nobody docs anything about it.
I don't think it's because there's nothing to do, they just don't know how.

It can be a major problem at times."
Some people I talked to felt that maybe
it was just a normal part of college
life. They felt that after some of the
social confines of a high school, some
people may want to use their new
freedom to its fullest advantage. In
other words, no one wants any sort of
commitment. They just want to have
fun.
This is understandable to an extent.
Of course people want to have fun in
life. But does part of this fun consist
of ignoring others? I think not!
So what exactly is the basic Trinity
relationship? Is it just a continuous
one [lighter? Is it a weekend stand? Is
it a bizarre acquaintance relationship
where you sometimes recognize
someone and other times don't? Is it
something that mellows out in time as
one becomes an upperclassman?
Whatever it is, I and many other people
don't like it at all.

Speaking in Tongues
- By Marissa Boyers Special to the Tripod

cause for all of Germany's (and
Europe's) woes; the image of the
'happy hoinemaker' in pro- World
War II America used to keep women
"All
are
."
passive and out of the work force. All
Stereotypes.
We all use them, we all know of these instances arc cases whore one
what they are, and when to recognize group used words and images to
them. Many of us have also been control another group.
There are certain portrayals that
sensitized to not use them often, as
they tend to portray their subjects are true, because they are based on
unfairly and too generally. But, when physical criteria, not altitudes or
Mr. Dick Gregory, a black man, spoke behavior. These are acceptable, as
here a few weeks ago, he used many they imply no fornl of judgment. In
stereotypes in his talk. He jokingly fact, to ignore physical characterizareferred to blacks as being lazy, un- tions is to overlook a very important
educated, and unsanitary.
The aspect of an individual. However, I
question seems to be: when are stere- do not think that these are the same as
otypes acceptable, and when should stereotypes, as they are not aimed at
any form of control; they are merely
they be avoided?
Historically, stereotypes have been used to understand the differences
used as an excuse to keep oppressed between us.
groups exactly that — oppressed and
So back to the issue of stereout of competitive positions with the otypes as stereotypes. Mr. Gregory
dominant group. I note as examples: freely used his descriptions which
the characterizations of blacks in the were well-received by his audience,
postbellum period as alternatively often with loud (literally) thigh-slapmeek and submissive, or animalistic ping laughter. It seems then that
and nearly beyond control; the por- when a member of a group uses steretrayal of Jews in Nazi Germany as otypes of her or his own group that it
dirty, miserly, subhuman, and the is acceptable. We have often heard,
"I can say that, because I'm
."
In a way, the person is sharing a
common known joke. Surely there
are few people who believe that such
stereotypes are true across races or
genders. Yet if our goal is to achieve
a truly non-biased society, shouldn't
The French Bakery Cafe
we refrain from using language that
perpetuates untruths, regardless of
their intent or understanding? Most
activists say yes.
So here we have a potentially
confusing issue: we should not use
stereotypes (as they create unfair
portraits of people), yet members of
stereotyped groups continue to use
We're not your average fast food treadmill, we're a quality
such language as a common bond
restaurant catering to a discriminating market & currently have
among themselves. Sharing such
obviously untrue statements is a way
temporary and permanent, part & full time employment posiof making funof themselves, maybe
tions available.
before others have the chance. Clearly,
when I say, "being cheap is part of my
heritage" (I'm Jewish) I am saying
No experience is necessary, We'll train you while you receive:
something very derogatory against
the very people from whom I claim
•starting salaries of up to $6.50/hr.
descent. However, no one has ever
called me on this to say that I was
being unfair or insulting. Because I
•flexibility in your schedule (you can work 40 hrs. a
am a member of that sect I have
'permission'to say what I like against
week to 3 hrs. every two weeks.
them. Isn't that in itself self-defeating?
If people of a group continue to per•Excellent benefits ranging from meal discounts to (for
petuate stereotypes when others have
ceased in the name of understanding,
some employees) paid vacation
does that not strike a discordant tone?
It seems so. Rarely, in our enlightened state, do people use stereotypes
•Incentive awards, opportunities for advancement.
in the historic sense; of course, there
may also be at least one member of
Openings at our location at 1 City Place, Concourse Level (at end of skywalk)
our audience who will not recognize
ageneralization for what it is and may
interpret it as verbatim, blanket truth
(G-d forbid!). Therefore, we should
refrain from generalizing in any
Au Bon Pain is an equal opprtunity employer
circumstances for fear of inadvertently offending, even when we our-

Au Bon Pain

Student's interested in earning extra money,
consider working at Au Bon Pain

Apply in person to the manager or call us at 278-8793

selves are iht.'targets ofour own statements.
Surely, this scorns to bo an absurd
suggestion. As a society, we tend to
want to categorize people. Perhaps
stereotypes serve a positive role after
all. They allow the speaker, if a
member of the group, to make light of
her or his own situation. Further, they
give the person a feeling of unity and
belonging to a group. For example,
women can refer to other women as
'chic,' 'babe,' or whatever, with little
chance of offense; but let a man do it
.... Whether we group people by the
fraternity to which they belong, as
jocks, geeks, dumb blondes, dead
heads, punks, preppies, yuppies,
wackedoul liberals, or stuffy conservatives, we assign to them a name
based on certain aspects of their character.
Yet, even these positive aspects do
not balance out the harsh effects of
categorization. If you must use stereotypes, use them in a way which relates to you only. Belter yet, though,
would be lo make an attempt not to
use them at all, even in connection
with yourself. It would be far easier
to control the improper use of stereotypes if we were all more conscious
about them. Stereotypes may be used
in a potentially bonding and positive
way, but more often they tend to
wrongly categorize and serve only to
weaken our attempt to attain mutual
.understanding.

Whales
Continued from Page 7
up under the ice and scaring the locals. It would have made a really cool
"Far Side" comic. Picture whales
under the ice. On the top op the ice
sits a lone ice-fishing Eskimo. One
whale turns to the other and says
"Watch me do my Abom inable Snowman impersonation!" So the Eskimo
catches on to the whales and says
"Look, guys, I won't kill you if you
help me out on this." The whales,
being somewhat harpoon-shy, reluctantly agree.
I feel bad for the whales, not
because they are stuck, but because
they are going to catch hell from their
friends. What do you suppose the
other whales are going to say when
the late whales finally show up to
spawn? It strikes me that they are
going to have a pretty difficult time
finding a mate. Ever show up at a
party late and find that everyone else
had paired off? Plus, they are going to
be subject to quite a bit of mocking
from theirbuddies. "Hey, Sam, alarm
clock didn't go off? HA! Anybody
want to spawn with one of the stupid
whales'? You'll have stupid kids who
are always late for school!"
And so the high drama continues on the tundra. I can't wait to see
who gets stuck next year.
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Dukakis: Out of Touch With America
-By Marc GrossmanWorld Outlook Writer
Since losing the second debate
to George Bush, Michael Dukakis
has warned Republicans not to be
overconfident. He has tried to wage
class warfare by suggesting that supporters of the Vice President are
"already sipping champagne from
their penthouses." This is nothing
more than an attempt to disguise his
own pitiful performance as a candidate by dividing American society
into opposing groups, rich v. poor,
white v. black, etc.
This is Dukakis' basic problem:
he does not understand why the
American people do not like him. He
does not understand that Americans
are optimistic about the future and
their potential to succeed. Where
George Bush sees opportunity and
hope, Michael Dukakis sees "tough
choices" and a vision of an America
in decline. The American people will
reject the "pessimistic, defeatist,
blame America first" philosophy of
the Democratic nominee and overwhelmingly vote for George Bush
and the Republican party.
Dukakis will be defeated because
he is out of touch with ihe American
people and has been an emotional
iceman in the defense of his own
liberal philosophy. Americans share
a basic set of values known collectively as "American values." Michael Dukakis has utterly failed in
every opportunity presented him to
identify with those values.
The very first question of the
debate was what Dukakis would do if
his wife was raped and murdered;
would he support the death penalty
for the criminal? The liberal technocrat of Massachusetts calmly replied,
"No, Bernard, I don't support the
death penalty." There should have
been a display of emotion; the American people expected a passionate response. Instead, Dukakis restated the
textbook liberal position on the death
penalty (defending the rights of the
criminal over those of the victim) and
continued to give an unrelated answer on the Florida drug problem.
It should be no wonder that the
American people do not know who
Michael Dukakis, the person, really
is. He has never been able to reach
out, identify himself, or make contact
with people. He sees leadership as
sitting behind a desk making complex decisions; most people expect a
leader to show passion and conviction and be a source of inspiration.
Even Dukakis' critics are unable to
explain why he cannot understand
this.
Dukakis, as expected, discusses
facts and statistics. He points to the
so-called "Massachusetts miracle" as
a reason for voters to support his

pail

campaign. Well,asPresidentReagan
said at New Orleans, "facts are stubborn things." Let us consider some
aspects of the Dukakis record and it
will become clear why he has failed.
Michael Dukakis has had great
problems with criminal justice. His
opposition to the death penalty is well
known. He also presided over a furlough program which gained infamy
as the only program in the nation to
allow convicted murders, men who
had not even served enough time to
be eligible for parole, to have a weekend off, unsupervised. And when
Willie Horton escaped during one
such weekend pass, he went down to
Maryland and terrorized a couple,
stabbing the man over twenty times
and raping the man's fiancee repeatedly. The state of Maryland refused
to extradite Willie Horton to Massachusetts because they were afraid that
Michael Dukakis would simply let
him out again. Indeed, Massachusetts continued to have a revolving
door system of criminal justice.
Dukakis finally signed a law
eliminating prison furloughs within
the last year, after being faced with
enormous public opposition and
concerns for his presidential campaign, and even then only after he had
fought the legislative bill every step
of the way. To this day, Michael
Dukakis has still refused to meet with
Willie Horton's victims and apologize. Yet, Dukakis claims to be
"tough" on crime. The truth is that
anyone from Massachusetts knows
what a failure Dukakis has been.
Another important issue is government ethics. Dukakis loves to
mention Ed Meese and the "environ-

mental wrecking crew," but let us
shift the focus a bit. It was Michael
Dukakis who added 10,000 unnecessary political patronage jobs to the
Massachusetts state payroll. It was
Michael Dukakis who refused to
believe that these 10,000 jobs could
harm the Massachusetts economy, but
they have. The once huge Massachusetts budget surplus has disappeared
overnight; Massachusetts is now
running a $450 million deficit (hidden behind smoke and mirror politics) and its state debt is now expected

to triple over the next three years.
Dukakis thought he would be in Washington come January and ignored the
economic chaos in his own state
caused by the favors given to his
supporters and friends. And yet, this
textbook machine politician proclaimed Ed Meese guilty before any
investigation was made while, at the
same time, he defended House
Speaker Jim Wright, accused of similar ethical misconduct, by saying he
"thought there was a presumption of
innocence in this country" - Appar-

ently, only if you are a Democrat.
And how seriously are we to
believe Dukakis' commitment to
education when his own education
advisor was convicted of accepting
bribes and is now serving a jail sentence. Let us also remember that
Boston public schools have one of the
highest dropout rates in the nation.
Dukakis the environmentalist fares
no better. Boston Harbor is one of the
dirtiest and most disgraceful harbors
in this country. Michael Dukakis
Continued on A-3
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Bentsen: The Politics of Money
dential administration to take over in
a time of crisis. In fact, that is the
central purpose of the office of the
Vice President (yes, yes, he does have
other specific duties).
But getting on to Lloyd —here ts
In the midst of all the negative
criticisms made by the separate cam- a man destroying Quayle on basis of
paigns and the exhaustion everyone the fact that Dan Quayle lacks qualihas felt at all the pessimism about all fications to be the President and that
the candidates, it is strange that Lloyd he cannot compare to Jack Kennedy.
Bentsen has been left out. However, I The treatment was unfair and brutal
do not want to present a negative no matter how unqualified Quayle
picture of Lloyd Bentsen. I will try to may have been. But perhaps it has
present an accurate presentation of something to do with the treatment he
him to show how unfair he was in the himself received in the 1976 Presidebate between himself and Dan dential campaign.
Quayle.
Lloyd Bentsen of Texas ran as a
Though most Republicans hate presidential candidate on the Demoto admit it, Dan Quayle is hardly a cratic ticket on little more'than four
qualified candidate forthejobof Presi- years in the Senate and the support of
dent, but the role of Vice President rich business contacts. He had also
offers a chance of training to become served six years in the House. His
an effective national leader. As the total experience amounted to ten
Vice President, Dan Quayle will re- years, two years less than that of Dan
ceive the opportunity to gain valuable Quayle, and Bentsen was not only
experience in the workings of a presi- vying for the Vice-Presidential slot,
-By Steve H. YiWorld Outlook Writer
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but the coveted White House. This
attempt proved to backfire as he suffered much from negative campaigning that'all but finished him. Some
accuse him of being asupremeegoist.
All of the candidates are to some
extent, egoists. Otherwise, they
wouldn't be running.
Bentsen's lack of experience and
his business contacts got him scalped
in 1976. He had to defend himself
about being a Texan, an ally of Lyndon
Baines Johnson, an inexperienced
senator with little achievement, a rich
man while claiming to be a poorman 's
candidate, and so on. Needless to say,
he had no way of shedding the rich
bureaucratic image, and failed to
achieve a distinct identification which
voters might side with. The results of
this failure were obvious.
Now in 1988, Bentsen has become the option for Vice President
for little more reason than to balance
the ticket for a liberal nominee, except of course that he never made it
anywhere in 1976. This shelling he
took from his Democratic rivals might
have caused a certain resentment in
Bentsen to arise in his battle with
Quayle. Since his fellow politicians
had pulled no punches, he probably
so no need to pull his. As for Jack
Kennedy, being a friend of Lyndon
Johnson does not necessarily make
him a friend of Jack Kennedy. Perhaps he was an "acquaintance."
In general, he gave support to
most of the Reagan administration
bil Is passed during the last eight years.
Lloyd Bentsen had an easy time
winning re-election to the Senate again
and again having greater funds than
his opponent due to those business
contacts. His las: challenge came from
Republican James M. Collins in 1982
who called him "Liberal Lloyd." The
only problem was convincing voters
that Bentsen indeed was liberal and
the negative advertising was countered with equal force, indicating that
Bentsen had smarted from his defeat
in 1976. But does this mean that he

had a right to shell Dan Quayle?
It is more interesting to see that
Bentsen and Quayle have similar
interests. Bush and Dukakis might
have some distinct differences, but
the Vice Presidents are both conservative. Both supported the contras
and the decision to produce MX
missiles. They might have actually
better served as Vice Presidents for
Reagan. Bentsen over 50% of the
time supported Reagan issues from
1981 to 1986 (in fact, in 1981, 70%
and 1986,60%). Would he explicitly
support President Dukakis as Vice
PresidentBush has President Reagan?
It is very doubtful and such a division
can create a lot of problems in an
administration. It would be quite an
embarrassment if Vice President
Bentsen came out and spoke out
against a Dukakis foreign policy
decision such as stopping aid to the
contras.
Bentsen has been divided in
Party loyalty going about 50-50 on
most of the issues, but has been overwhelmingly in support of the conservative coalition in the Senate. He is a
hard-line anti-communist, but takes
the middle-of-the-road approach in
trade issues. He devotes a great
amount of his time to reviving American industries, particularly the gas
and oil companies. He is diametrically opposed to the Dukakis policy
line. In fact, he was asked this question in the debate, but deftly avoided
by extolling the work of Michael
Dukakis for the Democratic Party.
Perhaps the high positions that these
men run for makes everyone somewhat of a moderate and disposed
toward compromise.
In short, this is the man Bentsen,
driven by a sense to attain public
identity with his bland image. He is a
conservative, sometimes hard-line
(supported weaker gun controls and
school prayer). He seems to be wavering on party loyalty as he sides
Continued on A-3
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Skeletons In the Closet:
Iram-Contra Haunts

-By Jonathan KulokWorlcl Outlook Writer
On November 8 America might
elect George Bush as President of the
United States. However, before the
American people commit to such
decision, the record of George Bush
and those of his associates must be
carefully examined. George Bush
and Dan Quayle, as well as the
campaign's closest advisors, Donald
Gregg and Sam Watson, are part of a
network of individuals who have
consistently ignored American and
International law. During the Democratic Convention the chant "Where
was George" screamed into peoples'
living roams. The record shows that
George was fully aware of the illegal
activities during the Iran-Contra
operation which was begun by the
Reagan-Bush team before they officially took office and apparently is
still at work today.

Governor Michael Dukakis

Time to Vote for Dukakis
-By Kyle AshinhurstSpecial to the Tripod
On Tuesday, November 8, American voters will go to the polls to choose
the individual they feel is best able to
hold theofficeof President of the United
States. The choice is a difficult one.
Bush.RonaldReagan'sever-loyal ladyin-waiting, offers "a thousand points of
light," whatever that means, and the
Pledge of Allegiance; while Dukakis,
like the good Democral that he is, promises "good jobs at good wages" and
boasts of his competence. Fairly tepid
stuff for a Presidential campaign. One
suspects that if "None of the Above"
were to appear on the ballot, it might
well garner a large percentage of the
vote. Nonetheless, we voters have no
such option, and are forced to choose
between Mike and George,
I urge members of the Trinity
community to vote for the DukakisBentsen ticket. Michael Dukakis would
make an excellent President, He has
demonstrated the talents and skills
necessary to carry our the duties of the
Presidency, His tenure as Governor of
Massachusettses has been one of distinction and achievement. While his
governorship has not been without failures, Dukakis offers far more real
experience in government than his
Republican rival. While George Bush
was carrying out sinecurial appointed
jobs involving little work and no particular talent, Michael Dukakis was
getting hands-on experience in the
Massachusetts State House, working to
solve Massachusetts' problems and turn
his state's economy from a "basket
house" to a national showplace. He
balanced budgets, fought government
waste, reduced drug use, improved
schools, and cracked down on crime.
Dukakis offers more than experience, however. As President, he would
dramatically improve the intellectual
tone of governing. For nearly eight
years, this nation has been governed by
a man who often seems to have little
more than a grade-school education.
Worse, the Republicans have added to
injury by nominating for the Presidency
and Vice-Presidency two individuals
who display no more than a cursory
understanding of our nation and its
problems. George Bush and Dan Quale
are, obviously, not mental powerhouses.
We already know about Dan Quale's
miserable academic record and his less
than honest evaluation of his scholastic
abilities. As far as Bush is concerned,
do we really think he got into Andover
and Yale on his merits. Don't be silly.
Mike Dukakis.ontheotherhand, would
bring to the White House a highlytrained mind and a keen intellect. As we
have seen, both in debates and in one-on

one interviews, Dukakis is quickthinking and sharp -minded. He is
a difficult man to out argue.
In addition, Dukakis possesses
something neither George Bush nor
Dan Quayle could ever hope to
have: blunt common sense. Unlike
Bush (and certainly unlike that
Quayle fellow), he knows when
something is right and when it's
wrong. More than a tool of his
handlers and media advisers, he
thinks for himself and makes his
own decisions. That's certainly
more than we can say for any current Republican. Whai's more,
Mike Dukakis sees the problems
this country faces, and realizes that
we must reckon with them if we
hope to survive. Dukakis will not
ignore (as the Republicans do)
America's debt, our trade weakness, our poor schools, our drug
problem, our homeless, the government corruption, or the decimation of the middle class.
Another important reason to
vote Democratic on November 8 is
that George Bush, if elected, will
almost assuredly go down in history as a Republican Jimmy Carter,
He lacks the ability to unify and
inspire the nation, as Ronald Reagan has done with such success.
He has no clear vision, no sense of
purpose, no driving ideals or ambitions for America. Just as important, we must remember that, come
January 20, he will face an unfriendly Congress. If Ronald Reagan, the "Great Communicator,"
has been a lame duck ever since he
lost the Senate, imagine how poorly
GeorgeBush will fare. A great deal
of Ronald Reagan's success as
President is due to his ability to
sway democrats over to his side.
Do we honestly believe that President Bush would be able to get
democratic support in Congress?
Can we afford to take the risk of
electing such a president?
Do we still need more reasons
to support Michael Dukakis? I
have plenty, George Bush has run
a campaign of innuendos, halftruths, and gross oversimplifications of the issues. To be blunt, he
has insulted the intelligence of the
American people. Willie Horton?
Boston Harbor? The Pledge of
Allegiance? Whodoes George think
he is? Doesn't he realize that each
of these so-called"issues" are, when
talked about honestly, highly embarrassing to the Republican Party?
Take Willie Horton, for example.
He was furloughed from a Massachusetts prison under a program
which was designed and put into
law by Mike Dukakis's Republican predecessor. It was Dukakis
who realized how wrong this Re-

publican program was—and got rid
of it. As far as Boston Harbor is
concerned. Bush's constant complaining should be directed to the Republican Environmental Protection
Agency, which took ten years to
decide how best to clean up the harbor. Under Governor Dukakis, the
cleanup has finally begun. Of course,
our buddy George knows all this. He
just won't admit it, that's all. To him,
being honest is far less important than
getting votes. It's a tradition among
Republicans.
Because of George Bush's
shameless campaign of McCarlhyite
character assassination and issuedodging, there now seems to be little
chance for the Dukakis-Bentsen ticket
to win the upcoming election. If recent polls are even remotely accurate, Bush will win a fairly impressive victory — perhaps even a Reagan style landslide — over Mike
Dukakis. If this happens, it will be a
profound tragedy for the American
nation.
Eight years of Ronald
Reagan's leadership by amnesia is
bad enough. Is having George Bush
as a president worth another four years
of feel-good Republicanism? I think
not, and I'm sure most Americans
think not (a recent poll shows that
most American's views on the issues
arecloser to Dukakis' than toBush's.)
Still, the Republican campaign has,
in effect, brainwashed voters into
Continued on A-3

Bush

tion in Central America Operation
Black Eaxlc.
The goal of Operation Black
Hagle was for Felix Rodriguez to
control resupply effort for the contras
that would not have any Congressional oversight. The first stage entailed buying arms from the Israelis
who had a gfut of arms following the
invasion of Lebanon in I9K2. (Other
arms were purchased in Czechoslovakia and Poland.) These arms were
smuggled into Central America by
men such as Fugene I lassenl'us. On
the return flights, the independently
hired pilots often brought into the
United States narcotics smuggled
from Panama.
Concerning the return flights investigative journalists who spent two
years try ing to retrace the Black liagle
operation Howard Kohn and Vicki
Marks wrote, "Richard Hrcmickc. an
Oregon based arms dealer who brokered Black Fagle purchases in
Czechoslovakia, says that he became
disgusted after copiloting two drug
flights but was told by Gregg not to
question his orders, "The business
wilh the dope was policy", said Kozen
"and George Bush was running the
covert policy decisions." |Kozen is
an Israeli inielligenceoliicerwho was
initially involved in Black Fagle but
removed himself once narcotics
smuggling became a part of the operation.]
Where does Dan Quayle fit into
this whole scheme? While Mr. Quayle
was never implicated, his Legislative
Aid in the mid-19K0's was Robert
Owen. Mr. Owen was also Ollie
North's courier during the Iran-Contra conspiracy. It is public record that
Mr. Owen and Dan Quayle attended a
meeting wilh John Hull to discuss
how to get private individuals to
contribute to the contra cause. Maybe
the question should be asked, where
was Dan?
This is merely the tip of the
iceberg. Indeed, if so, we must ask
ourselves what does this mean for our
democratic process? Is our very government being subverted by those
people who are suppose to uphold the
law? Today, is national security so
important that a truly democratic
foreign policy or even a democratic
society are no longer possible? If so,
then as a nation we must reverse this
process. Mere flag waving is not
American — insuring that our Constitutional process is being followed
is American. At a recent lecture Rev.
William Davis quoted Howie Long
who said "if fascism comes to America it will be wrapped in American
flag." Can we really take a chance
with George Bush, again?

These dealings include the
"October Surprise of 19X0" and
Bush's long involvement with Panamanian Drug Czar and Dictator
Manuel Noriega. Furthermore, Operation Black liagle, a complex arms
operation which the Tower Commission and the Senate and I louse select
committees chose to ignore, was being
coordinated by Donald Gregg out of
George Bush's office.
The October Surprise of 19X0
was George Bush's first cloak and
dagger operation for the administration. There is evidence that Mr. Bush
was deeply involved in a covert operation wilh the Ayatollah in 19K0.
The Reagan-Bush people wanted the
fifty-two American hostages released
on his Reagan's first day in office.
Bush's advisors were instrumental in
covertly supplying arms to Tehran in
exchange for the hostages. This
documented explanation is very believable in light ol'lhe fact the current
administration sold arms to Tehran
from I9H 1-19X4 despite the fact that
their were no hostages in the Middle
Hast during that period. Furthermore,
on The Larry King Show, Jimmy
Carter said that during the last days of
the 19X0 campaign he saw information that the Reagan-Bush team was
involved in efforts to stall the release
of the hostages until the Republicans
had taken office.
The "October Surprise" should
not have been surprising considering
that during Ford's term, these same
people established ties with Panamanian dictator Manuel Noriega. Because of Noriega's political connections, ex-CIA chief George Bush felt
that he would be a valuable asset. Mr.
Bush made this decision despite the
fact that the CIA had information
dating as far back as 1972 that Mr.
Noriega was involved in smuggling
narcotics out of South America.
Manuel Noriega was taken off the
payroll in 1976, but when the Republicans returned to power, he was reinstated as a CIA "asset." The CIA
reportedly has been paying him over
$100,000 a year.
It is a fact that George Bush
knew exactly all the events concerning the transfer of arms to Iran for
money to the conlras. In three separate meetings Donald Gregg and
George Bush met with mercenary
Felix Rodriguez concerning the resupply of arms to the contras. When
questioned about the minutes of those
meetings which stated that they talked
about the resupply of the contras,
DonaldGreggdismissed the evidence
as a typo of the secretary. Indeed,
Felix Rodriguez was the point man
for Gregg and Bush in a covert opera-
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Dukakis: Out of Touch

Continued from A-l

refused to clean it up until ordered to
by a federal judge, by which time the
cost had become exorbitant.
Cost, of course, has never bothered Dukakis, because he simply
raises taxes when needed to balance a

Dukakis
Is A Must
Continued from A-2
believing that their man is somehow
capable of serving as President. After
eight years of Reaganism, our senses
(and our sensibilities) have been
dulled. We are still too drunk to
notice how the Republicans have
weakened this nation to the dangers it
faces. The next four years will be
difficult ones.
I suspect that, on November 9,
we will be reading about how George
Bush swept the nation on Election
Day. How sad. What does this say
about our country? About our political system? About our standards?
Perhaps we don't deserve Michael
Dukakis. Perhaps one day—maybe
soon—we will realize how much we
needed him.

budget (no great achievement since
Massachusetts law requires a balanced budget). Michael Dukakis has
raised taxes five times, including this
year, and including the largest tax
increase in Massachusetts history.
Direct taxes have been supplemented
by fees and surcharges on virtually
everything. Dukakis has claimed to
have reduced taxes, but that is only
an illusion. Michael Dukakis is responsible for creating "Taxachusetts." He has strenuously opposed all tax cuts until overwhelmed
by popular and legislative opposition. He then travels around the country claiming to have supported a tax

cut while the people of Massachusetts
are left wondering how they just barely
defeated the political organization of
"Tax-hike Mike."
The Massachusetts "miracle" is
a myth and a fraud. Michael Dukakis
does not share basic American values
and is outs ide the political mainstream.
He is incapable of inspiring and leading this country. His inexperience
and naivete are frightening and his
record in Massachusetts demonstrates
the failure of liberalism. The American people have seen Dukakis' shortcomings and will defeat him on Nov.
8.

Balancing a Liberal Ticket
Continued from A-l
with Republicans almost as often as
he sides with Democrats. He was
generally a Reagan supporter though
he may criticize the administration.
Everyone criticizes the Reagan administration even though the popular
vote put him in office. He does offer
balance to the Dukakis ticket and it
was probably a smart move on part of
Dukakis for the short-term. In the
long-term, this could create serious
problems.

This article is my answer to negative campaigning. It is easy to blindly
criticize acandidate. But it is farharder
to present him in an accurate light.
Lloyd Bentsen has learned the hardknock game of politics by being assailed on all sides from 1976. No
doubt, he has taught the same game to
Dan Quayle through the debate.
Quayle will be all the smarter for it
and when he becomes Vice President,
he will probably thank Lloyd Bentsen
for his help to the new administration.

Vice President George Bush

In the August 25th issue of the Casco Bay Weekly, a news and arts magazine based in Portland, Maine, Bob Dylan was
dubbed a prophet of the sixties because he had the clever ability to combine rock music and politics. He was the first of many
artists of that genre, and even today there are still some around like Bruce Cockburn and Billy Bragg.
Many of Dylan's songs foretold times to come: "Like a Rolling Stone" predicted a generation of middle-class kids hitting
the road; "Masters of War" revealed the military-industrial complex as the foundation of the Pentagon procurement scandals.
In particular, the song "The Wicked Messenger" off the "John Wesley Harding" album follows George Bush's campaign so closely
that I wonder if Dylan really could see twenty years into the future,
-i. barr

Bush, of course, is a Yale
man. "Old Eli" is the
college's nickname.

THE WICKED MESSENGER
Bush often makes odd,
jerky hand gestures in
public appearances.

The US Senate, over
which Bush presides, and
in which he cast a tiebreaking vote to resume"
the production of nerve
gas.
Bush's feet have been put
to the fire over Iran-contra
and the CIA backing of
Noriega. So far, he has
offered at least four
different versions of his
role in the scandals, all
conflicting with official
documents.

Iran-contra began to,
unravel in the fall of
1986.

There was a wicked messenger
Trom Eli he did come,
With a mind that muliplied
The smallest matter.
When questioned who had sent for him,
He answered with his thumb,
For his tongue it could not speak, but only flatter.
He stayed behind the assembly hal!,
It was there he made his bed,
Oftentimes he could be seen returning.
Until one day he just appeared
With a note in his hand which read,
"The soles of my feet, I swear they're burning."
.Oh, the leaves began to part,
And the people that confronted him were many,
And he was told but these few words,
Which opened up his heart,
"If ye cannot bring good news, then don't bring any."
1968 by Dwarf Music

Bush has the uncanny
ability of exaggerating
every situation he's in. He
compared his interview
with Dan Rather to
"combat."

How true. Discussing a
meeting between Reagan
and Soviet Foreign
Minister Gromyko, Bush
_ termed the Gipper's
performance "excellent,
right on top of things. I
wish everyone could have
seen that one." Sure,
George.

Including former White
House staffers, ex-CIA
pilots, Senate
investigators, and Ted
Koppel (whom Bush kept
calling "Dan").

The moral here seems
clear: Bush has to come
clean on Iran-contra or his
campaign will be in "deep
doo-doo."
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PSA Election Survey
-By David Lowey,
Caroline Leopold
& Jon KulokSpecial to the Tripod
The Progressive Student Alliance conducted a survey aimed at
discerning the political attitudes of
the Trinity student body. The survey
was conducted randomly and reached
220 students, or approximately 13%
of the campus. Impressively, 90% of
the eligible student voters are, in fact,
registered to vote in the Presidential
election. (Some of the credit is owed
to the ConnPIRG voter registration
drive through which over 300 students were registered in a one week
period.) Hopefully the Trinity students will become active participants
in the upcoming election and use the
power of the bailot. Fourteen days
before the election, 87% of those eligible were planning on voting, while
1% remained undecided.
Surprisingly, Trinity a reputed
bastion of Eastern conservatism, has
a student body that is slightly left of
the political center according to the
poll. The statistics do show more
registered republicans than democrats,
however almost half of those registered are un-affiliated. The campus is

Are you registered to vote?

If yes, in what party?

basically evenly divided between
liberals, conservatives, and those in
the middle of the political spectrum.
The poll challenged the notion that
Trinity is a purely conservative institution - - however, do not expect a
return to the radical student beliefs
of the 1960's.
On the issues the majority of
the student body consistently holds
views that conform to the democratic platform. The only exception
was the issue of the death penalty. Of
those polled 53% support the death
penalty, 26% strongly. The statistics
were very polarized, only 13% remained undecided.
i When asked which Presidential Candidate they preferred, students again went against expectations. Michael Dukakis received a
42% vote of support, six points ahead
of George Bush's 36%. Approximately 10% of the student body
remains undecided. Registered
democrats and republicans stayed
behind their party, supporting their
candidate with a clear cut majority.
While none of the democrats sampled
preferred Bush, a small number of
republicans preferred Dukakis. This
comes from a partial survey and is
not absolute, but it implies that at
Trinity the 'Reagan Democrat' of
the past has been won back by the

Yes
No

Democratic Party. We may even have
a few 'Dukakis Republicans.'
When asked to choose between
Vice-Presidential candidates, those
surveyed came up with very revealing
answers. George Bush'schoice of Dan
Quayle has been a major issue since
the Republican convention. Although
the second position on a ticket is usually not important, many people feel
that if the vote is close it could decide
the election. The student body overwhelmingly preferred Lloyd Benlsen,
giving him a 66% majority. Quayle
managed only 8%, even registered republicans preferred Bentsen to Quayle
by a two to one basis.
Significantly, only a small percentage of Trinity college students
would vote for Ronald Reagan a third
time. This is a different view than
most Americans have. Indeed, most
Americans who voted for Reagan the
first two times would feel very comfortable voting for him a third time.
According to Trinity students,
national defense expenditures need to
be scaled back. This view is particularly strong concerning chemical and
nuclear weapons. Mike Dukakis is
adamantly opposed to the production
of chemical weapons. George Bush
believes the continued development
of chemical weapons in necessary for
America to remain strong. Also,

George Bush is unquestionably more
receptive to an increase in money for
nuclear weapons. The one defense
issue where there was a noticeable
difference between democrats and
republicans concerned whether to
increase or decrease ourconventional
arm stockpile. Most democrats would
like to cither keep conventional arm
spending the same or witness a decrease. However, republicans would
like for America to at least maintain
conventional arms spending at current levels, and many would like to
see a continued increase in arms
spending.
Surprisingly, Trinity students
trust the Soviet Union to keep arms
treaties. Forty-five percent believe
the Soviet Union can be trusted, 25%
are undecided, and 24% do not trust
the Soviets. The Soviet Union's increase in popularity can be attributed
largely to Gorbachev and his policy
of giasnost and with the signing of the
INF treaty. Republicans were less
likely to trust the Soviets than lite
democrats or the unaffiliated voters.
However, 36% of the republicans
trusted the Soviets, 41%. distrusted
them and 21 % were undecided so the
vote was almost evenly split. This
shift in opinion may indicate thai
people may be ready for negotiating
with the Soviets on more arms agree-

90%
10%

Democratic
Republican
Un-affiliated

Strongly
Agree
26%
28%
46%

The United States
should impose
economic sanctions
on South Africa

Where do you consider yourself to fall in the political spectrum?
The Death Penalty
very liberal
8%
should be legal
liberal
26%
middle of the road
33%
Federal Financial Aid
conservative
26%
should be more accessible
very conservative
1%
Where do you consider the Trinity student body to be in the political
Low-Income Housing
spectrum?
should be Federally
very liberal
0%
funded
liberal
8%
middle of the road
20%
Racial discrimination
conservative
57%
problem in the U.S.
very conservative
10%
Do you consider yourself politically informed?
Sexual discrimination
Yes
67%
is a problem in the U.S.
No
15%
Undecided
15%
Reducing the Trade Deficit should
Would you consider running for public office?
be the first priority
Yes
27%
of the next administration
No
63%
Undecided
7%
Are you going to vote in the November election?
Reducing the National Deficit
Yes
79%
should be the first priority
No
12%
of the next administration
Undecided
6%
Which presidential candidate do you prefer?
Dukakis
42%
The United States should
Bush
36%
support the contras with:
Undecided
11%
economic assistance
Neither
3%
military assistance
Other
3%
Which Vice-Pesidential candidate do you prefer?
The majority of Trinity
Bentsen
65%
students are poltically
Undecided
14%
informed
Quayle
8%
Neither
6%
The majority of the
Would you vote for Ronald Reagan if he ran for re-election?
nation is politically
Yes
22%
informed
No
64%
Undecided
10%
Should a woman have the right to have a legal abortion?
Yes
74%
Should the United States spending on:
No
7%
- National defence
Undecided
6%
increase
- nuclear arms
Under the Reagan Administration, has the enviroment
increase
- chemical arms
improved
9%
increase
- conventional arms
stayed the same
24%
increase
worsened
58%

Agree

ments.
On the question of whether the
general population is politically informed an overwhelming 83% of students, all parties alike, voted lhai they
did not feel the general population is
politically informed. However, most
students felt they are. This gives
credit to Trinity students for being
interested and knowledgeable of basic
issues that concern the US and the
world. Also it shows a need for education of people so they can informed
choices about the candidates they prefer. Voter education, as well as registering people to vote, will lessen
apathy and encourage citizen participation in government.
Trinity students believe that sexual and racial discrimination is a problem in the United States. Likewise,
the Trinity administration has acknowledged such a problem exists.
Over the past several years the administration has done a commendable job in increasing minority enrollment. HITorts, such as the task
force on homophobia, have made
strides at combatting instilulionali/ed
discriminatory practices.
To conclude, the results of this
poll show that Trinity is politically in
the center. The fact that 9.0% of the
students surveyed were registered to
vote was encouraging. So vote.

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

28%

33%.

IK%

11%

5%

26%

28%

14%

18%

17%

35%

43%

14%

d%,

1%

23%

39%

25%

16%

2%

32%

41%

17%

6%

0%

25%

41%

14%

14%

1%,

8%

26%

24%

22%

2%

14%

35%

28%

16%

2%

10%
8%

20%
11%

21%
20%

22%
25%.

26%
30%

7%

38%

25%

18%

6%

2%

2%

7%

11%
2%
2%
22%

stay
stay
stay
stay

the same
the same
the same
the same

31%
23%
13%
37%

45%

38(;i

decrease
decrease
decrease
decrease

45'.;
63',;
77';
33<<
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Candidates' Positions
On Women's Issues
Evaluated by Evans
-By Jennifer GuraNews Writer
The Women's Center sponsored
a talk by Professor of Political Science Diane Evans on women's issues
in the 1988 Presidential campaign on
October 12. Throughout the campaign, both Michael Dukakis and
George Bush have been extremely
vague on traditional women's issues.
In an attempt to analyze their positions, Evans evaluated the republican
and democratic platforms with respect to issues such as child care,
abortion, and poverty.
Though the Equal Rights
Amendment is not an issue in the '88
campaign, Evans examined each of
the candidates stands on it. In regard
to sex discrimination, the Republican
Party stands against the quotas and
preferential treatment associated with
Affirmative Action policies. George
Bush , who was pro-E.R.A. in 1980,
has since adopted an anti-E.R.A.
stance as Vice President.
Dukakis has called for new
language to be added to the Civil
Rights Act which wouldenddiscriminalion on the basis of sexual orientation.
The day care issue has been
particularly volatile in this campaign.
Bush advocates giving low income

Fulco Discusses Presidential Race
A: Okay, this is what the candidates
say, not necessarily what they will do.
Bush will continue with the legacy of
Reagan because Reagan has done
good things for the economy and
Rather than give a lecture, American spirit. He wants to rememProfessor Renee Fulco conducted a ber the past eight years and continue
discussion about the candidates and to strengthen foreign affairs and deissues of the 1988 elections. She felt regulation** **. Bush talks a lot about
it would be more interesting and help- his experience at different levels and
ful to students if they could ask ques- his abilities as a leader.
Dukakis doubts Bush and his
tions to her and one another.
Before she began taking ques- character and likes to bring up the
tions she did some campaigning her- Iran Contra ordeal. He doesn't think
self, "It's important to vote, if for no Reagan did enough and that the govother reason than the appointments to ernment needs to do more for the
the Supreme Court. Everyone who is middle class. He brings up the fact
that people can't go to college or buy
eligible to vote should vote."
new homes. He appeals to people
Q:What do you think about the tele- who voted Democrat in the House
and Senate, but Reagan for the presivised debates?
A:First of all, the debates were not dency.
Now, I have a question for you?
debates. They are very planned, and
television distorts what's going on. It WhathappenedtoJackson? He hasn't
gives false impressions. But, it seems been very public because I think he's
as though Bush "won" and Bentsen not that enthusiastic about the ticket.
"won."
Q; Why do the Democrats keep losing
the presidency?
Q:lf television distorts things, then A:The Democrats have not had good
where do I go to get information about candidates as far as what is important
now with T.V. People see the presithe candidates and campaigns?
A:People need to read! People don't dentdifferently than other offices such
think it's important enough to take as Congress. They are looking for a
time to read, but T.V. gives only a nice reassuring guy. They are lookslice; it is not objective. On television ing for what Reagan provided: an
you get the opinions of Tom Brokaw individual who can capture the audior Dan Rather, except in the debates, ence and make people feel good. It's
but then there are problems with those a lot more nonsense than any other
too. If you read the newspapers you office.
will get information or if you come to
things like this. It is important to take Q: Do you think that the Democratic
advantage of these discussions and Party could die if they don't gel the
speeches. You have to realize that presidency?
you are a privileged few to have these A:No, because they have Congress.
opportunities.
Part of the problem is that it is a
reaction against the failure of the
Q: So, what do Bush and Dukakis sixties. There was a lot of optimism
that was wasted in Vietnam, but the
believe in? What do the\< want?
-By Heather SmithNews Writer

Remember
To Vote!

job of the government is to provide
services for the people and the repubQ: Do you think Dukakis is too liberal licans want many of those services to
and unpopular with his own state to come from the private sector.
become president?
A: The man is hardly a liberal. He is Q: Do you think that the abortion and
a conservative man including the prayer in school are issues to be conbudget issue. He has not been a big sidered at all?
spender in Massachusetts. The point A: Yes, definitely because they are
of fact is that he got elected! There important to the people. If you're a
must have been enough people who woman you have got to vote Dukakis
liked him for him to beat his oppo- because of the abortion issue. Once
again, the appointments to Supreme
nent.
Court will be important. It depends
Q: How do you think Dukakis will on who appoints the new members to
affect the United States Government? the court.
A: He will affect the domestic policies of the U.S. somewhat. He will Q: What is your opinion ofQuayle?
try to get more aid to education, and A: My opinion? I think he's just
he will handle the drug problem dif- stupid! There were people out there
ferently, although I'm not sure who would have made a far larger
how**** He will not sell his soul to contribution.**** I don't think he's
the Kremlin, but foreign policy may qualified. People say that in the past
be a little different.
the V.P. has not made a difference,
but this year it might.
democrats won't die as a party.

Q: What changes will Bush induce?
A: Essentially none, no change. He
won't come in with a mandate like
Reagan had.
Q: A re there any essential differences
between the Democrats ad Republicans in this election?
A: Yes, concerning the role of government. The Democrats believe the

Q:Do you think it will he a close
election? Are the polls good indicators?
A:Yes, I think it is a close election.
As for the polls, it is one thing to ask
people who they will vote for, but a
whole different thing if they vote or
not. Of the people polled who have a
preference, how many will actually
vote?

families with children up to $ 1,000 in
tax credit for every child under 4
years of age. These savings could be
used to offset the costs of private day
care. However, the Republicans are
steadfastly opposed to direct government provisioning of day care and
suggest that child care should remain
with the family in the home or in
private day care centers.
Dukakis and traditional democrats support a day care project that
would be sponsored by the federal
government and the private sector
which would provide funding for the
states to set up day care centers. All
day care centers would be required to
meet federal standards and licensing
policy would be improved in OTder to
better protect against sexual abuse.
Although the numbers of impoverished women and children have
dramatically increased in the !980's,
many women believe neither candidate has dealt directly with this issue.
Dukakis has approached poverty from
the housing issue, proposing that
funding be increased for underclass
housing. However, he fails to consider just where (he funding to build
the housing will come from or where
women will find the means to pay for
it.
Bush endorses greater enforcement of the McKinney Act which
provides programs for the homeless
such as job training and shelters, but
makes no new proposals concerning
poverty.
One of the biggest women's
issues in this campaign is unquestionably abortion. Though he "abhors it personally," Dukakis has prochoice views toward abortion.
Bush who was pro-choice in
1980, has again altered his stance and
is now firmly anti-abortion. He does
recognize the right to abortion in cases
of incest and rape or threat to the
mother's life. Though he does not
specifically discuss penalties for illegal abortion, Bush has stated that
criminal responsibility would be in
the hands of the physician, and the
woman would be considered a victim. Evans considers this approach
to be "extremely patronizing."
In her final analysis, Evans felt
that despite his aggressive-sounding
approaches, Dukakis would be extremely cautious in spending money,
disappointing many liberals. This
would certainly not help to eliminate
the gender gap that has been such a
problem for the candidates in the '88
campaign, she believes. Women are
frightened by republican cuts in public assistance and social programs
and how it will affect them directly, a
fact which has been a difficult obstacle for Bush to overcome.
According to Professor Evans,
becauseoftheratherambiguouspoliciescited by both candidates in reference to women's issues, this gender
gap is likely to continue.
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National & State Congressional Races
The following is a list of local
candidates who will be on the ballot
November 8th. Information has been
provided by candidate's campaign
literature or coverage from their visits to Trinity College.
U.S. SENATE RACE
SENATOR LOWELL P.
WEICKER - Republican
Sen. Lowell P. Weicker began
his political career in 1962 when he
was elected to the
Connecticut general assembly. He
served three terms
and in 1968 he
was elected as
U.S. Congressman forthe fourth
district of Connecticut. He was
elected as SenatorofConnecticut
in 1970 and is now
running for a
fourth term.
Weicker has
run his campaign
on his reputation
as a "maverick"
being a civil rights defender.
On specific issues he plans to
increase funding for education and
does not intend to cut programs for
student loans.
Unlike many Republicans
Weicker is against the death penalty,
supports freedom
of choice on the
issue of abortion,
and is against
military aid to the
contras.
On the subjectofmilitary defense, Weicker is
against the-MX
missile, but supports the Trident
and SSN submarine programs.
On the subject of
stategic defense,
he supports research, but at
Sower levels of
spending.
ATTORNEY
GENERAL
JOESEPH LIEBERMAN - Democrat
Joeseph Lieberman is now in his
second term as attorney general of
Connecticut, served ten years in the
State Senate, and served six of those
years as majority leader.
Recent polls have shown Liberman and Weicker to be running"neckand-neck."
Lieberman suggests yearly
budget cycles and opening trade barriers to decrease the federal budget.
He hopes "to reduce the budget deficit to zero progressively over the next
four years" and would decrease the
interest rate as the deficit decreases.
He is against the strategic de-

fense initiative, comprehensive test
ban to slow the arms race and a 50%
reduction in long-range strategicweapons.
Lieberman wants to appoint a
cabinet-level Secretary on Narcotics
Control and provide full support for
Coast Guard drug enforcement efforts. He also favors focusing on
early and comprehensive durg education.
Lieberman supports strengthening of the Clean
Water Act, enforcement of existing sewage treatment plant permits
and public education on controlled
use of fertilizers
and pesticides.
THIRD PARTY
CANDIDATES:
-HOWARD
A V E R Y
GRAYSON, JR. Libertarian
-MELISSA M.
FISHER - New
Alliance Party
U.S. CONGRESSIONAL
RACE - DISTRICT 1
REPRESENTATIVE BARBARA KENNELLY - Democrat

tiative. He is also opposed to abortion.
If elected, he says he would focus
on balancing the budget, but also
would work to improve the educational system and the environment.
STATESENATERACE
WILLIAM DIBELLA - Democrat
The incumbent DiBeHa has been
in the State Senate for four terms. He
feels that his experience over Kennedy will help him win the election.
Since he has lived in Hartford all his
life and attended local schools,
DiBella believes that he understands
urban issues.
On issues regarding Hartford,
DiBella wishes to reevaluute taxes in
the city and plans to launch a major
campaign on combatting drug use in
the city. DiBella proposes to double
the number of policemen in Hartford
and fund teaching in schools against
drugs starting in the fifth grade.
DiBella has been criticized his
opponent Patrick Kennedy as being
for "forced" busing. DiBella says
this is an "outright lie". DiBella believes that busing should be a local
matter for each community to decide.
PATRICK KENNEDY - Republicanl

can balance the budget after Hartford
incurred an $100 million dollar deficit last year.
Kennedy also wishes to improve
the traffic problem in Hartford by
establishing a new rail system.
He is opposed to busing, and
plans to use a voucher system allowing parents to send their children to
the school of their choice.
STATE CONGRESSIONAL
RACE
REP. ANTHONY T. PALERMINO - Democrat
Palermino is a three term incumbent and a Hartford native. Oneolihe
representative's profjecis has been a
bill he sponsored this session to clear
Hartford streets of abandoned cars.
He was also a co-chairman of the
Abandoned Car Task Force. The bill
would allow the slate lo reimburse
municipalities for the cost of removing and disposing of abandoned cars.
If re-elected, Palermino promises to
sponsor additional legislation loease
the problem.
The legislator is also involved in
education funding and recently approved to establish a savings bond
program to make college finanieng
less of a burden for students. Parents
will he able lo buy bands, which are
backed by the state, at a discount rate.

When the bond matures, parents can
redeem it lor its full face value.
.101 IN B. WILLIAMS-Republican
John Williams is a senior studying political science ai Trinity College, Williams believes there is a
need for increased foot patrols in high
crime areas and less dangerous neighborhoods to reduce crime, violence
and the drug trade.
He proposes that local school
boards should remove disruptive students from school since they hinder
other students,
Williams also supports the priviti/.ution of public housing, lie would
like apartments to be sold as eondominiunisiothecurrentresidents. New
owners would receive help from the
State lo buy ibis housing. The conversion would encourage residents to
care about their neighborhood and
reduce crime, Williams believes.
I Ic also supports the implementation for legislation to exempt sales
lax on text books.
The candidate encourages businesses to provide incentives for the
shutlle system and the implementation of a railway system from outlying towns into Hartford.

Patrick Kennedy ckuibts DiBella
The incumbent Barbara Kennelly is running for her third term and
is favored to win by
political pundits.
Although she has
made a stronger
showing in the
polls, she is spending $300,000 compared to Robles'
$6000, a figure
closer to what she
spent on the 1986
campaign.
She opposes
military aid to the
contras and also
opposes the balanced
budget
amendment. She
supports the death
penalty for drug
dealers who commit murder. She
supports freedom of choice for abortions and also supports federal funding of abortion for poor women.
Kennelly's main focus is on lowering the deficit without cutting funding for education, environment, and
sociat security.
MARIO ROBLES - Republican
Mario Robles, Kennelly's challenger, calls himself the "K Mart"
Republican, and hopes to appeal to
the poor of Hartford. He is optimistic
in gaining the Hispanic vote because
of his Puerto Rican roots.
Like Kennelly, he supports the
death penalty. However, unlike
Kennelly, he supports funding for the
contras and the strategic defense ini-

District 1 House Race
Kennelly vs. Robles
Compiled by the League of
Women Voters
Congressional District 1
BARBARA B. KENNELLY
Democratic Party
Professional and governmental experience.
-B.A. Economics, Trinity/Washington
-Masters, Trinity/Hartford
-Certificate/Business Administration,
Harvard-Radcliffe
-House Member since 1982
-Former Secretary of State and
member, Hartford City Council
Plans for reducing the federal
budget deficit.
As a Member of Congress, I
have participated in several efforts to
reduce the deficit, but much more
needs to be done. Specific annual
deficit reductuion targets are now law,
and the bipartissan National Economic
Commission will submit recommendations to Congress this winter.
Reduced spending in specific
programs such as farm subsidies,
freezing spending on current discretionary programs at current levels,
and increased efficiency in tax col-

lections may all be primary options.
What measures do you support to
ensure a cleaner environment?
I actively support a clean and
safe environment. I have cosponsored H.R. 2666, the Acid Rain Bill,
to reduce emissions of sulfru dioxide
nd nitrogen oxides in our air and
water.
I also strongly support preserving our wilderness lands. I cosponsored H.R. 39 to designate land in the
Arctic wildlife Refuge as wilderness,
and supported the Tongass Timber
Reform Act to preserve pristine lands.
I support legislation to ban ocean
dumping and cosponsored legislation
to track medical waste in Connecticut.
MARIO ROBLES
Republican Party
Professional and governmental experience.
-Windsor Town Selectman
-Master Science Columbia University
-National Science Foundation Scholar
-Lieutenant United States Navy
-Safety engineer nuclear power plant
-Career awareness program Hartford
Schools.

Plans for reducing the federal
budget deficit.
As a middle-class family man,
I'm outraged that alter'"Tax Refrom"
the rich pay less per dollar than some
middle-class taxpayers. Thai's unfair!
I will eliminate the reduction in the
tax rale for the wealthy.
Under Admiral Rickover, I
learned to trim procurement costs
without compromising defense. I will
implement incentives for contractors
to deliver early and reduce costs, and
penalties for delay and cost overruns.
Growing up poor in the city, my
parents taught me the importance of
work. Most of today's "welfare reform" is increased handouts, which
perpetuates poverty. I will invest in
job traininu to reduce the welfare
rolls.
What measures do you support to
ensure a cleaner environment?
Think it was hot ihis slimmer?
Many experts believe Ihis is the onset
of the "greenhouse effect." which
could alter weather patterns and produce massive crop failures. Additionally, ozone depletion may cause
widespread concers. I possess the
scientific background needed to address these technology-intensive
challenges to our environment.

Cast Your Ballot on
November 8th!
Students registered in Hartford can vote
firehouse on the corner of New Britain Ave. and
Summit St. next to ABC Pizza. The polls will be
open between 6 a.m. and 8p.m.
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Professors, Reps. Debate Election Issues
-By Judy SandfordProduction Editor
Four main issues of the 1988
Presidential elections were presented
by Trinity faculty and vigourously
debated by Connecticut State Representatives in the forum "Election '88:
The Issues" last Thursday night.
The forum, which lasted over
three hours, covered the topics of
Central America, Education, the Strategic Defense Initiative, and the
budget deficit. The platforms of the
Presidential candidates on these topics were debated by Democratic
Speaker of the House Irv Stcolburg,
surrogate for Governor Mikael
Dukakis, and Republican Deputy
Minority Leader Edward C.
Krawiecki. Jr., surrogate for Vice
President George Bush.
The format of the debate allowed
a five minute presentation on each of
the four topics by a member of the
Trinity College Faculty and a ten
minute response on each topic by the
surrogates. Questions were entertained by the audience after the formal deabate.
Professor of Political Science

Dr. Walker Connor presented two
of the positions that the United States
holds in Central America. "In El
Salvador, the U.S. supports the government who is fighting against [leftist] guerillas...In Nicaragua, the U.S.
supports revolutionaries who are
fighting against the [leftist] government," he explained.
Connor preceded to question
whether the current U.S. policy violates non-interventionism, "In El
Salvador we have the permission of
the government,...In Nicagragua, we
are there without permission." Connor pointed out that in 1984, the U.S.
mined the harbors of El Salvador—a
hostile act which was found to be
illegal by the International Court of
Justice.
Connorthen questioned the right
of the U.S. to intervene in other countries because they .share the Western
hemisphere. "Quayle says the Munroe Doctrine is aiive and well," he
noted. The professor asked, that if
proximity was the justification, then
why had the U.S. not intervened in
Cuba, which is closer and on major
sea routes.
"Is the U.S. risking more than it
can achieve?" Connor continued
pointing to the serious problems in

Costa Rica and Honduras. "If we
support these U.S. policies, are our
goals being acheived?"
Rep. Stoelburg responded,
"Dukakis stands for two strong positions'. The development of nations in
Central America through developing
their infrastructure. The second goal,
using 1 iberal American politics, would
be to work with Arias to build up the
democratic nations." Stoelburg believes, "we don't have the right to
intervene. It's wrong, practically and
pragmatically."
Rep. Krawiecki replied. "I
agree on El Salvador. We must work
on the maintenance and establishment of nations." Krawiecki admitted he did not necessisarily agree with
the platform of George Bush. Although he believes Bush has a belter
knowledge of foreign relations than
Dukakis does, "I don't know what
[Bush's] solutions are," he said.
Dr. Clyde D. McKee, Jr., Professor of Political Science next outlined two of the issues that define the
concerns of an "education president."
He believes the five goals of education should be education for salvation, education for vocation, education for citizenship, education for self-

Kennedy, Albrecht Debate
The Presidential Election
-By Judy SandfordProduction Editor
Presidents of the Connecticut
Young Democrats and Young Republicans met Tuesday October 25
for a debate on the election issues in
the Washington Room.
The main purpose of this debate
held by
was threefold. The
debate was organized to generate an
interest in the campaign and to highlight the similarities and differences
of the two parties. Thirdly, the participants wished to encourage the
spectators to vote.
Ken Albrecht, agraduate of The
University of Iowa law school and
president of the Connecticut Young
Democrats, represented the Dukakis
campaign, Patrick Kennedy represented the Bush campaign. Kennedy
graduated from U. Conn law school
and is presently the chairman of the
Connecticut Federation of Young
Republicans.
Political Science Professor
Clyde McKee of Trinity College
served as the moderator for thi s event.
The panelists were assembled from
the Hartford area. Jennifer Kaylin,
the sole democrat, is an editor of the
Hartford Advocate and has previously worked for the West Haven
Register as a reporter. The two republican panelists were John Williams '89, president of the Trinity
Republicans Club, and representative
candidate in the fifth district, and
Joseph Trigilia, the commissioner of
development for the city of Hartford
and representative candidate for the
fourth district.
The debators jumped right into
the major issues of the campaign.
Regarding the continued production
of chemical weapons, Kennedy stated
that if elected, "Bush would support a
bi-lateral destruction of chemical
weapons." Kennedy also stated that
this "would not happen until the
Soviets were committed to th is end as
well. We would use the production of
these weapons as a bargaining chip,
to achieve "peace through strength."
Albrecht responded that it would
be "hypocritical of the United States
to ask other nations to cease production of such weapons while we still
produced them." He also remarked
that it was "a narrow idea to look at
just the two major powers. What
about Iran and Iraq?"

fufillment, and education for leisure.
Mckee then asked how successful the U.S. had been in Milling these
goals and evaluated them citing various statistics. In terms of jobs, he
said low unemployment was a good
sign. McKee said citizenship education was poor citing the 40% voter
turnout rate. The professor illustrated
that in terms of crime and other factors, education was not doing a good
job and that leisure education was
jeopardized because of factors such
as the high rate of heart disease.
Kraweicki agreed with all of
the problems of American education
ou tlined by McKee, "We need to make
the system one that we want to participate in," he said. "Bush wants to
provide new funding for meaningful
programs," Kraweicki said, pointing
to current programs like Head Start.
"Education should be at the state level
and at the local level."
Stoelburg agreed that the commitments to education reside in the
state and local governments.
"Dukakis doesn't want a federal
education program, but we shouldn't
lose ground on what we have. Federal aid was cut back 16% in the last
administration for things such as
college loans and school lunches."
Bush wants to lessen divisions in
education by finding an adequate
supply of teachers, making college
accessable to all regardless of financial position, and work on lessing
adult illiteracy, Stoelburg explained.

The Strategic Defense Initiative and Militry Spending was the
Regarding the issues of crime against republicans.
Albrecht replied that "the E.P. A. next issue to be presented by Philosoand capital punishment, Albrecht
phy Professor Dr. W. Miller Brown.
stated that the "death penalty is used was the culprit in the Boston Harbor "S.D.I, was a program suggested to
fiasco."
as asmokescreen" by republicans who
Reagan in 1983 which had the
During the final series of ques- Ronald
wish to hide the fact that only a small
possibility
to avert nuclear
percentage of crimes committed ac- tions, the debators were asked about holocaust...but the program was
tually deal in the death of a human their party's stand on social issues, largely futile," he said. The original
including welfare and health care. program was to develop a system in
being.
Kennedy responded that the Kennedy stated that the republicans space able to destroy Soviet interdeath penalty was necessary and that believe in reasonable child care pro- ballistic missiles. Beams of energy
"Mike Dukakis would nominate grams with lesser governmental in- from space platforms would hit misjudges who would unilaterally abol- volvement. He also said that social siles by detecting the heat of missile
ish the death penalty in the programs were essential to the break- rockets. "The problem was that there
down of the American family, wel- was no technology available for the
constitution."
When the question regarding fare was taking the place of the two projectedl long-term research proS.D.I, or "Star Wars" was posed, the parent structure.
gram," Brown said.
Albrecht stated that "Bush is
debators got into a heated argument
He explained that there was one
regarding the feasibility of the proj- living in 1950. The family structure weapon system using x-ray weapons
ect. Kennedy stated that the S.D.I. has changed dramatically,... one in that has made very little progress at a
approach was aimed toward "destroy- six households today is led by a single great cost. Unfortunately, the system
ing weapons, not people," and that it woman." He added that "there must "only protects against one kind of
is a form of "moral warfare." In be a work component in the welfare weapon, the ICBMs, and therefore
response to this, Albrecht stated that system."
wouldn't be successful enough to stop
After the debating ended, the obliteration of the U.S." explained
Dukakis supports "Star Wars" research, but does not fully know if it is two representatives had a few min- the professor.
utes to reiterate their stands on the
a workable system.
After describing the complexity
In one of the campaign's most major campaign issues and then of such a system, Brown concluded
important issues, the environment, fielded some questions from the rather that the system was a potential threat
Kennedy stated that theenvironmenta! small audience made up of mostly to the U.S., that destabilizes and
protection record was unfairly skewed democratic women.
changes the nuclear balance. It pro-

tects against only one kind of weapon,
the system is itself an easy target, the
system can never be tested and must
be flawless the first time, and it threatens other satellites. The cost is projected at $69.1 billion.
Stoelburg agrees with Miller
that "SDI was a crock when it started
and it still is...it's the biggest garbage
hole for tax money. Dukakis wants,
"a well trained, well-supplied mobile
force." He opposes SDI but supports
some funding for the beneficial spinoffs from llie program.
Kraweicki said that although
he did not support SDI, people must
remember that jobs are funded through
military spending and the electorate
must be appeased.
Assistant Professor of
Economics Dr. Ellen HughesCromwick talked next about the
budget deficit. Her question to students was, "is the budget deficit a
problem?" and her answer was "it is a
problem in certain senses but the issue may become moot."
The deficit is $ 155 billion a year.
The federal government is paying
interest on borrowing. Government
spending is not met by income tax
revenues. We are paying interest rate
on debts of $2.6 trillion.
Other effects of the deficit are
that it is possible that the government
could "choke off investments and
spending." If the government has to
borrow from financial sector, no one
else can borrow, and funds become
scarce. Interest rates increase due to
the scarcity, and then the private sector
is less able to borrow.
Another possible effect, is that
the purchasing power of each dollar
becomes less valuable. When the
government borrows a lot, they create
more money and the public and private sector borrows more.
Hughes-Crom wick summarized
that Bush suggests a flexible freeze to
reduce the deficit, where government
spending would stop and be kept in
line with the inflation rate. This
implies that other funds will be cut.
Dukakis' solution is to colled
unpaid taxes which would amount to
$35 billion, yet his average cost of
proposed programs is $75 billion.
Hughes-Crom wick believes the
deficit problem will not be solved.
She predicts there is a high chance for
a recession in 1989 and neither candidate will touch the deficit if a recession happens.
Stoelburg thinks the budget
deficit is a problem and thinks that the
budget should be balanced like every
state budget must be. He thinks,
"being the number one debtor nation
in the world is radical."
Kraweicki said, "we spend too
much.
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
removes responsibility from lawmakers."

Lieberman, Weiker Battle for Senate
Compiled by the League of
Women Voters
JOESEPH I. LIEBERMAN
Democratic Party
Professional and governmental experience:
190g . Connecticut Campaign Coordinator, Robert Kennedy for President
1969 - Yale, Asst. Dean Art/Architecture
1970-80 - State Senator (last six
years Majority Leader)
1982 - present, Attorney General
Plans for reducing federal budget
deficit:
Before the next Administration even
proposes its budget, the President
should bring together Congressional
leaders and the Federal Reserve B oard
to negotiate a Deficit Reduction
Accord. This Accord should include:
(1) A pledge by the President and
Congress - a non-negotiable, non-

deferrable agreement - to reduce the
budget deficit progressively over the
next four years and;
(2) A reciprocal agreement by the
Federal Reserve Board to reduce the
interest rate as the deficit decreases.
Policies supported for dealing with
foreign governments thatare involved
in or condone drug trafficking:
Our first priority should be to
create a cabinet-level official to take
charge of our nation's war against
drugs, and oversee both supply and
demand reduction programs.
Existing laws regarding drug
producing countries must be enforced
in a meaningful way. The present
Administration has failed to do so .
Those countries who have not lived
up to the standards we set to halt the
export of drugs to the U.S. must be
subject to decertification, including a
cut-off of foreign aid except for those
funds used to help fight drug production.
We should also consider ways in
which our military can assist the war

against drugs. Using the military is
not the only answer to the problem,
but they ought to be involved in this
effort.
LOWELL P. WEICKER, JR.
Republican Party
Professional and governmental experience:
Three-term U.S. Senator. Seniority:
16th, among Republicans: 7th.
Committees (ranking): Appropriations (3rd); Small Business (1st);
Labor and Human Resources (5th).
Plans for reducing federal budget
deficit:
I will continue to advocate Congress
choosing the nation's priorities and
paying for them. For example, the
war on drugs doesn't need talk, it
needs money. For the early education
of our children, for law enforcement,
i.e. the Coast Guard; for drug addiction programs. That will cost billions. The tab shouldn't go on plastic
to be paid for by our children. As I

believe in doing these things now,
with additional revenues.
We cannot afford the devastation of our children, be it physical,
mental, or financial., Constitutional
amendments don't balance budgets.
People with guts do.
I will continue to choose priorities such as health care, environmental
cleanup, education, housing and ask
that we pay for what we want. Defense is not sacrosanct from the choosing process. However, cutting it alone
cannot pay for all our needs.
Policies supported for dealing with
foreign governments that are involved
in or condone drug trafficking:
Drug pushers, be they individuals or governments, should feel the
full force of the law. The Anti-Drug
Abuse Act of 1986 provides for the
withholding of bilateral aid, U.S.
opposition to multilateral assistance,
trade sanctions, the loss of tariff
benefits and the suspension of air
service. The President and Congress
must enforce it fully.
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Libertarian Candidate Lectures at Trinity
-By Matthew G. MillerEditor-in-Chief
This past Thursday, the Libertarian Party candidate for the Presidency of the United States, Ron Paul,
addressed an audience of about 250 in
Cinestudio, and outlined his unique
program for the restructuring of the
political system, He addressed more
specific topics in hispre-speech news
conference in Hamlin Hall.
Paul, a native of Lake Jackson,
Texas, and a former Republican
Congressman from the district just
outside Houston, announced his candidacy on February 16,1987, and has

been stumping the country to garner
support for "the third largest and fastest growing party in the United
States".
Dr. Paul explained the Libertarian philosophy of a "Trinity of Values"; a strong support of civil liberties, a free market-hard currency
economy, and an isolationist-purely
defensive foreign policy.
His main arguments centered
around the need for less government.
He explained that both Bush and
Dukakis were very close in almost all
policy areas, and that he offers an
alternative, not a choice between the
lesser Of twoevils. Paul would elimi-

nate the income tux, the IRS, decriminalize all drugs, and beget an isolationist foreign policy, withdrawing
all troops from all other countries.
When pressed on his statement
concerning the decriminali/.ation of
drugs, Paul explained that alcohol
and tobacco are the two \i\ost deadly
drugs, yet they are legal, so why should
we waste so much money fighting a
problem we cannot defeat. His second track was civil libertarian. "We
should have the freedom to deal with
our own bodies. We have turned
AIDS victims and cancer victims into
drug smugglers...and that is a disgrace."
Paul staled that the government

should play only three roles. First, lo"
provide national defense, enforce
contracts, and to run federal courts
for the protection of liberty.
When Paul was questioned on
his expectations for the election, he
answered realistically. "We have
accomplished much more than we
have dreamed we could do. We have
raised $3-4 million, which is by far
our greatest effort, and anything less
than 1% of the vote would be disappointing. My guess is 2%." Paul
went on to explain thai three-fourths
of his money has gone to gathering
ballot signatures, which has placed
him on the ballot in 47 states and the
District of Columbia. In every state

that he garners \'% of the vole, it
allows ihe parly lo automatically
appear on the ballot in the ncxl general election.
With a success in this election,
Paul believes thai the Libertarians
can expand their base. They can only
register in 15 states, and their are only
200,0(10 registered parly members,
hut he hopes that number will grow as
more people hear of the parly. With
105 members holding office, he believes thai a strong grass roots campaign will open up the party lo new
followers who will see that our present government "is being crushed
under its own weight".

The Environment
New Nuclear
Reactors

iiiiiiiliiii
Defense/ Foreign Policy

Clean Water
Acid Rain

Ending nuclear
weapons testing
Increased funding for
the strategic defense
initiative (Star Wars)

NO

YES

Offshore Oil
Drilling

10) un Ik siM s
Yes, with high
safciv standards

No, until new salley measures are
devised

Ban ocean dumping
by IWI, Supported
Clean Water Act veto

Ban ocean dumping by I1)1)I, supported renewal of
Clean Water Acl

Reduce suiter dioxide emissions
hy millions of tons

Reduce annual
sulfur dioxide
emissions by 12
million tons.

Yes, except in sensitive areas

No. except where
environmeni will
not be compromised

Civil Rights
YES

NO

MX Missile

YES

NO

Production of
Chemical Weapons

YES

NO

Equal Rights
Amendment

NO

Military aid to the
Nicaraguan Contras

YES

NO

Constitutional
amendment to prohibit
YES
abortion, taxpayer
funded abortions

Stealth Bomber

YES

NO

Universal Voter
Registration Act

Tougher economic
sanctions against
South Africa

NO

YES

The Economy
Increased Income Taxes NO
Deficit Reduction Plan
(first priority)
Minimum wage
increased to $4.55/hr.
Balanced budget
amendment

Improve tax
enforcement

NO

YES

LAST
RESORT
Flexible freeze
amendment

NO
POSITION

Voluntary prayer in
YES
public schools
Death penalty for drug
dealers who commit YES
murder

YES

NO

YES
NO

NO

The Family
Parental Leave

Up to employer

Child Care

Federal assistance a n d
standards

YES

Guaranteed basic health
insurance

NO

Increased federal student
loans

Guaranteed
Tax ere ilit fur
working parents

YES
VI , X

YES
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Announcements
LECTURES

is in session: weekdays from 8:30 am
to 4:30 pm and on Saturdays from
9:30 am to 4:30 pm. Free admission.

Tory Clawson, Class of '89, will give
a Trinity Action Project Fellowship
Talk (TAPF) on Nov. 2 at 4 pm at 70 MUSIC
Vernon Street Lounge. The talk is
entitled "Nepali Women." Admission "Annual Musical Theatre Revue"
is free and refreshments will be served. directed by Gerald Moshell will be
held on Oct. 30 at 8:15 pm in the J.L.
A lecture titled "A Sojourn in China" Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts Cenwill be given by Kay Jalbert, admin- ter. General admission: $6; students
istrative assistant to the Dean of Stu- and senior citizens: $4. For tickets,
dents at Trinity, on Nov. 3 at 12:30 call the box office: 297-2199.
pm in the Womens Center, Mather
Hall. Free admission.
POETRY

JOBS
Part-time student? Time on your
hands? VOLUNTEER to help battered women! The Hartford Interval
House, a 24-hr emergency shelter
needs: advocates to go to court with
women; women willing to learn to
work the hot-line; and men and women
to do Community Education. If interested, please call 246-9149.

Career Counseling News

VOLUNTEERS needed to work with
children who have exposed to family
violence. The children of Interval
House need role models to counteract
"Rainbow Sound: Women Read at theirprevious experiences. They need
EXHIBITS
Trinity College" will consist of read- adults to believe in. THEY NEED
"Fly ing Falling" by Mary DelMonico ings by Audre Lorde and Margaret YOU! If interested, please call 246will be open through Nov. 18 in the Randall and will be held on Nov. 2 at 9149.
Mather Hall Artspace from 8 am to 10 8:15 pm in the J.L. Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center. Free admission. GENERAL
pm daily. Free admission.

If you are preparing for an important interview, the time is
NOW to make an appointment for a Practice Video Interview
at Career Counseling. They usually take about an hour and
are an excellent preparation for those seeking a post graduate
employment.

"Mel Kendrick -Essays: Small Wood
Works" will be held through Nov. 20
in the Widener Gallery, Austin Arts
Center. It will be open 1 pm to 5 pm
daily. Free admission.

PERFORMANCES
"Whirligig" by Mac Wellman will be
presented by The Shaliko Company
,with Leonardo Shapiro as the director, on Nov. 3 through Nov. 5 at 8 pm
in Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center.
General admission: $8; students and
senior citizens: $6. For tickets, call
the box office: 297-2199.

"Early Atlases: 1500 to 1800" will be
held through Jan. 27 in the Trumbull
Room, Watkinson Library'. It will be
open 8:30 am to 4:30 pm Monday
through Friday and 9:30 am to 4:30
pm on Saturdays. Free admission.
FILM
"Lord Byron and Greece" will be
held in the Audubon Room, Watkinson Library through Jan. 27. The
exhibit wil 1 be open when the college

Continuous videos by and about
women will be shown in the Lobby of
Mather Hall on Nov. 3 from 11 am to
6 pm. Free admission.
t

t

Vt Service Merchandise, we wrote the book on successful retail careers!
Vnd now, we're ready to teach you everything you'll need to know to enjoy an exciting retail career in one of our catalog showrooms. In addition
to our excellent training, we offer impressive benefits and advancement
potential. In fact, some of our best offerings aren't in our catalog—they're
i ight here, in these entry-level positions:

Salespeople • Stockers • Cashiers
11 our exciting, fast-paced environment, we offer competitive wages—and we
romote from within. Our outstanding benefits include a generous merchandise
iscount (30% off jewelry), medical, dental, vision, and savings plans, and tuition
i >imbursement. For prompt consideration, please apply in person or send your
isume to: Service Merchandise, 340 North Main Street, W. Hartford, CT
06117. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

The Dean of Students Task Force on
alcohol will have its first meeting on
Nov. 2 at 5 pm in the Alumni Lounge.
All interested parties are invited.
Individual tutoring available for Trinity students at the Writing Center,
115 Vernon Street: Daytime Hours at
the Writing Center: Monday through
Friday from 9 to 12 and from 1 to 4
pm; Evening Hours in the Library:
Monday from 6:30 to 8:30 pm (Seminar Rm 3) and Tuesday through
Thursday from 6:30 to 9:30 pm
(Seminar Rm 4). Drop in or phone for
an appointment at Exts. 2460/2461.

FINAL DEADLINE for the NEW YORK CONSORTIUM is
Nov. 1 at 4:30 pm.
DON'T FORGET that the deadline for the Boston Consortium
is on No v. 3 at 4:30 pm. THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS.

Today, there will be an INFORMATION SESSION for the
Chemical Bank at 7 pm in the Rittenberg Lounge. They are
a participant in the New York Consortium. If you submitted
a resume, this is a good opportunity to ask any questions
you might have.
On Nov. 8th there will be PEACE CORPS INTERVIEWS on
campus. If you are interested you must sign up in the Career
Counseling Office by Nov. 7th.
COMING UP . . . .
On Nov. 18th, Barbara Selmo '82, the Director of Admissions
at Harvard Graduate School will host an informal group
information session at 10 am in the Career Counseling
Office. You can sign up for this session in the Career
Counseling Office.
DON'T FORGET TO RETURN YOUR SUMMER
EXPERIENCE NETWORK QUESTIONNAIRES!

New Alarm Policy Approved
Continued from Page 1
"If another call comes in while ing. They treat each situation as a
talie concerning the frequency of we are at Trinity, firemen from fur- serious call."
Trinity's fire alarms. "As a member ther away have to respond to the call.
The frequency of the fire alarms
of the Hartford Fire Department, I What happens if their is a real emer- so far this year is approximately two
feel anger and frustration. I realize gency, while we are responding to a thirds less than the number of alarms
that the majority of Trinity students prank at Trinity?" questioned another in the corresponding time period last
are not involved, but a small number local fireman.
year.
of troublemakers cause a big probDean of Students David Winer
Director of Buildings and
lem," he said.
When responded to Natalie's letter, "Trinity Grounds Siu-Chim Chan sympathizes
an alarm is pulled, the fire department will continue to strive for complete with the firemen's reactions. "It's not
responds with two engines, a tactical elimination of such infantile behav- the number of the alarms. It's the
unit, two trucks and a deputy chief, ior by a very small number of un- student reactions. The fire departwhich is one quarter of the city's known perpetrators."
ment will understand if it's a malentire force. "I hope something will
Director of Security Biagio function in the system. They get mad
be done before we have loss of life or Rucci commented on the response of if people pull the alarms."
property somewhere else in the city the firemen, "I think that the firemen
Another problem with the conwhile so much of our equipment is at are reacting to the consistency of the sistency of the alarms pulled is that
Trinity," continued Natalie.
alarms. So far this October, there the firemen obtain a casual attitude
have been 7 alarms; 4 have been about a Trinity alarm. "By the time
malfunctions and 3 have been caused we get the third call in one night, we
by a malicious intent. The fire depart- let our guard down. One of these
ment reacts to each one as a real fire times, it will be a serious alarm, and
and has to evacuate the whole build- our reflexes will be delayed."

Retire
Continued from Page

PIZZARONI
-House of Fine FoodsN.Y. Style Pizza
Calzones
White Clam Pizza
Stromboli
Chicago Style Pizza

For super fast delivery
call 249-3899
Check with us for our
Tuesday & Wednesday
Specials

of Hartford.
English does not believe
that it is paramount for the next
president to have a financial
background similar to his in order
to succeed. He stated, "I will
have no influence regarding the
search for the new president,
though I think that he or she
should be skillful and knowledgeable in regard to higher
education."
"The search committee that
has already been formed contains excellent members of the
Board of Trustees, of the faculty,,
and of the student body. I respect them all and I don't think
that there could be a better
group," he continued.
Edward Montgomery Jr.,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees, said, "During [his] presidency , Trinity has made remarkable progress in academics,
admissions, facilities and fiscal
management. Under his leadership, Trinity has strengthened its
position as one of the country's
premierliberal arts col leges, with
the resources to meet the challenges of the 21st century."
English has become respected not only on the Trinity
Campus but also throughput the
Hartford area. He has received
honorary degrees from the University of Hartford, St. Joseph's
College, and Northeastern University.

Capital Campaign
Continued from Page 1
Of the$42.6 million raised, $26.6
million was donated by alumni, honorary alumni or widows of alumni;
$5.6 million by parents and friends;
$5.2 million by foundations; $3.6
million by corporations; and$1.6million by matching gift companies and
other sources.
The total has been appropriated
as follows: $11.9 million designated
for academic programs; $5.5 million
for financial aid; $7.5 million for
facilities; $6.1 million in Annual Fund
gifts; and $3.4 million designated for
miscellaneous purposes. In addition
there are $5.3, million in unrestricted
gifts and $2.9 million remaining undesignated.
The Campaign for Trinity was
launched in September 1986 with
$17.8 million in advance gifts and
pledges towards a final goal of $42
million. Co-chairmen of the Campaign were Harries, a Hartford native
now living in Norwalk; and Morris
Lloyd, Jr. '60, of Philadelphia.
Other major contributions to the
Campaign to date include a $2.5
million gift from trustee Roy Nutt
'53, a Glastonbury native now living
in Palos Verdes Estates, Calif.; $1
million for financial aid from George
M. Ferris '16 of Washington, D.C.;
$1 million from an anonymous donor; a collection of ornithological
books valued at more than $ 1 million
from Mr. and Mrs. Ostrom Enders of

Avon; grants totalling $1.6 million
from The Pew Charitable Trusts of
Philadelphia; and bequests of $1.2
million from the estate of Mrs. John
R. Reitemeyer '22 of Barkhamsted
and $1 million form the estate of
GeorgeGilman, Jr. of Hartford. Major
corporategifts include $575,000 from
the Aetna Life &Casualty Foundation, $375,000 from CIGNA Corp.,
and $300,000 from The Travelers.
Friday's convocation on "The
Soviet Union Today" had been
planned to focus attention on the Campaign as volunteers began the third
and final year of solicitations. Over
1,000 people attended the convocation to hear presentations by Trinity
faculty members and major addresses
by former U.S. Ambassador to the
Soviet Union Arthur Hartman and
Professor Vera Dunham of the City
University Of New York [see story p.
I].
According to Constance E. Ware
of West Hartford, vice president of
development, "We were absolutely
thrilled to be able to use this occasion
to announce that we had met our goal.
It is a testimony to the outstanding
support that Trinity receives from a
broad constituency of alumni and
others, and we are grateful. Our
campaign leadership, other volunteers
and staff are all committed to bringing this important campaign to even
higher levels of success before next
June.
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Arts
Musical Theater Revue
Showcases Variety
- By Sarah Reed Special to the Tripod
This weekend the Trinity community was offered a chance to experience the Annual Musical Theatre
Revue in Goodwin Theatre. This
production, a compilation of songs
from the musicai theatre ranging in
time from a remake of Gilbert and
Sullivan's 1875 show Trial by Jury to
1987's Phantom of the Opera, played
for four evenings. The wide variety of
the productions from which songs
were chosen showcased the versatility of the performers.
Three freshman women,
Christine Kiotz, Kimberly Mugford,
and Marguerite Oury started off the
evening performing songs from
Broadway shows of the 1970s and
1980s. Oury's rendition of "There
Are Worse Things I Could Do" was
especially well received, as was "I
Want It AH", in which all three performers sang together.
The next performance, a remake
of Trial By Jury with a rock-glamor
theme blended into it, provoked much
laughter from the audience. This
satirical update was delightful and
especially well cast. The uninhibited
way in which Mahlon Stewart performed the role of Edwin was extremely comical, as was Linda Ivey's
interpretation of the role of Angel ina,
Edwin's estranged fiance. In addition, a revealing performance was
given by Steve Safran in the role of
the Learned Judge.
The second half of the Revue
was executed by a group of very talented performers who showed great
skill in their ability to switch roles,
from the humorous and the bizarre to
the tragic. In his scenes from Merrily
We Roll Along. Michael Garver assumed the role of Franklin, a composer, whose life is viewed in backwards time sequence and whose val-

ues are compromised for fame. One
of the more delightful songs of the
Revue, in which Mary McCormack,
Henry Adamczyk, and John Cockrell
sang "Bobby and Jackie and Jack"
about life in America during the
Kennedy era, derived from this show.
The Rev ue took on a very different tone as the performers shifted into
selections from Les Miserables. This
tragic musical about life in nineteenth-century France revealed some
wonderful performances. Kairina
Nields sang an excellent solo in "I
Dreamed A Dream", showing very
genuine emotion,
while Henry
Hamilton balanced out the scene well
with "Come to Me."
Some
favorites from the bizarre show Little
Shop of Horrors were well-performed,
including "Little Shop of Horrors",
"Skid Row" and "Be a Dentist". The
group came together for a rousing
rendition of "Don't Feed (he Plants".
Probably the most unusual songs
of the evening came from the 1981
show March of the Falsettos. Michael Garver, Tory Clawson, and
JohnCockrell displayed talent in their
humorous roles of, respectively, a
homosexual husband, his wife, and
his son. The songs, which were appreciated by the audience for the most
part, included such outrageous titles
as "Four Jews in a Room Bitching",
"My Father's a Homo" and "Jason at
the Psychiatrist."
TheRevueconcluded with songs
from the musical Cats. These familiar songs, such as "Jellicle Cats" and
"Memory", were performed with
much energy, (as the choreography
required) and the evening ended with
even more enthusiasm than it began.
The Musical Theatre Revue was a
success through both its variety of
productions and the talent of its performers.

Chip Dean and Corinne Walsh perform in a scene from ytUe_Shop_of Horrors which was part
of this weekend's
p
Musical Theater Revue.
Ho»o l>y Sue Muik

Unconventional Violin
Violinist Paul Woodiel of Hartford and pianist Naomi Amos of West
Hartford will explore the breadth of
the relationship between violin and
dance in "An Unconventional Violin Concert" in Hamlin Hall at 2 p.m.
on Sunday, Nov. 6. Music will include folk tunes from Sweden, Hungary, Rumania, the British Isles and
New England.
Woodiel, who was raised in Hartford, holds a bachelor's degree in
music from the Hartt School of Music
and is a member of the Hartford

Jobs in Australia
Immediate job openings for men and women. $11,000
to $60,000. Construction, mauf acturing, secretarial work,
nurses, engineering, sales. Hundreds of jobs listed.

CALL NOW! (206) 736-7000 Ext. 225A

Hartford-Trinity College Radio
MONDAY
tfORNHNGJAZZHenry
6AM-PAM
Krzywy
M0RW]MGJA2Z Alex
McGoon
PAM- 12PM

SPECIALTY
SHOWS
12PM -3PM

REGGAE

AFTERNOON
JA22 G-GPM

Bob

QUE PASA
6FM-7PM

Armando

ALIEN ROCK
7FM-TQFM
THOUGHT
POWER
10PM-2 AM

Clinton
Lindsay

ZiLiUZ

Reynolds
Onderdonk

TUESDAY
Mindy Bond
Steve
Whitston
OUT TO
LUNCH
LarryD,
Zachary
Abusa
Clarence Fisk
Michelle
Rouibal

WEDNESDAY
Nena Tiger
Timothy
Frumkes

CALL
297-2450
FOR RI QUESTS
OFF AIR
Elba Pariso
Andy Taylor

THURSDAY
GaryMcCiurnb
Jen Ban

2AM - 6AM Marcus
Diggs

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

TBA

GOSPEL 6-8 AM
Larry

Roberto
Fuentes

HIP HOP
Nation-Shawn
and Tenell
Mel Osboujme

OF? THE
AIR
OFF AIR

Frediico &•
Hector

Mary
Zayas

Ruth Duron

Arash
Mikoukari

RayW.
Dr.Fiost

Latin Images
Victor

D.J.MellowD

Cjuasai

Dwight Bell

D J. Spearhead

RTCMMWS
Look for the WRTC Newsletter that is coining
out in early November.
WRTC will broadcast the following Trinity
football games: November 5 against Amherst
and November 12 against Wesleyan!

L

"Proud to be one of the last totally
non-commercial, college/community
radio station left on the planet,"

- URBAN SOUNDS-RAP, FUNK AND SOUL-LATE NIGHT MUSIC Ed Martin

Symphony and New York Virtuosi. also touches piano and courses in
music al Trinity. Since
As a purveyor of traditional music, he American
I ()H(), she lias been a pianist and coach
performs with Contraband, a country
dance band, and is a two-time cham- Tor the American Music/Theatre
pion of the New Hngland Fiddle Group. She lias given numerous solo
Contest. As a recording artist, he can recitals and has accompanied singers
be heard with artists such as singer from various opera companies. She
Melba Moore and the Morgans, a received her undergraduate and graduBritish Isles band. Woodiel teaches ate degrees in piano and music literaviolin and fiddle at the 1 lartt School's ture from the University of Rochester
and Hastman School of Music.
Community Division.
Amos is director of faculty grants
at Trinity College,direclorol'Trinily's
summer chamber music series, and

Carol Black
Sir Wayne

TUNE IN
AND
CALL FOR
297-2450

AMPLITUDE
6 AM-12m
POLKA PARTY
12Rvi- SFM
Jtf i BiTliW

ROCK3-5PM
AmyFiske

SUNDAY
6-PAM

PORTUGUESE
CULTURAL
PROGRAMMING
PAM-1PM
CLASSICAL
IFM-SPM

Smith

ROCK
5PM-7PM
Scott Ihi S'pDlg

ALIEN ROCK
7PM-10PM
Chris
Iichats

THOUGHT
POWER
10FM-2AM
Charles
Henry Smith
THOUGHT
FOWER
2 AM-6 AM
Martin Jamal
Hamilton

WRTC 893

ART ATTACK
4PM- 7PM

ALIEN
ROCK
7PM-10FM
Jonas
Katkavich
THOUGHT
FOWER
10PM-2 AM

THOUGHT
FOWER
2 AM-6 AM
Clinton
Lindsay

Women's
Center
Sponsors
Series
The Women's Center is presenting a series entitled •"Women in the
Public Eye," including video art,
films, lectures and discussions designed to promote critical awareness
of women in the media. All events are
free and open to the public.
November 3: a collection of
videos shown continuously from
11:(K) am to (V.OOpm in Mather Lobby.
Includes: "My Puberty " by Irene
Segalove; "Technology Transformatitm: Wonder Woman," "Kiss the
(lirls: Make Them Cry." "Pop-Pop
Video; (lateral Hospital/Olympic
Speed Skaters," "Pop-Pop Video:
KojaklWang" by Oara Birnbaum;
"/oe's Car" by Article Lister; "Juan
Does Dynasty" by Joan Bradernutn;
"i.layne Rapping on the Soaps" and
"Jtniiih Williamson Costume's Passionately in Southern ('alifornia."
November 7: Videos and
Discussion at 7:30 pm in Seabury 417. Video presentations include "My
Puberty" by Irene Segalove; "Not a
Jealous Hone" by Cecelia Condit;
"Perfect Pair" by Valie i-\port and
more.
November 9: Film and Discussion at 4 pin and 7:3(1 pm in
Seabury 9-17. "StillKilling I 'sSofttx"
•• images of women in advertising,

and "i.thnic Notions" - images ol
black men and women in the media
(7:30 showing only).
December 1: Model Media
Women, a panel discussion with Joan
Braderman, video artist, educator and
stand-up theoretician at Hampshire
College; Siiiume 1-arkohndeh, video
artist from New York's Paper Tiger
TV. Video Collective: Lois Koteen,
Vice-President. WF;.SB-TV; and Janet
Look. Psychologist. The event begins at 7:30pm in Bover Auditorium.
December 5: A Working
Woman's View: a lecture by Verta
Mae Grosvenor. host for National
Public Radio's LLori/on series; commentator on N'PR's Alj •l'tiing.s CjUb:
sjdered; culinary anthropologist;
author of \ ibnuioi: Cooking or the
Travel Notes of a <7m •live (lirl.
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Arts
Rainbow Sound Gives Voice
To Literary Women of Color
last spring and is now an annual autumn event at the College, seeks to
give voice to some of the finest women
poets in the country. Poets are selected, according to co-coordinator
Tomorrow at 8:15 in Goodwin Gail Woldu, Assistant Dean of FacTheatre, the second annual Rainbow ulty, with an emphasis on "the differSound poetry series will open with ent perspectives of women of color."
the readings of Audre Lorde and
While last year's poets were choMargaret Randall. This three part sen by Margaret Randall, in the wake
series of readings by female writers of her departure three coordinators
was the brainchild of renowned poet, took charge of the program. Naomi
activist, and former faculty member Amos, Director of Faculty Grants,
Margaret Randall.
Judith Branzburg, Coordinator of the
Rainbow Sound, which debuted Women's Center, and Gail Woldu,
Assistant Dean of Faculty comprise
this year's coordinating committee.
Coordination of Rainbow Sound involves securing the speakers, arrangFirst, she is tormented by her grand- both the yuppie and the pickle sales- ing their transportation and accomomother and the matchmaker, who man in two very diverse New York dations, coordinating receptions,
won't accept that she doesn't have a neighborhoods-the posh Uptown and book-signings and meetings with
man in her life. It's that ancient the Lower Eastside-gives a new twist students, seeking co-sponsors and
perception: "She doesn't have a to the story.
advertising the events.
The acting is good and the charhusband, she must be the devil."
The Women's Center, a sponsor
Next, Izzie experiences that com- acters are real. It takes a little while, of Rainbow Sound, is also offering a
mon dilemma, "Who should 1 go for: but the story does build to some ex- discussion series of each writer's work
Sam, the pickle man from the old cellent comedy. The film had the several days before each reading. On
neighborhood-the nice guy, or An- potential to become screwball and October 31 Naomi Amos will lead a
ton, the poetic artiste from uptown- slapstick in many places, with its mix discussion of selected works by Marhe's talented and sexy, but admit- of eccentric characters, yet it chose garet Randall and Audre Lorde. On
tedly, kinda weird." What's a woman not to. It always stays a bit subtle, and November 11 Maureen O'Brien of
even solemn at times, but never stops the Writing Center will discuss the
oftheSO'stodo?
To borrow a word from Russ, being nice, which is a very appealing works of Kimiko Hahn and Joy Harjo,
endearing is exactly how I describe change of pace. For a cute movie that and on November 29, Judith
the film too. The story is an age-old will raise your spirits, go see "Cross- Branzburg of the Women's Center
one, but it is the first time I've seen it ing Delancy." It will leave you will focus on the works of Lyll Beon film-or maybe just the first time I feeling (to coin a corny phrase similar cerra de Jenkins and Marge Piercy.
remember seeing it, since it was done to Russ) that "Home is where the All discussions will take place in the
in such an innovative way. Seeing heart is."
-Elizabeth HornArls Editor

Crossing Delancy Proves Endearing
-By Liz Healy and
Russ KauffSpecial to the Tripod
Russ:
My friend Liz and I spent our
Thursday evening this week watching the recently released film "Crossing Delancy". In thinking about this
film, I have to address it from two
vantage points - how I felt during and
after seeing the movie.
"Crossing Delancy" is a film about
Izabel Cantor, a thirty three year-old
single woman living in New York
and searching for love/companionship in her world, dominated by a job
at a small but chic book store, where
her only family and regular companionship is her aging and amusingly
typical Jewish grandmother. The
movie starts off very slowly, illustrating her life with a disappointing lack
of depth. In less polite terms, what
this means is that by about forty five
minutes inlo the film, I was very bored
and uncomfortable with the very
female orientation of the film. I must
say that I'd never seen a women's
locker room scene in a movie before,
but aside from some sexy underwear,
this and other such scenes gave no
insight to I/./.ie's troubles or anything
else, for that matter.
The film does pick up, however,
when Izzie's grandmother "bubbi"
uses the services of Hanka, the marriage broker for her Lower-Eastside
Jewish neighborhood, to help find
her granddaughter a husband. The
ethnicity introduced by these characters is a real gem.. This is good
filmmaking. Izzie has to endure dinner at her grandmother's to meet Sam
Posner, the pickle man, with Hanka
and her bubbi in tow. Sam is nice,
dorky, and an Orthodox Jew, not her
usual uptown literary neophyte. The
trouble for Izzie is that he is really
endearing.
Finally, the real essence of the plot
(only a little late!): Izzie must decide
between the slick intellectual life
uptown, or the simple, honest affection offered by Sam, whose character
really starts to grow on me and everyone else. As this develops, 1 really
started to wish death upon the eccentric, suave, and somewhat slimy writer
who is Sam's uptown competition.
Here is where guys can relate to this
- Sam has the typical 'nice guys finish
last' syndrome and isn't sure if he can
compete.
By this time, the audience is openly
rooting forlzzie to hook up with Sam
the pickle man, and... I'll keep quiet
about the end.
In conclusion 1 have to say that the
key word for this movie is endearing.
It starts out really slow, but the end
makes up for it.
Liz:
Although Russ did thoroughly
enjoy this film, I think it has even
more to offer when looked at from a
woman's point of view. I saw Izzieas a woman in the midst of traditional,
old-world customs, which are pulling her one way, and modern conflicts, confronted by many women
these days, pulling her in another.

[ Austin Arts Center Performances)
November 3-5 @ 8 pm - The Shaliko Company
presents
Mac Wellman's

Whirligig
directed by
Leonard Shapiro

November 6, 1988 @ 2pm - Artists Collective
presents
"Forces of Nature"
dance concert
November 6, 1988 @ 2pm - Paul Woodiel and
Naomi Amis performing
"The Unconventional Violin"
November 12, 1988 - Liz Lennan Dance Exchange
Lemian. /Exchange
is composed of professional dancers from
the Washington D£,
atea. Combining dance
with realistic imagery,
woiks are defined by
ifoespoten word,
drawing upon literature,
personal experience,
philosophy and political
/social commentary.

Liz Lerman, Artistic Director

Women's Center, th ird floor of Mather
Campus Center, at 12:30 p.m.
Arrangements for this year's poets
began last May and were coordinated
largely by Naomi Amos and Gail
Woldu. Tomorrow's opening evening features introductory readings
by Margaret Randall. Ms. Randall, a
published writer and photographer
renowned for her scholarship on Latin
America, taught Literary Writing at
Trinity during the 1987-88 academic
year. Her recent publications include
About Incest, Memory Says Yes, and
The Shape of Red: Insider Outsider
Reflections (with Ruth Hubbard).
Tomorrow evening's other featured speaker is Audre Lorde, a celebrated writer of poetry and prose and
a Professor of Engl ish at New York' s
Hunter College. Her latest book, A
Burst of Light, a collection of speeches
and essays, follows the publication of
The Cancer Journals, a volume of
poetry.
On Wednesday, November 16,
poets Kimiko Hahn and Joy Harjo
will deliver their poetry. Opening
speaker Kimiko Hahn, a New Yorkbased poet, is coordinator of the
"Word of Mouth" reading series for
the Chinatown branch of the New
York Public Library, in 1987 Ms.
Hahn received a N.Y. Foundation for
the Arts award, following a National
Endowment for the Arts award in
1986. Her latest book of poetry,
written with Susan Sherman and Gale
Jackson, waspublished in 1988 and is
entitled We Stand Our Ground: three
women, their visions, their poems.
A poet and member of the Creek
tribe, Joy Harjo is an Associate Professor of English at the University of
Arizona. Her books include 1983's
She Hud Some Horses and 1980's
What Moon Drove Me to This? An
upcoming volume of poetry,Jn Mad
Love and War , is soon to be published. Ms. Harjo is a 1978 recipient
of a fellowship from the National
Endowment for the Arts.
Rainbow Sound concludes on
Tuesday, December 6 in Boyer Auditorium with the poetry of Lyll Beeerra de Jenkins and Marge Piercy,
Lyll Becerra de Jenkins, a Columbian-born short-story writer and
teacher, is a longtime Connecticut
resident and a professor at Fairfield
University. Her short stories have
appeared in The New York Times. The
Boston Globe and The New Yorker,
Ms. de Jenkins' first novel, a story of
political terrorism entitled The Honorable Prison, was recently published
to highly favorable reviews.
Marge Piercy, a writer of poetry,
essays, reviews and novels, is also a
political activist, working for civil
rights, anti-war groups and the
women's movement. Her most recent publication (1988), a collection
of poetry called Available Light, follows the 1987 publication of a novel.
Gone to Soldiers.
Funding for Rainbow Sound is
provided by the following organizations: American Studies, Area Studies, the Chapel Committee, Connecticut Commission on the Arts, the
English Department, the Faculty
Lecture Fund, the Graduate Mentors,
the Office of the Dean of Faculty, the
Office of the Dean of Students, the
Poetry Center, the Progressive Students Alliance, the Readers' Feast
Bookstore-Cafe, the Theatre and
Dance Departments, Trinity Coalition of Black Women Organization,
the Trinity Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual
Alliance, the Trinity Womens' Organization, ant the Womens' Center.

Use The
Writing
Center!
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Sports
This Week1:§ Joe Harris
NCAA Football Picks
C* = denotes home team)
Favorite
Air Force
* Arizona St.
Arkansas
*Auburn
*Bates
Boston Coll.
*Brown
*Clemson
Colorado
•Cornell
^Dartmouth
^Delaware
*Duke
*Edinboro

28
24
21
38
21
21
24
28
24
17
24
28
21
28
Florida St.
31
21
*Georgia
*Harvard
35
21
Indiana
*Iowa
35
14
Kansas St.
*Lehigh
31
L.S.U.
20
24
UMass
*Miami, FL 49
Michigan St. 21
*Michigan
35
*Middlebury 17
Nebraska
31
N.C. State
24
*Nrt. Dame 42
*Ohio State 28
Oklahoma
21
*Penn State 21
*Pittsburgh
21
^Princeton
24
*U.S.C.
34
*Syracuse
35

*TRINITY

14
*Tufts
17
24
U.C.L.A.
*Washington 24
W. Virginia
42

Underdog
* Army
27
21
Oregon St.
^Baylor
14
South Miss. 14
Bowdoin
20
*Tennessee
20
Maine
14
N.Carolina
7
21
^Missouri
14
Yale
Columbia
14
Connecticut 21
Wake Forest 20
Slippery Rk. 14
*S. Carolina 21
Florida
20
Boston Univ. 14
^Illinois
20
N ! Western
7
* Kansas
13
Bucknell
21
^Alabama
17
^Richmond
17
Tulsa
7
*Purdue
17
Minnesota
7
Colby
7
*Iowa State
7
*Virginia
21
Rice
7
Wisconsin
14
*Okla. State 20
Maryland
14
Rutgers
14
Colgate
17
California
14
Navy
14
Amherst
7
Hamilton
14
* Oregon
14
Arizona
21
* Cincinnati 14

Equestrian Alive and Well
- by Andrea Krause Correspondent
If you're surprised to hear that
Trinity even has an Equestrian Team,
you'd better sit upand read this article
attentively so that you can see just
what kind of an Equestrian Team
Trinity has!
While the majority of Trinity
students headed home or to places
wanner, the Equestrians headed to
UConn at Storrs on October 15 for its
first intercollegiate horse show of the
year. The show saw the team put in
very strong performances, and Trinity came away with the title of "High
Point College". Sophomore rider
Laura Jelsma put in two blue ribbonwinning performances, and was
named Reserve High Point Rider.
The team, through top individual competition, was able tn secure
thirteen ribbons out of a possible
seventeen. Five of those ribbons were
blue (first place finishes), and all were
part of Trinity's "High Point" tally.
Winning rides were had by Karen
Hobbie (team captain) in the Open
Division Flat class, Laura Jelsma in
the Intermediate Flat and Novice
Fences (jumping), Jennifer Smith in
the Intermediate Fences, and Sabrina
Yager in Beg. Walk-Trot-Canicr(WT-C).
Other team members, while not
winning their classes, all put in good
performances which helped reinforce
Trinity's position of being the team to
watch. Jennifer .Smith placed second
in Internediate Flat. Sarah Codd and
Sherri Ousely (Adv. W-T) both placed
third in their respective classes, as did
Karen Hobbie in the Open Fences
class and Sarah Chuppell in the Advanced W-T-C class. Michelle Rubin
took fifth in both of her classes, as
well as the Open Division, while Ames
Robb received a sixth place in the
Novice Fences class.
Though there were riders who
did not place among the top six finishers in their classes, all put in good
riders despite various outside distractions such as personal emergencies,
graduate school admissions tests that
morning, and inexperience with the

Intercollegiate system of equestrian
competition. Everyone, including
Michelle Paquctte, Holly Hoover,
Ames Robb and Andrea Krause relished the team's victory, and were
proud to have partcipatcd.
As a note of explanation, the
Intercollegiate Horse Show Association is run in a rather unique manner.
All of the competing riders are given,
by the luck of the draw, a horse to
ride, as provided by the host college
on the morning of the competition.
This means that the riders are competing on horses which they never
seen, let alone ridden, before! This is
equivalent to playing tennis with an
unfamiliar racket, or worse, not having your sneakers on. Competing
riders are nol allowed to warm up on

Iheir horse prior to entering the ring,
likening it to serving in tennis with no
previous warmup with thai unfamiliar racket.
This system then forces ihc rider
to immediately assess his or her
horse's strengths and weaknesses
upon entering the show ring, thereby
encouraging riders to understand their
mounts and horses in general. This
makes the wins of the day all the more
exciting, because ol'lhe skill required
to obtain them.
The team's next show was held
at Post College (in Waterhury, CT),
this past Sunday. In December, Trinity will be sponsoring its first intercollegiate show at the Hihel Walker
School in Simshury, CT, the "home"
of Trinity's Equestrian Team.

Tennis Takes Two,
Heads for Tourney
- by Linda Iternstcin Sports Writer

The Trinity Women's Tennis
team began their string of matches
overOpen Period rather slowly .dropping their match with Vassar, 2-7, on
October 12th. However, (he Lady
Bants quickly righted themselves,
rebounding from the loss to Vassar,
posting convincing wins over
Wesleyan (7-2) and Ml. llolynke C>0). Thus the Lady Bants completed
their regular season with two consecutive victories.
Although the team was crushed
by Vassar, coach Wendy Bartlett was
enthusiastic about #3 seeded I leather
Watkins exciting win, 6-7, 6-4, 6-4.
The other winning match lor the Lady
Bants was the doubles team of Debbie Andrtnga and Eleanor On", who
won by a 6-3, 3-6, 6-4 score.
The tide soon turned in favor of
the Bants, in their home matches
against Wesleyan and Mt. Holyoke.
Against Wesleyan, key winners included # I seed Mari a Nevares, 6-4,64, and #2 seed Anne Nicholson, 6-3,
6-3. Reflecting on the season, Nevares said, "We had a good season.

We had a young team, but now the
freshmen know what it lakes to play
college tennis. We arc going to count
on them next year."
Trinity went on to shut out Mi.
I lolyokc, without dropping a set during the entire uuuch.Capnuu Christine
Laraway played an impressive mutch,
in winning 6-1, 6-2, and the doubles
team of Debbie Andringa and Betsy
I.udwigwasequally dominant in their
6-1, 6-1 win. "We ended the season
on a positive note," said Laraway. "It
was a learning experience for the now
members, and we'll win even more
matches next year."
With ihcir regular season schedule now completed. Head Coach
Wendy Bartleti feels quite pleased
with her players' performances.
"We've improved dramatically over
the past two weeks. There was a lot of
energy and enthusiasm that kept us
going throughout Ihc season. We
ended up great."
This past weekend, ihc team
travelled to Amherst, with high hopes
of turning in a solid performance at
Ihe New England*. If the energy that
has been driving the Lady Hants
remains intact, the team should do
quite well.

Crew Starts Strong
Continued from page 21
At the Head of the Charles, the
women finished 10th out of twentytwo boats in the Womens" youth Eight
division (Under 20 years old), and
placed 15th out of twenty-four boats
in the Womens' Championship Eight
division.
Orla O'Riordiin and Tracy
Decker commented that the Head of
the Conn, "was a very strong race and
we're proud of our showing in both
boats. The 2nd placed boat had never
practiced together before and rowed
quite well."
Trinity's Womens' captains
were also pleased with their performance at the Head of the Charles. In
addition to the youth eight placing
IOth and rowing a very good race, the
women's 15th placing in the Championship division was "an improvement
over last year's Charles. There were
hard conditions to row in and we were
rowing against tough competition
from larger Spring Schools."
The Head of the Schuykil! Re-

gatta found the Trinity Women finishing 12th out of forty boats in the
Womens' Heavyweight Eight division, and rowed an excellent race in
the Womens' Four division.
According to Decker and
O'Riordan, "There were 27 boats in
the Womens' Fourdivision. Wedon't
know the results of the race but we
hope to have finished in the top of the
pack. We're optimistic that we rowed
very well."
The Womens' Eight was able to
hold off strong Penn and Georgetown
crews.
"The fall went really well with a
limited number of rowers, all twelve
proved really strong," O'Riordan
added. "It should be a fast Spring."
Stacey Apfelbaum commented
that she was "pleased with the Fall as
a whole. One of our goals was to race
more aggressively. The crews have
raced well and are rowing well technically."
"Each weekend we've been able
to demonstrate improved skills and
racing ability."

B Y St.,!)

Trinity's Sarah Ferrucci (21) goes for the ball in the Lady Bants 4-1 victory over Keene St. last
Saturday. Trinity got two goals from Robin Silver, and one goal each from Gretchen Bullard and
Cooie Stetson to move their final regular season mark to 8-3-2. Louise van der Does recorded 1 r»
saves in net, helping the Lady Bants earn a victory that was most important to their NIAC tourney
hopes. Tournament pairings were to be announced after press time. A full recap of the field hockey
team will appear in next week's Tripod.
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Sports
Coast Guard Comeback Tops Bants, 28-27
desired. Football just wasn't meant to
be played in hurricane conditions,
especially not with the temperature
The Trinity College football hovering around the forty-degree
team took its show on the road over mark. It was , with these conditions,
Open Period, seeking to continue their that the game would have to be won
winning ways. On October 15, the with a strong running game, and for
Bantams travelled to Clinton, NY, to the second straight week, the Banface an always-tough Hamilton squad. tams did just that. The Bantams rolled
Through their superb defense and up 159 yards on the ground, while
powerful running game, Trinity was limiting Bates to just 69 yards on 49
able to erase a 10-7 halftime deficit, rushing attempts. The Trinity offensive line had a great day in the trenches,
and down the Continentals, 27-13.
Trinity struck first against consistently opening holes in the Bates
Hamilton, when Darren Toth returned defense. On defense, the front seven
a punt 77 yards for a touchdown. But had a fine day as well, preventing any
three Bantam turnovers led to thir- form of a sustained attack on the part
teen unanswered Hamilton points.A of Bates. Defensive back Darren Toth
field goal with just 19 seconds left in had thirteen tackles on the day, leadthe half made the score 13-7, and the ing a group of five Bantam defenders
Bantams had to come from behind (Anthony Martin, Rob Sickenger, Joe
Yamin, Dan Prochniak in addition to
once again.
The Trinity defense held Hamil- Toth) to register at least ten tackles.
Bates went out on top eight
ton to just 29 total yards in the second
half, while recording eight sacks of minutes into the game, on a 27 yard
Hamilton quarterback Kieran Clair. field goal by Jeff Gitlin. But the
Defensive end Rob Sickenger (19 Bantams were able to wrest the lead
tackles, 3 sacks), linebacker Joe back quickly, as Kevin RisCassi's
Yamin( 14 tackles, I sack) and strong (14-89) 30 yard run helped set up
safety Paul Brian (13 tackles) led the Corrie Foster's first of two touchdowns on the afternoon, and put Trinway for the Bantam defenders.
On offense, the Bantams began ity up, 6-3. Trinity Head Coach Don
to roll in the third quarter, behind the Miller thought that "it was important
strong running of fullback Kevin that we responded with that touchRisCassi (12 carries, 88 yds.). Ris- down drive after they went up 3-0,"
Cassi scored from three yards out since the Bantams were able to halt
midway in the third quarter, tieing the any momentum on the part of Bates,
score at 13-13. On the touchdown, as well as get their offense clicking on
Trinity placekicker Tim Jensen had all cylinders.
Trinity moved out to a 14-3 lead,
his school-record streak of 52 consecutive extra points come to an end. as Foster scored again from 3 yards
A one-yard dive by Corrie Foster out, and quarterback Kevin Griffin
with 2:21 left in the third quarter put (who threw only four passes in the
the Bants ahead to stay, and a half- wind and rain) found Stephen Redgate
back option pass from Todd Levine to for the two-point conversion. Griffin
Stephen Redgate (96 total yds.).f inal- then finalized the Trinity scoring with
a 10 yard touchdown run of his own.
ized the scoring 27-13.
On October 22, the weather Bates picked up a touchdwon with
conditions at Bates left a lot to be just 26 seconds left in the game, but
- by Bill Charest Sports Editor

the contest had long been decided.
Trinity went into its game this
past Saturday as the #3 Division III
team in New England. Their opponent, #2 Coast Guard, had rolled up a
6-1 record, and was coming off a 1710 win over powerful Union College.
This certainly had the makings of a
close, exciting game, and both teams
did their best to live up to these expectations.
Coast Guard came into the game
without the services of quarterback
Ty Rinoski, who had sprained an ankle
during the week, and had several other
key injuries. Trinity started out strong,
taking a 27-15 lead into the fourth
quarter, only to see Coast Guard come
back, nipping the Bantams 28-27.
As has been the case this season,
the opposition struck first against the
Bantams. But as has also been the
case this season, the Bantams came
back to take the lead. Coast Guard
scored four minutes into the game on
a 49-yard touchdown pass from Doug
Subocz to Delano Adams. Subocz,
filling in for Rinoski, seemed to have
problems running the option play at
times, but was able to complete some
key passes for the Bears. Darren Toth
blocked the extra point, leaving the
score at 6-0, Coast Guard.
The Bantamsquickly came back,
taking the lead just four minutes later
on a well-timed 35-yard pass play
from Kevin Griffin to sophomore
wideout Mike Davis. Tim Jensen's
extra point put the Bantams up, 7-6.
Griffin passed for 151 yards and two
touchdowns on the day, and handled
a tough Coast Guard defense well.
Some strong defense stopped
Coast Guard on their next series, as
Rob Sickenger stuffed a pitch right,
putting the Bears in a long yardage
situation, and defensive tackle John
Romeo stopped a running play on
third and 8. After the Bears' punt,

Crew Off To Strong Start
- by Eric Hammerstrom Assistant Sports Editor
Trinity College's crew program
began their Fall rowing season October 9th at the Head of the Connecticut. Since the Conn., three weeks and
two races have gone by, and all of
Trinity's boats have seen some success.
Trinity sent both men's and
women's boats to the Head of the
Connecticut in Middletown on Oct.
9th, the Head of the Charles in Boston
on Oct. 23rd, and the Head of the
Schuylkill in Philadelphia on Oct.
29th.
Trinity's Varsity Men's boats
opened their season at the Conn., with
the Varsity Heavyweights finishing
9th out of 30 boats, while the Varsity
Lightweights finishedl3th out of 35
boats.
With several young rowers in
both shells at the Conn., neither
Trinity's Heavyweight captain, Judd
Paschen '89, nor Lightweight captain, Mark Eller, knew what to expect
out of their boats.
Paschen commented that the
Heavyweight Eight, consisting of cox
Susannah Smetana, Ed Kupa '90,
Paschen, Dylan Remley '91, Chris
Kelly '90, Neil Bisson '89, Mike Irwin
'91, Eric Hammerstrom '90, and John
Ulrich '90, weren't sure what their
boat could do. "We hadn't had any
races before, but the Conn, gave us
some idea that we could move a boat."
He added that "it wasn't a great race,
but we did alright... nothing spectacular."
TheTrinity's lightweights' 13th
place finish gave similar impressions.
"The Conn, was a very conservative
race (for the lightweights). It was a
solid but unspectacular effort, which
was appropriate since it was the first
race for a very young crew."
The Lightweights followed their
performance at the Conn, with a more
aggressive race at the Head of the
Charles in Boston. Cox Jenn Tesoro

'91, Capt. Mark Eller '89, Mike Fox,
Ed Berkowitz '91, Jeff Barry '90,
Scott Haddad'90,Gunner Furgueson
'90, Brian Schultz '91, Marcos Sanchez '91, and Eric Ferris '91, placed
26th out of the race's 41 boats.
According to Eller, "The Charles was a more aggressive race and we
improved our position against other
Dad Vail schools. Our old rival,
Coast Guard, is obviously looking to
have a good season with five returning seniors." Eller was encouraged
by the fact that "each time we've
raced this fall we've cut ourmargin of
loss to CG , showing that we are
improving at a faster rate than they
are. Hopefully, by the Spring, we'll
be very competitive with them."
The performance of Trinity's
Heavyweight Eight at the Head of the
Charles, however, was nowhere near
encouraging. The Heavyweights
finished a disappointing 32nd, in what
turned out to be a sloppy and, at times,
an embarrassing race. Adding insult
to injury, the Heavies were assessed
one minute and ten seconds worth of
penalty time. Heavyweight captain
Judd Paschen declined comment on
the race.
Comparatively, the performance
of Trinity's heavyweights at last
weekend's Head of the Schuylkill
Regatta in Philadelphia, PA. was a
Godsend. In a field of fifty-four boats
in the Men's Heavyweight Eight
event, Trinity's boat placed 1 lth.
Men's Coach Burt Apfelbaum
was happy with the Heavies' performance. "The boats that beat us
were Penn AC (the Olympic eight),
two Navy boats, two University of
Pennsylvania boats, Princeton, Virginia, and Temple."
A significant example of the
Heavyweights' improvement is that
only one Dad Vail school (Temple)
finished in front of them at the
Schuylkill. Burt Apfelbaum was
pleased that the crew defeated Coast
Guard's heavyweights. "CoastGuard
finished ninth in last week's Charles,
and they were only 5 or 10 seconds

behind MIT, so beating them is pretty
encouraging."
Heavyweight captain Paschen,
said, "It was very important to our
coach that we show him that we did
have good athletes who could move a
boat. It was a relief to me, as well."
Paschen added, "we owe a lot of
our performance to Burt, because he
can take eight guys who are so diverse
(in ability) and make them row together."
Trinity's Varsity Lightweights
finished 10th out of 30 boats at last
weekend's Schuylkill showing another solid improvement. Eller felt
"some good hard practicing with the
heavy weights (last week) and getting
back into our racing boat, the John A.
Mason set us up for our best race of
the fall."
"We were very close to two
medal winners from last Spring's Dad
Vail Finals (Georgetown and Temple)
and we continued to gain on Coast
Guard. We were also able to beat
some 'big guys' such as Navy and
Princeton's second boat."
Perhaps the greatest success of
the Fall was achieved by Trinity's
Women's crew program. Trinity's
Women place boats I si and 2nd at the
Connecticut, I Oth and 15th at the Head
of the Charles, and 12th at the Head of
the Schuylkill.
The Women dominated October
9th's Head of the Conn., as Trinity's
crew of cox Orla O'Riordan '89,Tracy
Decker '89, Allison Wielobob '91,
Betsy Townsend '91, Carolyn Voelkening '90, Sophie Wadsworth '89,
Christine Smith '91, Jessie Willing
'89, and Nicole Presber '90 defeated
13 other boats to win the Head of the
Conn, for the second straight year.
A second Trinity boat, consisting of cox Rita Danao '90, Elizabeth
Foster '90, Joanne Fredell '91, Jane
Newall '89, Margaret Lowance '91,
Lou O'Brien '89, and three rowers
from the Pioneer Valley Rowing
Association finished second in Middletown.
Continued on page 20

Trinity started out on their own 47.
Stephen Redgate gained 12 on a draw
play, then a personal foul call on
Coast Guard gave the Bants a first
down on the Bears' 19. CoastGuard's
defense tightened, and Trinity called
on Tim Jensen for a 33-yard field goal
attempt. The kick was good, and the
Bants had a 10-6 lead after one quarter.
The defense produced the next
score for the Bantams. After Coast
Guard converted a third and 25 into a
first down, Jeff Buzzi hit Bears'
quarterback Doug Subocz, and John
Romeo stripped the ball and rumbled
27 yards for the touchdown. Coast
Guard answered back with a drive of
their own, as running back Scott
Huerter (33-172) ripped off a few
good runs, moving the ball to the
Trinity 16. But the Bantam defenders
were once again up to the task, stopping three straight running plays, and
forcing the Bears to settle for a 28yard James Roth field goal that cut
the Trinity lead to 17-9.
A 51-yard reception by Scott
Huerter got Coast Guard back into
scoring position late in the second
quarter, and a pass to Delano Adams
left the Bears with a third and 5 on the
Trinity 12. After a Coast Guard timeout, linebacker Anthony Martin came
up big, breaking up a pass at the goal
line, and forcing the Bears'to once
again settle for a field goal with just
1:06 left before the half.
Trinity pulled off some lastminute heroics to increase their lead
before the half. Darren Toth, who had
a 77-yard return for a touchdwon
called back on a penalty, returned the
Bears kickoff to the Trinity 43. A pass
interference penalty moved the ball
to the Coast Guard 31 with just 25
seconds left. Then, pulling a play out
of the Roger Staubach playbook,
Kevin Griffin found Stephen Redgate
on a looping pass, with Redgate
making a nice catch in the end zone
for the touchdown, and 24-12 Trinity
lead at the half.
The third quarter saw the two
teams trade field goals. A sixteen
yard catch by tight end Rocco DeMaio helped set up Tim Jensen's 41 yard field goal attempt. Jensen's kick
bounced on the crossbar twice, but
got the roll a la George Gervin, making
the score 27-12, Trinity. Coast Guard
then drove into Trinity territory, but
for the third time in as many tries,

were held out of the end zone. A sack
by Trinity's Dan Prochniak forced
the Bears to settle for a 41 yard field
goal by Jeff Roth. With 4:13 left in the
third quarter, Trinity's lead was 2715.
Coast Guard came up with some
clutch defense to put themselves back
in the game early in Ihe fourth quarter. After a punt pinned the Bantams
inside their own 10, the Bears recovered a fumble on the Trinity 5. Two
ptays later, Walter Green took a pitch
left for a four yard touchdown run,
cutting the Trinity lead 27-22. A
crucial turnover can instantly turn the
momentum of a game, and unfortunately for the Bantams, this was the
case against Coast Guard.
Trinity moved the ball out to
their own 43, before they were forced
punt. Matt Fawcett, who averaged
43.7 yards per kick, pinned the Bears
deep in their own territory, 87 yards
away from the winning score. But
Coast Guard showed themselves
worthy of the #2 ranking in New
England, showing a good mix of runs
and passes, in moving the ball into
Trinity territory. Scott Huerter, who
had a fine day rushing for the Bears,
then took it in from 15 yards out with
5:12 left. Coast Guard's two point
conversion attempt failed, but the
Bears had taken the lead, 28-27. Coast
Guard's defense was able to hold off
the Bantams, forcing a punt and an
interception, sending Trinity to their
first defeat of the season.
End Run: Though Trinity's
record dropped to 4-1-1 with
Saturday's loss to Coast Guard, with
just two games left, the Bantams have
assured themselves of their ninth
consecutive winning season... This
was the second straight season that
Coast Guard handed the Bantams the ir
first loss of the season. Last year,
Coast Guard won,36-0...DarrenToth
has been incredible on special teams
of late. He has blocked an extra point,
returned a punt for a touchdown, had
a kickoff return for a touchdown called
back, all in the last three games. He
has also delivered some absolutely
mind-numbing hits from his defensive back position... Another NESCAC title is certainly within grasp,
and the Bantams will control their
own fate in the next two weeks... The
Bantams will host Amherst in next
Saturday's game, and then travel to
Wesley an for the finale on the 1 !th.

Ducks Are Cruising
- by Noke Tripod Waterpolo Correspondent
In a scrimmage on September
25th, Bridgewater State edged the
Trinity Waterpolo team, 7-6. However, the Ducks had played the game
without any subs and without senior
hole man Roberto Sifuentes, so they
expected the October 6th rematch to
be a tight game. What they did not
expect was that BSC's coach would
be the only official reffing the game.
Two quarters and several bad calls
later, the Ducks found themselves
down 5-4 at the half.
Despite a strong effort by Ted
"Mad Dog" Foss, who Jed Trinity
with 4 goals, the Ducks were hurt by
the atrociously biased officiating of
BSC's Joe Yeskewicz, and were
unable to pull closer than two goals in
the second half. The final was 12-8,
but Trinity's Loren Strand did not
feel that the score demonstrated the
level of play that the Ducks are capable of. "Bridgewater is a strong
team, but they' re definitely beatable,"
said Strand after the game. "What
happened tonight was that we got
frustrated because of the bad calls and
got sloppy as a result. Wecouldn't set
up our offense and we stopped taking
high percentage shots."
The Ducks soon put these losses
behind them, and on October 8, they
thrilled a capacity crowd at the Trinity Olympic Natatorium with a coinefrom-behind victory over the
Wesleyan Cardinals. Trinity struck

first as Chris Coxon scored 90 seconds into the first quarter, but by the
half, Wesleyan had taken the lead, 75. In the second half, the Ducks'
defense clamped down on Wesleyan.
After two goals by Foss and Alex
Paidas, the score was tied going into
the final quarter. Roberto Sifuentes
scored the go-ahead goal for the Ducks
on a penalty shot, and Loren Strand
made the Trinity fans forget their
hangovers as he netted the final goal
with 1:50 left on the clock. The Ducks
held on for the win, 9-7, thus preserving their 12-year home winning streak.
The key elements in Trinity's
win were goalie Jon "Hands" Knapp's
second half shutout, and the strong
play off the bench of Chris Goodridge,
Eric Estes, Ren Getzendanner, and
especially Dave Shapiro, who scored
two goals in his first home game.
"The subs were instumental in our
win today," said co-captain Paidas.
"They kept the pressure on while our
starters got a breather, so we were
able to come out fresh in the fourth
quarter. We simply tired (Wesleyan)
out."
On October 13, the Ducks overpowered W.P.I., 19-4. Roberto
Sifuentes (4 goals) and Ted Foss (8
goals) were the big guns for Trinity.
On the 20th, the Ducks defeated Holy
Cross 13-9, with Ted Foss once again
leading the way, as the Ducks entered
the NESCWPC tourney with a threematch winning streak. A full report
on the tournament will appear in next
week's edition.
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Sports
Wild Pitches
by Bill Charest
I was at a Trinity soccer game over Open Period, talking with
a friend about professional hockey. Since both of us are Hartford
Whalers fans, our conversation naturally drifted in that direction. I
being bemoaning the fact that the Whalers are terrible this year, that
their player personnel decisions have been pretty stupid in general, and
so forth. Someone sitting next to us then said, "So what? Do you want to
be the Whalers' general manager?" Yeah, I do. I've outlined a seven-step
plan below that 1 believe will help the Whalers become a much belter
team.
1. Fire the Civic Center organist. This guy simply has GOT to
go. Whenever the Whalers need to be psyched up, whenever the fans
have to get into to game, the organist will play this bizarre funeral dirge
that sounds like a cross between "Peter Gunn" and "Endless Love"
played backwards. I mean, really. This guy is so horrendous that they
won't even let him play along with the singing of the National Anthem.
Listening to the theme from "Flashdance" ten times a game isn't going
to get the fans into the game, it's going to drive them to the beer lines.
Instead, the Whalers should hire a live band. The Hartford
Symphony is on strike - I'm sure the Whnlers could double their salary
and hire them. Eric Clapton is getting tired of touring - maybe he could
work on game nights. Or the Whalers could go for the younger crowd (1
wonder how Metallica or L.L. Cool J would sound at a Whalers game?).
2. Change the Whnlers theme SOIIJJ. Anyone who has ever gone
to a Whalers game knows the Whalers Theme Song. Anytime the
Whalers come on the ice, or score a goal, the theme song is played at a
volume that could stop a charging rhino. If you happen to be sitting
near one of the speakers, you will find that the song is loud enough to
change the part in your hair. But that's not the real problem. The
problem is that the song is so dated that is sounds like something that
would be used for background music on The Brady Bunch or'l'he
Neivh/wcd Game. Definitely early 70's popjazzrock.
The Whalers need something lively, something new,
something that will make a statement. I've thought about it for quite a
while, and decided that something along the lines of "Welcome To The
Jungle" by Guns 'n Roses, or "Good Enough" by Van Halen, is exactly
what the Whalers need. One only look at the content of these songs sex, violence, mayhem, etc. - to understand why they would help the
Whalers' mass appeal. And besides, three or four minutes of Sammy
Hagar's screaming will psyche the team a lot more than the Brady
Bunch music they now play.
.3. Trade Peter Sidorkiewicz. I have found no faults with Peter
Sidorkiewicz' play in goal for the Whalers thus far. But the next time
you get a chance, look at the name on the back of his jersey. It's a good
thing he doesn't have a brother on the learn, or the letters would run
down to his ankles. It's difficult to take a goalie seriously with that long
of a name. Look at all the great ones - Fuhr, Hextall, Roy, Hrudey,
Burke, Froese - they all havtf nice short names, except for John
Vanbiesbroeck, but he plays in New York, and they do things
differently down there. With his name, Sidorkiewicz just doesn't cut it.
Knowing the Whalers, they'd probably trade him for Clint Malarchuk,
another tongue-twister.
4. Think about changing the team's name. Take a look around
the NHL at the names of other teams. "Montreal Canadians" - that
makes obvious sense. "New York Islanders" - that makes sense, too,
since they play on an island. But what about the "Hartford Whalers"?
Long ago, when they were in the WHA, the Whalers played in Boston.
But HARTFORD?!? 1 seriously doubt that a whale could make it up the
Connecticut River to Hartford, given the strength of the current, and
certain man-made ingredients found in the river's water. Obviously,
then, the nickname has got to go.
Now what exactly would be a good nickname for a team from
Hartford? Insurance is pretty important around here, but somehow, the
"Hartford Underwriters" wouldn't seem to strike fear in the hearts of
the opposition. Anyone who has tried navigating the traffic during a
Hartford rush hour knows how futile that can be. But the "Hartford
Traffic" sounds like something that an indoor soccer team would call
itself.
On second thought, maybe a better idea would be to...
5. Move the learn. This could make choosing a nickname much
easier, depending on where you moved the team. But I suppose moving
the team wouldn't work, because then the only thing that would be left
to fill the Civic Center would be Rick Springfield concerts. Over my
dead body! Never mind. Let them be the "Hartford Whalers"...
6. Get Nick Fotiu back. Believe it or not, the Nickster is still
playing out in Edmonton, at the age of 36. Ol' Nick was a legend
everywhere he went - Hartford, New York, Calgary, Philadelphia, now
Edmonton. After every warmup, he would skate around flipping pucks
up to the fans in their seats. Of course, everyone knows that Nick could
throw a punch or two as well. Fotiu himself probably stated his role as a
player best. When asked about his role in Edmonton, Fotiu said recently
that he looks at himself "as a relief pitcher. I just come right in whenever
they need me."
Back when hockey fighting was in vogue, Fotiu was at the top
of the heap. I like the Whalers' current goon, Torrie Robertson, for his
guts and toughness. But a Robertson fight is like watching a wrestling
match - lots of holding, and no punches. Maybe they should create a
new spot on their coaching staff (Goon Coach?), and have Fotiu help
polish up Torrie's hockey skills (as well as pugilistic skills) a bit.
7. Can Emiie Francis. Anyone who is old enough to remember
the Fillmore Administration first hand should not be running a hockey
team. The Stewart Gavin Incident illustrates this. Besides, after what
I've talked about here, it's obvious that r_d have the Whale winning
again in no time.
When the owners come to their senses, they know where they
can find me.

Men's Soccer Tops Clark,
Ensures Winning Season
- by Pat Kcane Sports Writer
Since the Tripod's last issue on
October 11, the soccer team has gone
4-1 and boosted their overall record
to 8-4. With only two games remaining, the team has ended an elevenyear drought by assuring itself a
winning season for the first year since
1977.
On October 10, the Bantams
hosted Western New England and
came away with a hard fought 3-2
victory. On October 15, the Bants
played Tufts, as the partisan hometown crowd saw Trinity post a big 21 overtime win. On October 18,Trinity traveled to A.f.C. and posted their
third v ictory in as many games, as (he
Bantams exploded for four goals and
notched the shutout. On October 22,
the Bants journeyed to Connecticut
College to face a tough Camels team
that gave Williams their first loss of
the .season on Saturday. Williams,

the number six Division III team in
the country and the number one Division III team in New F.ngland, was
scored on Iwice by Conn. College,
doubling the number of goals scored
on them all of last season. Trinity
opened up the scoring early on Conn.
College on the heelsofaMikc Murphy
goal. Conn. College came back with
a scoring strike some four minutes
later, but the Bants kept up the pressure on the Conn. College goal. They
scored again to bring the game to 2-1
as the Bantams fell apart both offensively and defensively, and the game
ended with a 5-1 score ending Trinity's
three game win streak.
On Saturday, Trinity hosted
Clark. This Clark team was tanked
number eight in New Knglaml in the
pre-season Division III poll. The
Bantams opened up the scoring halfway through the first half on a Ralph
Fiero goal. The Freshman forward
picked up the ball at the top of the
box, heal his man, and blasted the ball

low to the far post to give Trinity a 10 lead. I'or the remainder of the first
half and most of the second half,
Trinity ami Clark played scoreless
well-balanced soccer. Then, with
about fourteen minutes left, Clark tied
it up anil brought Ihe contest into
overtime.
Then, with about four minutes
lo go in the second overtime, freshman forward Pete Alegi headed the
ball towards the Clark net. As the ball
touched the goal line, junior fullback
Peter Demons picked up the rebound
and deposited il in the back of the nel
for the game winning goal. Junior
wing Mike Murphy along with Alegi
and Fiero provided the offensive
spark.
Freshman fullback John
Twitchell played solid defense, and
senior .I.R. Ralston displayed some
truly tenacious defense in controlling
the pivotal midficld.
On November 1, Ihe Bantams
Havel to Weslcyan and on November
5 they will play host in Aniherst.

Cross Country Update
Harriers Now 10-5
by Matthew W. Muguirc
On October 15th, the Trinity Men's Cross Country learn travelled lo Hamilton College in beautiful
upstate New York for NHSCAC's. Facing stilTcompetition, the up-and-coming Hauls managed loedge out
la.st place Conn. College with a score of 2H7. I lamilton carried the race will) a score of 5X.
Finishing first for Trinity was Bruce Cornell, with a strong time of 30:06. Coiheit ran aggressively and
finished 45th overall. Next, also with a fine showing was I-ric Cia/.in, placing 51st in 3(1:26. Captain Sam
Adams was third for Trinity al 31:03, good for With place. Foil wing close behind, despite liarrassmcnt I'rom
the local bee population, was Mike Joyce in 31:17. Mike Pagan finished in 32:03, while Steve Anderson and
Tito "Magic" Lord, in 70th and 7 1st places, respectively.
The following Thursday, the harriers raced in a dual meet against W.P.I, al the Hngineers' home course
in Holden, MA. Almost entirely composed of wooded trials, the course was an interminably long 5.5 miles.
Though W.P.I, is having one of its finest seasons ever, the Bants" 18-39 loss was their best lean? effort thus
far. The team ran solidly, capturing 5th, 6th, 7th, IOth, I I Ih. 13lh and 14th places. First for Trinity was I-ric
Ga/.in, who finished with a lime of 31:40. Junior Bruce Cornell finished a strong second among Trimly
runners, managing to defeat the pack of W.P.I, runners with whom he had been sparring throughout Ihe race.
After struggling through several races, Sam Adams turned in an impressive performance, in finishing in
32:16. Coach Magoun felt that Adams had "finally raced the whole course." Nexl was Mike Joyce, who
finished tenth with a lime of 32:40. Kevin I hill, Peter Cram and Malt Maguire also ran fine races I'orTi iniiy.
The Men's Cross Country team travelled to New London this past Saturday to face Coast Guard,
Connecticut College, Babson and Clark, Depsite the cool weather and a difficult, hilly course, the Bantams
had high hopes for victory. This goal was attained against Babson and Clark, but a surprising second place
finish by Connecticut College, as well as a Coast Guard team that deserves iis ranking as ihe eighth besi men's
team in New England, relegated Trinity to third place finish among the five teams.
In the field of over fifty runners, sophomore Eric Ga/.in finished first for Trinity, placing 15ih overall,
with a time of 28:09. Kevin Hall and Mike Joyce were next in 19th and 20th place, respectively, with times
of 28:27 and 28:36. Sophomore Matt Maguire finished in 23rd place with a lime of 29:06, and junior Sieve
Anderson rounded out the scoring five for the Bantams, finishing in 29:34, good for 25th place. Mike Pagan
was 27th in 29:42. Bruce Corbett, running despite a bad cold, finished 35th.
The meet added two wins and two losses to the men's record, bringing their mark on the season lo 105. Next week, the Bantams travel to Middletown to face the archrival Wesleyan Cardinals, who are ranked
tenth in New England. At this point, the men's distance team must be considered underdogs, but the learn
is looking forward to the race just the same.

Women Struggling

by Caroline Bailey
On Saturday, Oct. 15, the Women's Cross Country Team ran the New England Small College At
Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) Invitational race at Hamilton College
llege in Clinton, New York. Some of the
the learns
i iincluded Amherst, Weslyan, and the nationally ranked Smith and Williams teams. The 3.05 mile
competing
course covering a golf course and flat areas of ihe Hamilton campus proved to be a fast course, with the first
16 runners breaking the previous course record. Running with the minimum five runners needed for a team
score, Trinity faced some of the best, and bigger, teams in New England. Gail Wehrli, recovering from the
flu and still suffering under a nagging muscle problem in her leg, finished in 5th place with an impressive time
of 18:31:96, making her an All-NESCAC runner, one of the top 7 in New England. Following up Wehrli, Jen
Moran finished with a time of 21:02:52, an excellent race coming off of bothleg and back injuries. Freshman
Claire Summers came in with a strong time of 22:45:57, followed up by co-captain Sue Kin/, running her first
race of the season due to aggravating leg injuries, with a time of 23:43:83. Kristin Comstock came in fifth for
Trinity, giving a team score of 268. The team finished a disappointing 1 Ith out of 11 teams.
This next weekend, on Saturday, October 22, the team travelled to Smith College for a meet against 9
other teams, including the powerhouse Williams learn. The rain which had been falling on the course timing
the previous evening made for a muddy race. No runner emerged from the course without mud spoiled clothes
and saturated sneakers. Gail Wehrli lead the team with a time of 20:29, coming in 15th overall in a race with

-5:35 despite a nagmnu
cramp. The whole team was glad to have finished the muddy, hilly course. Williams edged out Smith lo come
in first overall.
This past Saturday, October 29, the team, at its largest this season with 8 runners, took a trip lo Coast
Guard and ran against Conn College, Clark, and Babson, as well as the host team. The weather was cold, but
the team was glad to run in the sun after lasi Saturday's mudbath. The Coast Guard Academy's course was
a true cross country trail, winding through the woods, up a steep ridge, and down a sharp downhill, which
according to one of the cadets has seen many a person "wipe out." Gail Wehrli lead Trinity comiim in second
overall with a time of 20:32. Next for Trinity was Claire Summers, with a time of 23:13. Sue Kin/ followed
Summers with a time of 24:06. Behind Sue Kin/., with a time of 24:19 was Kay MeGowan inakiim her raci.m
debut this season after overcoming a series of nagging back injuries. Roundinu up the team sl-oriim was
Caroline Bailey with a time of 24:57. Kristin Comstock and Hope Weiner cameln soon after both runnim<
strongraces on very;sore shinspHnts. Laura Kearney wasclose behind, mukiimlorastronsieam finish. Trinity
came in fourth behind Conn College, Coast Guard, and Clark, but ahead offifth place Babson. Next week".
Women s Cross Country goes to Wesleyan the last meet of the regular season
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Sports
FOOTBALL
TRINITY (3-0-1)7 0 13 7 - 27
Hamilton (2-2) 3 10 0 0 - 13
T - Toth 77 punt return, 2:04 first
H - O'Steen 35 FG, 4:03 first
H - Clair 9 run (O'Steen kick), 12:07 second
H - O'Steen 23 FG, 14:20 second
T - RisCassi 3 run (kick failed), 6:52 third
T - Foster 1 run (Jensen kick), 12:39 third
T - Redgate 9 pass from Levine (Jensen
kick), 9:28 fourth.

TRINITY (4-0-1)
6 8 7 0 - 21
Bates (1-4)
3 0 0 6 - 9
B - Gitlin 27 FG, 7:42 first
T - Foster 3 run (kick failed), 11:05
T - Foster 3 run (Redgate pass from
Griffin), 12:30 first
T - Griffin 10 run (Jensen kick), 8:28 third
B - Cogliano 18 pass from Travers (pass
failed), 14:34 fourth.

Coast Guard (7-1) 6 6 3 13 - 28
TRINITY (4-1-1) 10 14 3 0 - 2 7
CG - Adams 49 pass from Subocz (kick
failed), 3:58 first
T - Davis 35 pass from Griffin (Jenser
kick), 7:45 first
T - Jensen 33 FG, 12:12 first
T - Romeo 27 fumble ret. (Jensen kick), 4:48
second
CG - Roth 28 FG, 10:24 second
CG - Roth 30 FG, 13:54 second
T - Redgate 31 pass from Griffin (Jensen
kick), 14:35 second
T- Jensen 41 FG, 7:15 third
CG - Roth 41 FG, 10:47 third
CG - Green 2 run (Roth kick), 1:22 fourth
CG - Huerter 13 run (pass failed), 9:48 fourth

FIELD HOCKEY
COMPUTERIZED WORLD SERIES STATE SOCCER SCORING LEADERS
TRINITY (8-3-1) 2 2 - 4
Game 1: Athletics 3, Dodgers 0
Keene St. (9-4-3) 0 1 - 1
Game 2: Athletics 2, Dodgers 0
Points per match - MEN
Goals: T - Robin Silver (2), Gretchen
Game 3: Dodgers 5, Athletics 2
l.ToddTaplin, Conn. College
3.0
Bullard, Cooie Stetson; K - Lori Osterburg. Game 4: Athletics 5, Dodgers 1
2. Jeff Geddes, Conn. College
2.9
Saves: T - Louise van der Does, 15;
Game 5: Athletics 6, Dodgers 0
3. Sam Calabrese, Post
2.6
K - Lisa Fox, 7.
Series MVP: Storm Davis, Oakland
4. Anthony Vaughn, S. Conn.
2.5
5. Dan dos Santos, Sac. Heart
2.3
6. Jeff Novotny, Coast Guard
2.3
7. Mike Murphy, Trinity
2.2

This Week':s Joe Harris
NFL Football Forecasts
f* = denotes home team)
Favorite
Underdog
Buffalo
21
•Seattle
20
*Chicago 24
Tampa Bay 14
^Cincinnati 23
Pittsburgh 16
*Denver
21
Kansas City 17
Green Bay 21
^Atlanta
20
LA Raiders 23
*San Diego 20
*Minnesota 26
Detroit
17
*New Eng. 27
24
Miami
* Giants
21
Dallas
17
NY Jets
*Indy
27
24
23
LA Rams 20
*Phila.
21
San Fran. 23
*Phoenix
23
N. Orleans 20
•Wash.

Monday Night
Cleveland 23
^Houston

20

Points per match - WOMEN
1. Lisa Matukaitis, E. Conn.
2. Sally Thayer, Trinity
3. Kristen Supko, Conn. College
4. Kathy Ennis, Trinity
5. Wendy Liberante, Post
6. Robin Gady, E. Conn.
7. Debbie Glew, Trinity
TRINITY TRIPOD NHL
ALL NAME TEAM
Trent Yawney, Chicago
Uwe Krupp, Buffalo
Curtis Leschyshyn, Que.
Teppo Numminen, Winn.
Jeff Chychrun, Phila.
Jeff Beukeboom, Edm.
Markku Kylonnen, Winn.
Hannu Jarvenpaa, Winn.
Mikko Makela, Islanders
Dusan Pasek, Minn.
Jiri Hrdina, Calgary
Bengt Gustafsson, Wash.
Benoit Hogue, Buffalo
Magnus Roupe, Phila.
Iiro Jarvi, Quebec
Kari Takko, Minn
Head Coach: Robbie Ftorek.

The College View Cafe Scoreboard
Athlete Of
The Week
This week's College View Cafe
Athlete Of The Week is Kathy Ennis.
Ennis, a junior from Harwington,
Connecticut has led the women's soccer
team to a 7 game unbeaten string, scoring
6 goals and picking up an assist in the
last 6 games. She now has 10 goals and
2 assists on the year, and has led the
Lady Bant soccer resurgence, Ennis
will look to continue her scoring exploits
in the NIAC's, starting next Saturday*
Congratulations, Kathy, on a stellar
performance!
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Women's Soccer On A Roll, Seeking NIAC Bid
It took a halftime tongue lashing
from Coach Maureen Pine to shake
Trinity up, and Sally Thayer tied the
game at the 57:24 mark as she converted a Chris Lindsay cross. But
Manhattanville refused to die as Esther McGuiness converted a Laura
Darigan corner kick just 2:00 later.
Thayer, though, came up big again
breaking in on the left side and walking in a goal with 11:19 remaining to
tie the game. There was no scoring
for the balance of regulation, and the
Lady Bants were forced to go into
overtime. Trinity asserted themselves
in the OT, and after a Thayer shot was
cleared off the line early (she finished
with 9 shots), Lindsay took an Ennis
pass on the run on the right side, and
beat the Manhattanville keeper to the
right for the win with 7:00 in the 2nd
overtime. Lindsay played an excellent game, perhaps her best of the
year, not only setting up the offense,
but also taking some devastating hits,
which were left unpenalized "by some
of the worst refereeing I've ever seen",
said Pine. Kathy Walsh was also
solid in the rearguard, and Trinity did
outshoot 'ville 44-13.
Trin then took on Mt. Holyoke
on October 19th in perhaps their most
important game of the year. Holyoke
came in with an 1 l-I-l record and a
#4 ranking in New England and was
riding a 6 game winning streak. Trinity simply played their best game of
the year, limiting Mount to only 6
shots on net, and dominating the
contest. Senior Co-Captain Layne
Pomerleau played the m idfield general, and controlled the ball brilliantly,
and the whole defense, anchored by
sweeper Julie Sullivan and goalie Lisa
Banks was rock-solid. Trinity scored
the game's lone goal with 15:00
remaining, when Sally Thayer
chipped one of her patented comer
kicks into themiddle, and Debby Glew
headed it home for the 1 -0 victory. It
was a much deserved win, perhaps
the Lady Bants' biggest in the last 6
years. The whole team deserves a
great deal of credit, and was very
optomistic in looking towards there
nextgame, in Norton, Massachusetts,
on Saturday the 21st of October,
against the Wheaton Lions.
Except the game happened on
Sunday the 22nd, as the rain and windy
conditions forced a postponement of
the Saturday matchup. Tocompound
the problems, the team arrived 2 hours
early, and were forced to kill time
before going out to warm up. Wheaton had been in a scoring slump for
two weeks, and were hungry for a
goal against the suddenly potent Lady
Bant squad.
When the game finally did get
underway, it started very slowly, with
both teams struggl ing offensively, and
playing kickball more than soccer.
But after Kathy Ennis took a pass
from Sally Thayer, who had gotten
. the ball on a beautiful free kick from
Merrill Richardson, and beat Lisa

- by Matthew G. Miller Editor-in-Chief
The Trinity College Women's
Soccer Team continues to roll, and
hope to ride a 7 game unbeaten string
into the NIAC playoffs. The ball
started to roll with a well-earned tie at
Williams, and has continued with wins
over Clark, Manhattanville, Mt. Holyoke, Wheaton, and Wesleyan, and a
tie against Tufts.
On October llth, the Clark
Cougars visited the homestanding
Lady Bants, and left with a 4-2 loss.
Trinity opened very quickly, scoring
3 goals in the first 38:00, and hanging
on for the win. Kattya Lopez opened
the scoring, hitting from long range
on a shot that seem to float by a mesmerized Sara Slayburgh, the Cougar
goalkeeper.
Freshman sensation Sally
Thayer continued her torrid scoring,
by netting the next two goals, both on
passes by Chris Lindsay. Thayer's
first goal was on a semi-break, with
the second coming on another long
range boomer from 30 yards.
The second half, though started
very poorly, and Clark capitalized on
the very defensive Lady B ant m idfield
by pushing the action, and finally
breaking through at the 55:05 mark,
as Gwen Verilli hooked in a corner
kick, which was followed 4:00 later
by a Diane Lelais-Helm shot beat
Lady Bant goalkeeper Lisa Banks in
the upper right corner.
Clark had the majority of the
play, and the equalizer seemed to be
a foregone conclusion. But thestrong
right side of Merrill Richardson at
right back, Debby Glew at right half,
and Chris Lindsay at right wing started
to create numerous scoring opportunities. Finally, with less than 10:00
remaining, a Glew cross found the
head of Kathy Ennis, who flicked the
ball into the net to provide a much
needed insurance goal, The goal
seemed to spark a new aggressiveness, and Clark never threatened
again.
Four days later, Trinity travelled
to Purchase, New York to face the
vastly improved squad from Manhattenville. The Lady Bants had beaten
their foes 11-1 last year, and looked
ahead to an easy win. Manhattanville
was not willing to cooperate. Playing
right behind a garbage dump seemed
to be an apt setting for this match, as
neither team played a very good game.
Trin seemed lethargic, and Manhattanville seemed more interested in
cheap shotting than playing. Kathy
Ennis opened the scoring 9:25 in to
the game, taking across from Debby
Glew, on what seemed to be a carbon
copy oftheir Clark goal. ButManhattanville struck back 15:00 later with a
shot from long range by Mary Purvis,
which was followed just 3:00 later by
a Mary Faquahli goal on a free kick
from about 35 yards out.

Sally fliayi't heads the ball dunnj; I unity s 1-1 tie with lull*.

Ycnush from 7 yards, the play really
accelerated. Whcuion followed by
scoring perhaps the prettiest goal of
the year, as Wendy Salinetti and Laura
Lucas worked a beautiful give-andgo, with Slainetti beating Lisa Banks
short side low.
But just 7:00 later, at the 35:00
mark, Ennis struck again, redirecting
a Layne Pomerleau shot past Yenush
to give the Lady Bants the lead for
good.
Thayer opened the second half
by taking an Ennis pass just 2:00 in,
and pounding the ball past the beleaguered Yenush from 14 yards out.
Lucas brought Wheaton back within
one when she converted a failed
breakaway on a scramble in front
with 27:00 left.
But just 3:00 later Debby Glew
put the game away converting a
Thayer corner, heading the ball into
the net at the 66:00 mark. With just
:10 left, Laura Weaver capped the
scoring heading in a Glew pass off a
Thayer corner, to score her first goal
of the year.
The Lady Bant offense was at its
most explosive, and seemed to respond whenever they wanted to turn
it on. It was an awesome display, and
the confidence was obvious as the
whispered word of "playoffs" was
now being talked of optomistically.
So naturally, Trin proceeded to
play their worst 45:()0 of soccer in
many a moon in the first half, as they
hosted Tufts on October 26th. The
first half was scoreless, thanks to some
big Lisa Banks saves, and the play of
Kathy Walsh, who was outstanding
all day, Kristen Mills who, at stopper,
made all the key plays, and Debby
Glew, who was her usual consistent
self.
In the second half, Trin started
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the year, 25:00 later off a Laura
Weaver headball, and Sally Thayer
coiner kick. The score remained 2-1
for the next 47:00, before Thayer put
the game away, scoring her9ih of the
year on a breakaway.
Paolillo made herself a nuisance
all game, and Lisa Banks made a big
slop on her with 15:00 remaining, and
Lineen performed well, but the
Wesleyan offense was limited to
outside shots that were well off target, or made for easy saves from
Banks, who played her angles very
well.
Seven in a row unbeaten, scoring five goals in a game, what's goin'
on? Confidence can do great things
for a team, and this one is riding that
wave. Everythingiscomingtogether,
and the team would make a few others
rather nervous if the playoffs beckon.
Net Notes: The Lady Ban! leading scorers are Thayer (9-5-23), Ennis
(10-2-22), and Glew (3-7-13). Banks
looks more comfortable every game,
and Kris Mills has been consistent.
Both Caroline Oilman and Jen Ducar
have been seeing substantial time off
the bench at midfield, and Oilman
projects as a starter next year. Layne
Pomerleau has asserted her leadership, and is playing the best soccer of
her career. Melissa Hobbie has also
contributed minutes, and has played
quite well. Richardson was hurl in
lite Wesleyan game, reinjuring her
tender ankle, and her status is uncertain. The playoff bids were announced
yesterday, at press lime, Pine thinks,
"We have a decent shot, beating
Holyoke was key." This writer thinks
they got jobbed if they didn't make it.

Inside:
Football Drops
a Tough One
Cross Country
Update
Men's Soccer
Is a Winner
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to play better, bul it was Jumbo stopper Laura MacDonakl who opened
the scoring by banging in a shot from
30 yards out at 6I:5K. The Lady
Bants scrambled to get the equalizer,
but it took the insertion of Ms. Instant
Offense, Kaltya Lopez, to provide the
tying score, as she fired a shot from 20
yards out, whereby Kalhy linnis redirected the shot into the farcorner, past
the rather husky Tufts keeper.
Banks was forced to make 1H
saves, and played her best game of the
year, and the defense played well
enough to win, but the midfield
seemed to take the day off and the
offense seemed a little disorganized.
But on the bright side, Tufts is a
ranked team (W8 in New Hngland),
and they beat a strong Conn. College
team just 2 days later.
Wesleyan was up next, and the
Lady Bants were again in a must win
situation. The Wesleyan team was
not a strong one, but the individual
skills of goalkeeper Alison Lineen
and striker Lisa Paolillo make them a
very unpleasant squad to play.
Kathy Ennis again started the
scoring, converting a Kathy Walsh
free kick for a goal. It was a great
individual effort, with Ennis taking
the pass deep in the Wesleyan penalty
area to the left of the goal, backing the
ball, juking her defender to the outside, turning inside, and firing the ball
from 5 yards past the helpless Lineen.
Wesleyan came back, though,
as Kathy Krause put in her own rebound on a scramble in front of the
Trinity net just 5:00 later. The score
remained tied until Ennis again took
the initiative, scoring her 1 Oth goal of
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